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Author:
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zds [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 8:59 am ]

Post subject: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
As per SPCR recommendation and nice-sounding specs I and multiple of my friends have bought
Western Digital Green Power drives in past half a year. Because the drive is particularly suited for
media server applications, this is where the drives have seen their use.
But, alas, within past month news began to hit in that the feature in WD GP drives that helps to
save energy, Intelli-Park, is not that intelligent. In fact, with default settings it parks the heads after
8 seconds of inactivity. What this means depends of your OS and usage pattern, but in these
low-usage media server machines running Linux it means the drive will reach it's designed lifetime
total or parkings in 200-300 days.
What makes things worse is that WD has been completely silent about the issue, and the tool that
can disable the Intelli-Park feature is not publicly available. Ie. WD is doing their best to just let the
drives die instead of warning the customers about the issue.
What to do? If you are using Green Power drive, check the SMART data to see if your drive has
alarmingly high Load_Cycle_Count value. For my WD10EACS drive the count is 87k after two
months of usage - almost one third of the designed lifespan spent. If you drive has a high value,
contact WD and ask for the wdidle3.exe. It's a DOS program that can disable the Intelli-Park or
configure it.
It might also be worth putting a mention about this to the SPCR review recommending GP drives so
that people can prepare from the very beginning and thus prevent untimely death of their drive.
Title of this thread changed by mods on 4-30-09. Existing title was basically FUD
Author:

xan_user [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 9:13 am ]

Post subject:
198 on 5000aacs in 3 months of ~12hrs/ a day. xp pro
So linux is harder on the GP than windows? Interesting.
Author:

zds [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 9:20 am ]

Post subject:
xan_user wrote:
So linux is harder on the GP than windows?

So it seems. Apparently Linux tries to save the discs by buffering data and syncing it to discs every
10-15 seconds. Unfortunately this is enough time for the WD to park it's heads..
Here is pointer to discussion about the issue on Linux Kernel Mailing List: http://kerneltrap.org
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/mailarchive/linux ... /9/1386304
Disclaimer: I am not expert in Linux kernel, so my understanding about how the Linux kernel works
with discs is pretty shallow. The only thing I know for sure is all the 4-6 GPs in my or my friends
possession have alarmingly high head load/unload counts.
Author:

xan_user [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 9:27 am ]

Post subject:
I found this ftp server with the file
...
ftp://76.17.197.241/public/software/dos/ (warning unkown ftp server)
I guess with 198 parks value i should think about using it?
Author:

zds [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 9:43 am ]

Post subject:
xan_user wrote:
I guess with 198 parks value i should think about using it?

I think with 198 in 3 months you should be pretty safe, so I'd just monitor the situation. My current
count is 88090, that's why I'm a bit worried:
Situation November 8th:
Code:
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

189

189

000

Old_age

Always

-

35865

171

171

000

Old_age

Always

-

88090

Situation December 12th:
Code:
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

Comparing those and doing some math I figured that per this information my drive is designed for
600k load/unload cycles (from 200 to 171 in 88k occurrences) so after 2 months of usage I still
have some 520k to spare.
Naturally I am only speculating when it comes to the life expectancy - without WD saying anything
it's hard to be 100% sure.
Author:

tehcrazybob [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 1:08 pm ]

Post subject:
Can anyone confirm that this is only a problem under Linux? I've got a friend with four or five GP
drives on Vista, and want to know whether I need to warn him about the problem.
Author:

porkchop [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 3:30 pm ]
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Post subject:
this is quite interesting. i remember reading some thread a while back, someone complaining about
a constant clacking- i can only assume it was intellipark.
my 6400aacs has been running for about 2 months now(xp), i'm always running something that
uses the hdd- but i'll definitely have a look at it with speedfan tonight.
edit:
mine- WDC WD6400AACS-00G8B0 with firmware 05.04C05.
power on hours count 1140
load cycle count 130
Author:

NyteOwl [ Sat Dec 13, 2008 9:45 pm ]

Post subject:
Apparently it is a problem independant of OS. A thread at the forums over at Ars Technica indicated
the wdidle.exe wasn't that effective.

http://episteme.arstechnica.com/eve/for ... 1009715931
Author:

bgiddins [ Sun Dec 14, 2008 1:05 am ]

Post subject:
You can check this with
Code:
smartctl -A /dev/sda

I've just checked mine (2 x WD10EADS in mdadm RAID 1) - drives have 410 hours of use, but only
a load cycle count of 211. That's under Ubuntu Server 8.10.
Author:

dukla2000 [ Sun Dec 14, 2008 3:11 am ]

Post subject:
My GP has been running about 10 months 24/7. It is not root or swap so should have immune from
this issue but
Code:
smartctl -a /dev/sdb
...
Device Model:

WDC WD5000AAVS-00ZTB0

Serial Number:

WD-WCASU0621311

Firmware Version: 01.01B01
...
Vendor Specific SMART Attributes with Thresholds:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME
9 Power_On_Hours

FLAG
0x0032

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE
091

091

000

Old_age

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED RAW_VALUE

Always

-

7053

...
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

007

007

000

Old_age

Always

-

581689

...

What really cheeses me off with this drive is
Code:
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200

200

000
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Old_age

Always

-

1

...
200 Multi_Zone_Error_Rate

0x0008

200

198

051

Old_age

Offline

-

1

which I cant seem to clear and results in "Device: /dev/sdb, 1 Currently unreadable (pending)
Sounds like I really must exchange the thing!

sectors" every 20 minutes in /var/log/warn
ps SuSE 10.3 initially, 11.0 more recently.
Author:

wojtek [ Sun Dec 14, 2008 7:11 am ]

Post subject:
Windows XP user here. I just checked one of my GP's - I'm using this drive about 2-3h per day
(external) since 3 months to play music.
WDC WD10EACS-00ZJB0 (WD-WCASJ1834260)
Load/Unload Cycle Count 5176
During playing just 2 songs it's increased by 5 - from 5171
Another song - +3
Author:

Strid [ Sun Dec 14, 2008 8:17 am ]

Post subject:
My GP doesn't seem to suffer from said problem. It's been running for about three months now. I've
been running Ubuntu 8.04 until I updated to Ubuntu 8.10 64-Bit this week. I wonder why spin-up
times are roughly 7K after three months. Seems like 60 times a day is a bit more than would
expect, although not extremely high. I don't think it goes into idle mode ever, because it seems to
keep writing every 5 seconds. So it never reaches a long enough idle time to configure with
hdparm. I can't really find the cause of this, though.
Code:
sudo smartctl -a /dev/sdb
...
=== START OF INFORMATION SECTION ===
Device Model:

WDC WD10EACS-00D6B0

Serial Number:

WD-WCAU41667190

Firmware Version: 01.01A01
User Capacity:

1.000.204.886.016 bytes

...
=== START OF READ SMART DATA SECTION ===
...
SMART Attributes Data Structure revision number: 16
Vendor Specific SMART Attributes with Thresholds:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME
1 Raw_Read_Error_Rate
3 Spin_Up_Time
4 Start_Stop_Count
5 Reallocated_Sector_Ct
7 Seek_Error_Rate

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

0x002f
0x0027
0x0032

200

163
100

0x0033
0x002e

200

162
100

200
100

051

021

253

Pre-fail Always

000

200

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED RAW_VALUE

Pre-fail Always

140
051

Old_age

Always

Pre-fail Always
Old_age

Always

-

6808
-

0

-

0

9 Power_On_Hours

0x0032

099

099

000

Old_age

Always

-

0x0032

100

100

051

Old_age

Always

-

100

100

051

Old_age

Always

274

-

10 Spin_Retry_Count

11 Calibration_Retry_Count 0x0032

0

-

967
0
-

0
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12 Power_Cycle_Count

0x0032

100

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032

100

200

000

200
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Old_age

000

Always

Old_age

-

Always

-

193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

194 Temperature_Celsius

0x0022

115

105

000

Old_age

Always

-

196 Reallocated_Event_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

197 Current_Pending_Sector 0x0032

200

200

000

198 Offline_Uncorrectable

0x0030

199 UDMA_CRC_Error_Count
200 Multi_Zone_Error_Rate

200

0x0032
0x0008

200
200

200

000
200

200

Old_age

Always

Old_age

Always

Old_age
000

051

Offline

Old_age
Old_age

18
267
35

-

0

-

0

-

0

Always

Offline

230

-

0
0

I don't know if this helps anyone, but if you want to check your Green Power drive under
Ubuntu/Debian do this:
Strid@UbersilentPC:~$ sudo apt-get install smartmontools
This will install what you need to check the SMART data off of your drive by doing this:
Strid@UbersilentPC:~$ sudo smartctl -a /dev/sda
You might want to replace "sda" with the correct handle for your drives.
Author:

ronnylov [ Sun Dec 14, 2008 11:13 pm ]

Post subject:
If you are running ubuntu, then this may help:
http://ubuntuforums.org/showpost.php?p= ... stcount=26
Author:

AuraAllan [ Mon Dec 15, 2008 8:31 am ]

Post subject:
Here's SMART info for the WD10EADS in my Synology DS107+ NAS.
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Strid [ Mon Dec 15, 2008 9:53 am ]

Post subject:
Does anyone know what Spin_Up_Time stands for? Seems like most if not all of us have a high
number in this parameter.
Author:

xan_user [ Mon Dec 15, 2008 12:50 pm ]

Post subject:
update of email to WD asking for the wdidle3.exe file.
Quote:
There are lots of GP drives dying prematurely, apparently the file "wdidle3.exe" can prolong the life span, but it s not on your
site.

Why?

Where can I get the "wdidle3.exe" file needed to fix my drive(s)?

Quote:
Auto-Response 12/13/2008 09:23 AM
Question: How can I get support for my WD product in LINUX or UNIX?
Answer: Western Digital technical support only provides jumper configuration (for EIDE hard drive) and physical installation
support for hard drives used in systems running the Linux/Unix operating systems. For setup questions beyond physical
installation of your Western Digital hard drive, you would have to contact the vendor of your Linux/Unix operating system.
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Not a good answer for a company looking to expand its customer base.
Author:

m0002a [ Mon Dec 15, 2008 2:37 pm ]

Post subject:
xan_user wrote:
Not a good answer for a company looking to expand its customer base.

I got the same "auto-response" because I selected UNIX/Linux as the OS in the questionaire. They
give you a chance to reply by email if the auto-response email is not satisfactory.
Author:

CoccoBill [ Tue Dec 16, 2008 7:02 am ]

Post subject:
Hm, running 4 WD10EACS drives on an Adaptec 5805 under Ubuntu 8.10 server for a couple
months 24/7, no sign of problems here. Power_On_hours around 1750 and Load_Cycle_Counts
between 8 and 12.
Author:

Nick Geraedts [ Tue Dec 16, 2008 12:49 pm ]

Post subject:
I've got 8 WD drives connected to a 3ware controller. After a few months of running, I've got the
following data from smartmontools:
Code:
Drive 0
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

091
093

091
093

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

6759
-

321155

Drive 1
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

091
100

091
100

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

6756
-

301268

Drive 2
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

094
078

094
078

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

4436
-

367302

Drive 3
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

094
078

094
078

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

4437
-

368137

Drive 4
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

094
078

094
078

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

4437
-

367378

Drive 5
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

094
075

094
075

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

4437
-

376041

Drive 6
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

094
023

094
023

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

4437
-

531946

Drive 7
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

094
076

094
076

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always
Always

-

4437
-

372869

Press any key to continue . . .

However, there's no odd clicking or signs of imminent death from the drives. SMART data is actually
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quite DUMB in some ways, and it definitely shouldn't be taken as an absolute measure of life
expectancy of the drives. Google did a lengthy analysis of drive life expectancy, and in a large
number of the failures, SMART gave no warning of failure. Furthermore, there were several drives
that had worked far beyond their "rated specs" according to the SMART data.

EDIT - There's also the fact that head "parking" has several stages involved. There are soft parks,
hard parks, and stages inbetween. My guess is that the rated values on WD's website are for hard
parks (the kind that happens when the drive is turned off), while Intellipark does a soft park - just
moving it away from the disk.
Author:

protellect [ Tue Dec 16, 2008 1:43 pm ]

Post subject:
Mine seems ok. XP64 bit.
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bgiddins [ Tue Dec 16, 2008 3:32 pm ]

Post subject:
There's some extremes here - either counts in the low hundreds, or counts in the tens or hundreds
of thousands.
Is it a disk firmware issue, or a controller issue?
Author:

Derek Baker [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 3:22 am ]

Post subject:
zds wrote:
I think with 198 in 3 months you should be pretty safe, so I'd just monitor the situation.
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My new WD10EACS-00ZJB0 has reached 210 in 17 hours - Vista 64 Home Premium SP1.
Author:

_MarcoM_ [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 6:52 am ]

Post subject:
Ok, now i have my new 640GB GP, date 29 oct 2008, firmware 05.04C05 (same as porkchop).
I will use it as a system boot disk under Windows Xp Pro SP3, what should I check? The load/unload
cycle count?
Author:

KlaymenDK [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 8:21 am ]

Post subject:
Strid wrote:
Does anyone know what Spin_Up_Time stands for? Seems like most if not all of us have a high number in this parameter.

FYI: "Spin-Up Time":
Average time of spindle spin up (from zero RPM to fully operational [millisecs]). (source)
In other words, it's perfectly normal to have a value of a couple of thousand, as it represents the
drive's boot-up time -- only, it should not fluctuate too much over time.
Author:

Derek Baker [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 8:51 am ]

Post subject:
The Data for my GP's Spin Up Time is 8116, though the Current and Worst are both 177 and the
Status is OK (all from HDTune).
Author:

zds [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 9:16 am ]

Post subject:
xan_user wrote:
Quote:
Auto-Response 12/13/2008 09:23 AM
Question: How can I get support for my WD product in LINUX or UNIX?
Answer: Western Digital technical support only provides jumper configuration (for EIDE hard drive) and physical installation support for
hard drives used in systems running the Linux/Unix operating systems. For setup questions beyond physical installation of your Western
Digital hard drive, you would have to contact the vendor of your Linux/Unix operating system.

Not a good answer for a company looking to expand its customer base.

Indeed. It's one thing to make mistakes, and another thing to make mistakes and then refuse to
help your customers to fix it.. If that's the occifial stance of WD, I will not be buying their hardware
for machines running any OS for next couple of years..
BTW, I have two WD drives in the same server and I used wdidle3 to set head parking time to
maximum allowed amount (not disable, however) for both of them. In 5.5 days Green Power one
has made 2600 more head unloads/loads, the older WD drive - tadaa - one (1).
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Naturally usage pattern is not 1:1 for those drives, but this starts to smell like a real firmware bug,
not just a feature. Ie. it looks to me the GP just does not have too short time, the timer itself is not
working properly. Bug, not a feature.
EDIT:
Firmware version of my drive is 01.01B01.
Author:

zds [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 9:25 am ]

Post subject:
Nick Geraedts wrote:
Furthermore, there were several drives that had worked far beyond their "rated specs" according to the SMART data.

There's also the fact that head "parking" has several stages involved. There are soft parks, hard parks, and stages
inbetween. My guess is that the rated values on WD's website are for hard parks (the kind that happens when the drive is
turned off), while Intellipark does a soft park - just moving it away from the disk.

If this is the case, then WD should come up, say "your drives are fine, we just goofed up and track
soft parks in hard park category in SMART data". They are actively not doing that, instead trying to
hide the problem.
BTW, another minus to WD: GP drives do not follow the standard commands to disable head parking
(via hdparm in Linux). Ie. you indeed need the special program from WD to do it.
I understand every company makes mistakes, bug what bugs me here is that WD is not confirming
anything, instead trying to cover the tracks and behave like there was no issue.
Author:

Nick Geraedts [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 4:04 pm ]

Post subject:
zds wrote:
If this is the case, then WD should come up, say "your drives are fine, we just goofed up and track soft parks in hard park
category in SMART data". They are actively not doing that, instead trying to hide the problem.

BTW, another minus to WD: GP drives do not follow the standard commands to disable head parking (via hdparm in Linux).
Ie. you indeed need the special program from WD to do it.

I understand every company makes mistakes, bug what bugs me here is that WD is not confirming anything, instead trying
to cover the tracks and behave like there was no issue.

So... because a company doesn't allow Linux software to park the heads, that's a bad thing?
Perhaps the Linux command might interfere with the normal operation of the drive - something that
in turn could cause more headaches for WD.It sounds to me like they're preventing people from
meddling with a custom piece of firmware. It's not like we have direct access to NCQ ordering
operations in modern drives either, but nobody complains about that since it works and doesn't
throw any erroneous errors in SMART data.
I haven't seen any evidence of WD trying to pull the wool over anyone's eyes here. I think they're
just not letting the issue grow out of proportion. I aside from the horrible JB series, I've seen one
WD drive die within it's warranty period. This includes the 16 drives in the computers I own, along
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with those that I've used for client builds in the past two years (approximately 30).
Author:

zds [ Wed Dec 17, 2008 4:50 pm ]

Post subject:
Nick Geraedts wrote:
So... because a company doesn't allow Linux software to park the heads, that's a bad thing? Perhaps the Linux command
might interfere with the normal operation of the drive - something that in turn could cause more headaches for WD.

Negative. The command in question was instruction for the drive to turn off head parking as an
energy saving measure, ie. sets a new value to configuration option (that we know to exist in WD
GP drives as well). It does not command drive to do anything at that very point. Also, many other
manufacturers have been able to implement it just fine.
Author:

cmthomson [ Thu Dec 18, 2008 5:59 pm ]

Post subject:
There was a similar problem with IBM/Hitachi 2.5" drives about 6 years ago. The default firmware
settings parked the heads after 20 seconds, and the OS of the particular appliance that my
company built touched the disks every 30 seconds. After about a year of this, the soft-landing area
started to shred and spew bits of gunk all over the platter, resulting in data errors.
All predictable after the fact, and really no one was to blame (right, try explaining that to our
customers). The disks started to fail in alarming numbers, with park counts over a million.
The lesson here that engineers will appreciate (but not consumers or executives) is that full and
open communication about a product's attributes and limitations benefits everyone.
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Author:
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watchtower [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 2:39 pm ]

Post subject: Which number are you talking about? Current or Raw/Data?
I have this drive and when I check SpeedFan it has the Load Cycle Count "Value" as
300 and the "Raw" value at 121445.
When I check the count using HD Tune, it has the "Value" as 300 and the "Data"
(referenced as Raw with SpeedFan) at 121445.
What number are you referencing? What's the difference? If it's the larger number,
then folks upthread who said they had low load cycle counts may be referencing the
wrong number and they don't know that their drives may be dying.
Author:

Mankey [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 4:36 pm ]

Post subject:
Mine is reporting a raw value at 1,342,596. Can this be possible?
Author:

watchtower [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 4:52 pm ]

Post subject:
Is this problem exclusive to the green power Western Digital product line, or does it
also occur with the black and blue product lines?
Author:

MikeC [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 5:23 pm ]

Post subject:
watchtower wrote:
Is this problem exclusive to the green power Western Digital product line, or does it also occur with the black
and blue product lines?

afaik, it seems unclear that this is a problem even in the GP drives. Yes, it seems to be
happening, but does it really cause early failure? No one has yet reported a failure
related to this, right?
Author:

watchtower [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 5:35 pm ]

Post subject:
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MikeC wrote:
watchtower wrote:
Is this problem exclusive to the green power Western Digital product line, or does it also occur with the black and blue
product lines?

afaik, it seems unclear that this is a problem even in the GP drives. Yes, it seems to be happening, but does
it really cause early failure? No one has yet reported a failure related to this, right?

These drives may be failing, but folks may not know it's due to a high "load cycle
count". I only came across this problem recently right when I was prepared to buy
another green WD drive. WD doesn't appear to be acknowledging this. There are
hundreds of reviews on New Egg that don't make any reference to this.
I'm surprised at how little known this issue is considering the popularity of this drive.
Author:

MikeC [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 5:53 pm ]

Post subject:
watchtower wrote:
These drives may be failing, but folks may not know it's due to a high "load cycle count".

But can you or anyone confirm that any drives failed due specifically to high "load cycle
count"? IS there really a cause and effect?
Author:

watchtower [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 6:33 pm ]

Post subject:
MikeC wrote:
watchtower wrote:
These drives may be failing, but folks may not know it's due to a high "load cycle count".

But can you or anyone confirm that any drives failed due specifically to high "load cycle count"? IS there
really a cause and effect?

No, I haven't seen any claims of it failing due to a high "load cycle count", but take a
look at Western Digital's official specs for this drive:
http://www.wdc.com/en/library/sata/2879-701229.pdf
Their "Reliability/Data Integrity" spec states:
Code:
Load/unload cycles: 300,000
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WD is telling us what the drive's "reliability" limit is. I have 5 drives and the 1TB
Western Digital green is the only one with a load cycle count as high as 120,000. It's
incrementing by 50+ every hour.
My 6 year old IBM drive has the second highest load cycle count of 2500. My other 3
drives have load cycle counts of 0.
Author:

MikeC [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 7:41 pm ]

Post subject:
watchtower wrote:
No, I haven't seen any claims of it failing due to a high "load cycle count"....

Then your comment in your first post...
watchtower wrote:
WD is doing their best to just let the drives die instead of warning the customers about the issue.

...is erroneous, inflammatory and unfair to WD.
Here's what I will do: Forward the text of your first post to my contacts at WD. We'll
see how they respond.
Author:

watchtower [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 10:19 pm ]

Post subject:
MikeC wrote:
watchtower wrote:
No, I haven't seen any claims of it failing due to a high "load cycle count"....

Then your comment in your first post...
watchtower wrote:
WD is doing their best to just let the drives die instead of warning the customers about the issue.

...is erroneous, inflammatory and unfair to WD.

Here's what I will do: Forward the text of your first post to my contacts at WD. We'll see how they respond.

I didn't type that second quote. You're mistaking me for the OP.
Author:

MikeC [ Mon Dec 22, 2008 11:45 pm ]

Post subject:
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watchtower wrote:
I didn't type that second quote. You're mistaking me for the OP.

oh, sorry....
Author:

watchtower [ Tue Dec 23, 2008 12:18 am ]

Post subject:
MikeC wrote:
watchtower wrote:
I didn't type that second quote. You're mistaking me for the OP.

oh, sorry....

No problem Mike.
I tried out the wdidle3.exe utility and it seems to have frozen the load cycle count
completely. It hasn't incremented once in hours.
By default it's set to 8 second (8000 milliseconds).
I first changed it to 25 seconds:
Code:
WDIDLE3 /S250

but it made no difference.
It then tried 25.5 seconds:
Code:
WDIDLE3 /S255

and that seemed to work. I was actually planning to disable Intellipark completely:
Code:
WDIDLE3 /D

but it doesn't look like I have to.
The thing is, I don't know if this really "fixed" anything. It's possible that all I did was
stop the drive from "reporting" load cycles, but allowed the problem to remain silently.
By the way, I'm on a Windows system and the 1TB WD10EACS drive has 3024 power
on hours.
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dukla2000 [ Tue Dec 23, 2008 1:21 am ]

Post subject:
MikeC wrote:
watchtower wrote:
These drives may be failing, but folks may not know it's due to a high "load cycle count".

But can you or anyone confirm that any drives failed due specifically to high "load cycle count"? IS there
really a cause and effect?

Would be really hard to prove the cause/effect if/when you land up with a duff drive?
In my case I am sitting on " 1 Currently unreadable (pending) sectors". Now as
best as I can interpret from Google this sector should relocate itself when I try and
read it, but despite running the short & long SMART self tests, and a full OS check
(fsck) I cant shift the thing. Not sure if the log below indicates the sector number in
question - if it is close to the parking zone would be interesting.
Code:
Error 1 occurred at disk power-on lifetime: 6093 hours (253 days + 21 hours)
When the command that caused the error occurred, the device was active or idle.

After command completion occurred, registers were:
ER ST SC SN CL CH DH
-- -- -- -- -- -- -40 51 01 44 00 38 40

Commands leading to the command that caused the error were:
CR FR SC SN CL CH DH DC

Powered_Up_Time Command/Feature_Name

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---------------- -------------------60 08 00 3f 00 38 32 08 21d+09:43:30.995 READ FPDMA QUEUED
60 08 00 47 00 34 32 08 21d+09:43:30.995 READ FPDMA QUEUED
60 08 00 3f 00 34 32 08 21d+09:43:30.991 READ FPDMA QUEUED
60 08 00 47 00 30 32 08 21d+09:43:30.990 READ FPDMA QUEUED
60 08 00 3f 00 30 32 08 21d+09:43:30.978 READ FPDMA QUEUED

SMART Self-test log structure revision number 1
Num Test_Description

Status

Remaining LifeTime(hours) LBA_of_first_error

# 1 Conveyance offline Completed without error
# 2 Extended offline
# 3 Short offline

Author:

Completed without error
Completed without error

00%
00%
00%

6352

-

6148
45

-

Nick Geraedts [ Tue Dec 23, 2008 1:35 am ]

Post subject:
watchtower wrote:
The thing is, I don't know if this really "fixed" anything. It's possible that all I did was stop the drive from
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"reporting" load cycles, but allowed the problem to remain silently.

Sorry to sound blunt, but that sounds like pure FUD in the actual sense of the term.
Why would anyone write a program to allow a device to lie about sensor data?
As Mike mentioned before, there's been no evidence of the high load/unload cycle
counts being the true values (are the raw values or the actual number, as watchtower
pointed out). Furthermore, nobody has confirmed if the data provided by SMART
does/should correspond to the specs in the datasheets. Is SMART counting Intellipark
cycles, when the datasheet lists full load/unload cycles? As far as I know, WD is the
only company with this type of technology (and I believe it's only on the GP drives), so
it's not unreasonable to hear about erroneous readings.
If you read the reviews on NewEgg, there's only one "1 egg" review that I could find
that wasn't a DOA or early death. My experience is that with decent hardware in proper
operating conditions, it'll die within 3 months, or after 3 years. Pretty much every one
of the poor reviews on NewEgg fits this category so far (except the one mentioned).

For what it's worth, I've hammered on all 10 of my GP drives in my server a number of
times. I found out a few months ago that my 3ware card had a faulty BIOS chip which
was causing drives to fall out of the array on restarts. Understandably, this led to
several rebuilds in a matter of weeks (each taking over a day) on the eight WD10EACS
drives. I also had issues initially with poor quality SATA cables connecting the
WD5000AACS drives to the system as well, again, leading to rebuilds of the system
RAID1 array. *touch wood* I haven't seen any cause for concern with these drives
(SMART data, temperatures, performance), and the only thing I've done with the
firmware is enable TLER for all of them.
Author:

matt_garman [ Wed Dec 24, 2008 6:46 am ]

Post subject:
FYI, I sent an email to WD asking for details on this matter. What I get out of their
response is that the SMART attribute Load_Cycle_Count is indeed reflective of full head
parks. But they also say that the drives operating specs (300k/600k parks) are
guidelines, and "should" function well beyond those numbers. Here's my email and
their reply, maybe someone else will take away a different interpretation.
My email:
Quote:
Hello,

Looking at the SMART data for one of my many GreenPower drives, I see that the SMART attribute named
"Load_Cycle_Count" has a very high value, 124002 (with Power_On_Hours = 4870, averaging about 25
Load_Cycle_Counts an hour).

The specifications for the consumer GP drives say they are rated to 300,000 load/unload cycles, and
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600,000 for the enterprise/RE2 drives.

What I want to know is: is the "Load_Cycle_Count" SMART attribute the same as a load/unload cycle (as
defined by the drive's specifications)?

In other words, should I be concerned that the Load_Cycle_Count attribute is growing so quickly?

At this rate, it will take less than three years for the Load_Cycle_Count to reach 600,000.

Thank you very much,
Matt

And WD's response:
Quote:
Dear Matthew,

Thank you for contacting Western Digital Customer Service and Support.

The Load Cycle Count keeps track of how many times the read/write head on the unit takes off / parks from
the initial point, to access the data on the drive. This happens each time the unit is turned on/off. An
estimated count of 600,000 indicates a life span of 3-5 years on average. However, the units are designed to
work well beyond that number. This number is provided as an average threshold of where we know that the
unit is reliable and under perfect working conditions. Going past this, does not mean that the unit will fail to
work. The unit should continue to work with no issues. However, beyond this number, it is not fully certain
that it will continue without any issues.

Sincerely,
Johnny H.

Author:

watchtower [ Wed Dec 24, 2008 10:18 am ]

Post subject:
watchtower wrote:
I tried out the wdidle3.exe utility and it seems to have frozen the load cycle count completely. It hasn't
incremented once in hours.

I'm quoting myself above. I was wrong. The wdidle3.exe utility fixed nothing. The drive
has reverted back to incrementing the the load cycle count by one per minute.
Author:

Monkeh16 [ Wed Dec 24, 2008 10:49 am ]

Post subject:
watchtower wrote:
By default it's set to 8 second (8000 milliseconds).
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I first changed it to 25 seconds:
Code:
WDIDLE3 /S250

but it made no difference.

It then tried 25.5 seconds:
Code:
WDIDLE3 /S255

and that seemed to work. I was actually planning to disable Intellipark completely:
Code:
WDIDLE3 /D

but it doesn't look like I have to.

I think perhaps wdidle3.exe is poorly documented, or you're not quite understanding
what it does. It should be changing the APM setting in the firmware of the drive, '255'
would be off. 250 would be low power saving (spin-down not permitted, head unloading
probably would be), the default setting of 8 would be very high power management
(full spindown and head unload after a handful of seconds). The -B option to hdparm on
Linux systems should have the same effect, but be volatile.
Author:

Tamas [ Thu Dec 25, 2008 7:07 am ]

Post subject:
Here is the SMART information from my first gen WD GP: WD10EACS
I'm using it as a second data storage drive in WinXP/Vista enviroment.
Actually these SMART values are contains raw information. The real question is what
are they means, how does the manufacturer configured these counters? (Load / Unload
Cycle Counter increasing 25 or 1 per head unload?)
Somebody wrote that the Load / Unload Cycle Count increasing by 50 in every hour. If
this really means that the hard disk does 50 head unloads an hour (1200/day), then
this is badly configured drive with faulty firmware.
This number can be checked by power measurements on the drive.
Which is weird for me that there are users where the counter values seems to be
normal, and lots of measurements where these values are unusually high.
I know that windows like to use the hard drives and caching almost constantly (it's
hard to stop even my notebook drive when I read just one page). So maybe these
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systems rarely affected by this problem.
If a GP drive is configured that it does a head unload after 8 seconds of inactivity, and
some linux systems does nothing for 0-8 sec but access the disk regularly in every
>8sec-2min, it will cause at least 30 head unload per hour, which will greatly decrease
the life expectancy of the drive in 24/7 enviroment. (at least 272000 unloads per year
in this case)
I'll try out this wdidle program, I've already tried to disable this power management
function with Hitachi Feature Tool without any success.
//////
I've just checked my drive with this program. My GP was configured to 8000ms as
facory default. I set the drive first to 25,5sec then disabled this function. I'll check the
Load Unload counter after several days.
Author:

Tamas [ Thu Dec 25, 2008 10:35 pm ]

Post subject:
After several hours of usage, the Load / Unload Cycle Counter just increased by two
(there was two switch on/off), which is absolutely normal for an APM disabled HDD.
This WDIdle3 program really works, and can switch off APM on WD Green Power.
Author:

m0002a [ Thu Dec 25, 2008 10:47 pm ]

Post subject:
I finally got a copy of the WDIdle3 program from WD (after much bantering back and
forth) and tried to run it in the DOS command window on Win XP and got a bunch of
errors:
C:\WDIDLE~1.00>wdidle3 /S255
WDIDLE3 Version 1.00
Copyright (C) 2005-2008 Western Digital Corp.
Configure Idle3.
CauseWay DOS Extender v3.49 Copyright 1992-99 Michael Devore.
All rights reserved.
Exception: 0D, Error code: 0000
EAX=02AC0060 EBX=02AE0060 ECX=00000001 EDX=00002AC0 ESI=02AC0060
EDI=02AE0094 EBP=02A9F994 ESP=02A9F964 EIP=02A2F604 EFL=00013216
CS=027F-FD5E0000 DS=0287-FD5E0000 ES=0287-FD5E0000
FS=0000-xxxxxxxx GS=028F-xxxxxxxx SS=0287-FD5E0000
CR0=00000000 CR2=00000000 CR3=00000000 TR=0000
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Info flags=00008018
Writing CW.ERR file....
CauseWay error 09 : Unrecoverable exception. Program terminated.
I tried a DOS boot CD, but it does not support SATA drives. Can anyone help me as to
how they successfully ran the program (WD will not support it). Just for the record, my
machine is primarily used for Linux, but I have a dual-boot option to Win XP.
Author:

Tamas [ Fri Dec 26, 2008 8:51 am ]

Post subject:
m0002a wrote:
I tried a DOS boot CD, but it does not support SATA drives. Can anyone help me as to how they successfully
ran the program (WD will not support it). Just for the record, my machine is primarily used for Linux, but I
have a dual-boot option to Win XP.

Integrate WDIdle3.exe into the dos boot iso. (ultraiso etc.)
In the bios try to find this SATA option: compatibility/pata mode
Author:

whiic [ Sat Dec 27, 2008 6:23 am ]

Post subject:
Didn't notice this thread until it got many posts. I'll now comment on several post
during past month.
zds: "default settings it parks the heads after 8 seconds of inactivity. What this means
depends of your OS and usage pattern, but in these low-usage media server machines
running Linux it means the drive will reach it's designed lifetime total or parkings in
200-300 days."
200-300 roughly corresponds to once every minute. It's not a problem with Linux only,
SpeedFan does SMART polling with 1 minute periods so many SPCR silencing fanatics
with software variable rpm fan speed suffer the same issue within Windows.
HDD has warranty period of 3 years and reported service life is 5 years. During 5 years,
these drives can accumulate 2.6 million unload cycles at rate of 1/minute.
zds: "If you drive has a high value, contact WD and ask for the wdidle3.exe."
Thread in StorageReview suggests it can't be disabled but set to maximum around 30
seconds. If you poll the drive for SMART values once every 60 seconds, changing the
time-out will have no effect at all and you'd still end up with 2.6 million cycles in it's
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service life (if it doesn't die or get retired before that).
It's definitely a concern but not necessarily alarming. We should ALWAYS keep
back-ups. And aggressive power-saving unload time-out doesn't cause imminent threat
(as in threatening to kill both the drive AND it's back-up at the same time).
Whatever WD states as unload count durability is the minimum number of unloads that
could cause amount of wear that cause a risk of failure. It's not a date of death but
more like equivalent of a male human reaching early 30's. It obviously increases
likelyhood of heart-attack but certainly doesn't guarantee death in nearby future.
Strid: "My GP doesn't seem to suffer from said problem. It's been running for about
three months now."
You posted our SMART values (I'll quote only few lines of them):
Code:
4 Start_Stop_Count

0x0032

100

100

000

Old_age

Always

-

274

...
192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

200
200

200
200

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always
Always

-

18
267

Well, 267+18 isn't that much bigger than 274: only 11 times has the head unloaded
without stopping platters (at least if we trust the SMART values).
Your drive is the newer 3-platter variant, WD10EACS-00D6B0. I have one of those too.
It has
Code:
4 Start_Stop_Count

38

...
192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 8
193 Load_Cycle_Count

38

Your power on hours are 967, mine is 2527 hours. (Meaning I have not power-cycled
my drive as ofter. I keep it only 24/7.) Only registered unloads are when platters are
spun down.
I have two older 00ZJB0 variant 1TB GreenPowers as well. One of them is connected
via USB so I can't post it's values (it's the older of the two with more cycles). The one
that I can read for SMART without gouing through extra trouble of opening the
enclosure and the case, and powering down the system to do it, has the following
values:
Power on hours: 6124
Power cycles: 113
Start/stop cycles: 125
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Power-off retract count: 29
Load/unload cycle count: 292959
The older one is already past the "deadline" in WD specs (at least I've heard they list
300000 cycles). The newer of the two old ones still has value 103, meaning the 300000
cycle minimum sustainable unloads will be 100. Value 0 will be reached at 600000
cycles.
No bad sectors on any of my WD10EACS. No corruption issue, no odd clicking (not
counting the feature itself as "odd").
Either the "fixed" the unloading in new version of GP, or it's still going on, but it's
hidden from SMART values. I know there's soft and hard unloads. "Load/unload cycle
count" is definitely the soft one. "Power-off retract count" is the hard one. And even
when you pwoer down the computer, they will be stopped with a command, before PSU
cut's the electricity. Hard unloads occur on power outage or if power is otherwise cut
suddenly. Cutting the power during boot-up up, during system freeze, etc. Though, at
system freeze the HDD would notice what appears to be "idle time" and unload without
external command, making it "soft".
I won't consider the situation alarming. If there's more than normal amount of drive
deaths, it's bad. But I'm hesitant to believe there is. Because people are aware and
worried about these SMART values, they tend to make each GreenPower drive death a
bigger number than a death of non-GreenPower drive, creating a problem that doesn't
actually exist.
Author:

whiic [ Sat Dec 27, 2008 11:38 am ]

Post subject:
Strid: "Does anyone know what Spin_Up_Time stands for? Seems like most if not all of
us have a high number in this parameter."
KlaymenDK: "In other words, it's perfectly normal to have a value of a couple of
thousand, as it represents the drive's boot-up time -- only, it should not fluctuate too
much over time."
Time from power on until either operational rpm reached, or until rpm reached and
heads loaded on media. Manufacturer specific. Might be milliseconds... or some other
unit, not necessarily something used elsewhere.
If you power down a HDD and power up it before the platters have stopped, usually
you'll get a very low raw data for spin-up time when polled before next power cycle
replaces the previous.
Nothing to worry about as long as the values (not raw data) are high (usually around
100).
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Nick Geraedts: "There's also the fact that head "parking" has several stages involved.
There are soft parks, hard parks, and stages inbetween. My guess is that the rated
values on WD's website are for hard parks (the kind that happens when the drive is
turned off), while Intellipark does a soft park - just moving it away from the disk."
zds: "If this is the case, then WD should come up, say "your drives are fine, we just
goofed up and track soft parks in hard park category in SMART data"."
"Load/unload count" is the attribute that keeps climbing rapidly and that is the soft
type of unload. IF it was the "hard" type of unload, what would "Power-off retract
count" be then?
I don't think that what Nick said is feasible either. 300000 is most likely the number of
soft parks, hard parks being lower. Luckily, it's the minimum amount of parks that could
cause trouble, not the average number of parks before failure. With relatively high
likelyhood, they will run without problems way past million cycles.
It was not that long ago when IBM/Hitachi drives (the first drives to implement
load/unload technology to desktop sized drives) were rated for only 50000 soft unloads
(where as contact start/stop drives were rated for the same 50000 start/stops even
though start/stop is supposedly be more harmful than soft unloads). And Fujitsu laptop
MHW20xxAT series is rated for 600000 times and 20000 times for "emergency retract".
In my opinion there is no_fucking_way that WD would be rated for 300000 emergency
retracts. (That would place soft retracts around 10 million cycles if the relationship
between soft and hard cycle counts wouls be the same.) But also, manufacturers may
be more conservative in rating unload based HDDs than old-style contact-start/stop
drives. Unload technology is newer and it's long-term reliability is less known (but in
theory it should increase reliability).
Dukla2000: "In my case I am sitting on " 1 Currently unreadable (pending) sectors".
Now as best as I can interpret from Google this sector should relocate itself when I try
and read it, but despite running the short & long SMART self tests, and a full OS check
(fsck) I cant shift the thing."
Have you tried the "SMART offline data collection routine"? It's a bit different offline
scan... it's even more autonomously handled by the HDD itself. Other SMART offline
scans require the software to be left running or the scan will terminate. Also, running
other tests in HDDScan causes high CPU load where as "SMART offline data collection
routine" runs even if HDDScan is closed and there's not change in CPU util. It just
works silently in the background. Just start it and check back into it the next day. It'll
take AT LEAST as long as "SMART extended selftest in offline mode" to complete and
you will not be notified when it's done. It may even end in endless loop and start from
beginning when complete...
___
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If WD's IntelliPark can be configured via APM feature (the same feature that controls
power saving aggressiveness of Hitachi drives), then using HDDScan in Windows is a
good way to do it.
There's no reason to boot to DOS diskette and hazzle with DOS drivers for disk
controller.
Newest of my three WDs doesn't increase it's unload count rapidly (around 60 cycles
per hour if I don't shut down SpeedFan), which may be as simple as different default
APM setting. The question is: if I change the value, will it be volatile. With Hitachis, it's
permanent, and with Hitachis even spindown counter is permanent... but with some
other drives, spindown counter is erased when power cycled. I wonder how it's with WD
& APM... I might try it... but I need to take out the suspecting drive to listen to it
unload and see if it makes a difference. My newest WD doesn't increase the count but I
cannot be sure if it unloads (as my system has too many HDDs to make clicks at
pseudo-random intervals).
If only WD published APM values and corresponding time-out values for head unload
and platter spindown like Hitachi has done with their APM implementation. It certainly
wouldn't hurt them to release such information. And if they want to change the
aggressiveness of power saving, just set a different default value for APM.
___

EDIT: I just listened to the newest GP. If I leave the drive idle for ~10 seconds or
longer, then poll SMART values, it will click, meaning it unloaded. But unload count
doesn't increase! So the newer GreenPowers don't show the real number of soft
unloads, probably due to general panic caused by later revision being too honest with
it.
I like honesty but too bad being honest doesn't pay off like it should. People RMA drives
for SMART being too honest even if it's just
RAW data error rate (very low values on Seagates)
Hardware ECC (Samsungs, probably Seagates as well)
Unload cycle count (rapidly increasing on GreenPowers)
Bad sectors (reallocatable)
Ignorance is bliss. Not knowing there's a few bad sectors that have been reallocated
but not caused bluescreen, data corruption or even SMART value change, doesn't give
you much harm.
But knowing that some manufacturers may hide the bad sectors and report "0" as long
as spare sectors exist, isn't ignorance... you may be unaware of certainty of bad
sectors but you also can't live in peace because you'll be suspecting good drives as bad
as well. True ignorance would be ignorance of the possibility that SMART values may
not be real.
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And apparently HDDScan reports that these two WDs I have don't support APM feature.
I can't write to the register with HDDScan as it's "unsupported". Maybe some utility can
force write in it, and cause a change.
Ironically it reports that Samsung Spinpoint F1 does. And it is a CSS based drive so
there is no possibility to have extra power saving modes.
Author:

J400uk [ Sun Dec 28, 2008 10:38 am ]

Post subject:
Hi, I'm new here. I had a WD10EACS for a few days in November and had installed it in
my linux-based buffalo linkstation pro nas.
I noticed that every few seconds it would make a clicking noise, which sounded like the
head was parking (?).
I found this noise very annoying as I prefer my stuff to operate in silence. I put the
hard drive temporaily in my vista based pc and found it did not click.
It has now been sent back and I replaced it with a 750GB seagate to go in the NAS,
which runs nice and silent with no clicks.
Is the problem I describe the same as the one been disccussed in this thread?
Author:

whiic [ Sun Dec 28, 2008 12:20 pm ]

Post subject:
J400uk: "Is the problem I describe the same as the one been disccussed in this
thread?"
If the drive was recognized and stayed accessible without occasional freezing or
slowdowns, then it with very high probability was the feature discussed in this thread.
I doubt Seagate is quiet, let alone silent, but I do admit the load/unloads are more
noticeable than AAM enabled seeks.
Author:

dukla2000 [ Tue Dec 30, 2008 11:13 am ]

Post subject:
whiic wrote:
Dukla2000: "In my case I am sitting on " 1 Currently unreadable (pending) sectors". Now as best as I can
interpret from Google this sector should relocate itself when I try and read it, but despite running the short
& long SMART self tests, and a full OS check (fsck) I cant shift the thing."

Have you tried the "SMART offline data collection routine"? ...
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I have now (I think - I did
smartctl -o on -t offline /dev/sdb
)
The SMART report has changed
Code:
smartctl -a /dev/sdb
...
General SMART Values:
Offline data collection status: (0x82) Offline data collection activity
was completed without error.
Auto Offline Data Collection: Enabled.
Self-test execution status:

(

0) The previous self-test routine completed

without error or no self-test has ever
been run.
Total time to complete Offline
data collection:

(13980) seconds.

...
Vendor Specific SMART Attributes with Thresholds:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
...
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

001

001

000

Old_age

Always

-

616065

0x0022

125

107

000

Old_age

Always

-

22

!!! going for a

world record on this one!
194 Temperature_Celsius

196 Reallocated_Event_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

197 Current_Pending_Sector 0x0012

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

1

...
SMART Self-test log structure revision number 1
Num Test_Description

Status

Remaining LifeTime(hours) LBA_of_first_error

# 1 Conveyance offline Completed without error
# 2 Extended offline
# 3 Short offline

Completed without error
Completed without error

00%
00%
00%

6352

-

6148
45

-

...

but note the Pending_sector is still there and the message in the warning log every 30
mins.
Author:

whiic [ Tue Dec 30, 2008 3:11 pm ]

Post subject:
Offline reallocatable could probably be reallocated if offline routine can read the sector
after retrys, then copy data to spare sector and reallocate the dead sector to where
data was copied.
But if retrys don't work, offline routine won't force reallocation of the sector as the HDD
doesn't know if there's some very important data on it. You need to either copy data off
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the drive, wipe it with zerofill pass, or check the LBA of the bad sector and wipe that
single sector. If you overwrite that sector, the HDD will know the old content is
worthless (because you are overwriting the old content) and write the new data directly
to spare sector instead of the pending sector, then it will disable the pending sector as
unusable (meaning you can't even attempt data recovery of it's contents).
So, did you have the LBA of the bad sector? It could be a "software" bad sector,
meaning a power outage while writing it, resulting in mismatched checksum of partially
written sector. I that case, the HDD might actually abort reallocation, attempt to write
in it, read it back and (only if re-read is successful) take the "faulty" sector back to
normal use. Anyway, whether to reallocate or return the sector back to use (that
decision is made by HDD itself) you just need to overwrite it.
Author:

deadfones [ Wed Dec 31, 2008 1:32 am ]

Post subject:
whiic wrote:
EDIT: I just listened to the newest GP. If I leave the drive idle for ~10 seconds or longer, then poll SMART
values, it will click, meaning it unloaded. But unload count doesn't increase! So the newer GreenPowers don't
show the real number of soft unloads, probably due to general panic caused by later revision being too
honest with it.

Are you referring to the WD10EADS?
Anyone know how these are affected?
Author:

whiic [ Wed Dec 31, 2008 4:50 am ]

Post subject:
"Are you referring to the WD10EADS?"
No, I'm referring to newest of my three WD10EACS. Two older one are WD10EACS00ZJB0 and the third is WD10EACS-00D6B0. 00D6B0 hides most unloads from being
presented in Louad/unload cycle count attribute and only increases that count when
HDD is powered on (value equals start/stop cycly count).
Author:

AndyHamp [ Tue Jan 06, 2009 9:42 am ]

Post subject:
Interesting thread ... I have one of the WD10EACS 00ZJB0 drives in my Thomson Sky
HD box.
It works a treat but should i be worried ? Is it worth pulling the drive to look at the
SMART counts ? Or should i go back to blissful ignorance ?
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Andy
Author:

whiic [ Tue Jan 06, 2009 3:52 pm ]

Post subject:
PVR boxes rarely have an access frequency that makes the HDD unload and re-load
frequently: either you're recording, watching or doing both the same time, or it's idle.
There's no backgound indexing, no system restore points, etc. and there's no SpeedFan
polling SMART values once a minute.
Don't worry a thing. At a rate of 10 load/unload cycles a day, the drive would take 82
years to reach specified 300000 cycles. (In a Windows environment with SpeedFan
waking the drive up every f'ing minute, it'll reach the same number of cycles in little
more than half a year if computer left on 24/7.)
Page 2 of 10
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Author:

Page 3 of 10

signal64 [ Sun Jan 11, 2009 2:32 pm ]

Post subject:
From a general use with XP perspective, I've been running two WD500AACS-00ZUB0
with XP for about a year now.
One has the OS while the other is for data (i.e. not raid 0).
It's a general useage PC that is mostly powered off when not in use.
Looking at the smart data in everest shows:
Drive 1 - WinXP
Power-On Time Count: 3899
Power Cycle Count: 228
Load/Unload Cycle Count: 109959
Drive 2 - General Data Use
Power-On Time Count: 3813
Power Cycle Count: 186
Load/Unload Cycle Count: 62955
Both drives were purchased at the same time, but drive 1 was on it's own for awhile
before the second was added.
Author:

akromatic [ Fri Jan 16, 2009 7:28 pm ]

Post subject:
whoa , i've not realised that WD green power had this issue untill i came across this
thread.
well after reading this, i got confused and would like to know if my 750GB drive is
having issues as well but i have no idea how
i tried to download Active@Hard Disk Monitor but it doesnt support my drive as its
connected via USB(as im using a 5yr old laptop and have no desktops in the house)
so what can i use to check my drive(preferably free) and "fix" it as i do have quite alot
of important/critical stuff in it?
Author:

bgiddins [ Fri Jan 16, 2009 10:57 pm ]
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Post subject:
I think there's still the question of whether this is really even an issue - it's entirely
possible that it's simply the wrong value being reported by firmware.
WD Green drives aren't exactly failing in droves like the Seagate Barracuda 7200.11
drives are at the moment.
Author:

zds [ Mon Jan 19, 2009 11:17 am ]

Post subject:
Nick Geraedts wrote:
As Mike mentioned before, there's been no evidence of the high load/unload cycle counts being the true
values (are the raw values or the actual number, as watchtower pointed out). Furthermore, nobody has
confirmed if the data provided by SMART does/should correspond to the specs in the datasheets. Is SMART
counting Intellipark cycles, when the datasheet lists full load/unload cycles?

The SMART data reported by WD drive itself confirms this: the drive tells it's been rated
for 600k cycles and be replaced at that point. If WD thinks this information is incorrect,
they should rise up and say so. Right now they are not denying or confirming anything,
even when pressed, which is the worst they can do.
What WD should do is to either come up and say "ok, we goofed up the SMART data,
your drives are fine" or then "your drives have firmware that's killing them, here's how
to fix it". That's how responsible manufacturers work.
This way or that way, I would not buy GP drives myself until this issue has been cleared
by WD; any drive can fail, but it does not make sense to by a drive that's *known* to
have issues.
Author:

bgiddins [ Mon Jan 19, 2009 12:42 pm ]

Post subject:
zds wrote:
This way or that way, I would not buy GP drives myself until this issue has been cleared by WD; any drive
can fail, but it does not make sense to by a drive that's *known* to have issues.

You're right, I'm going out to replace my WDs with Seagate 7200.11s right now
Author:

Nick Geraedts [ Mon Jan 19, 2009 1:27 pm ]

Post subject:
bgiddins wrote:
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zds wrote:
This way or that way, I would not buy GP drives myself until this issue has been cleared by WD; any drive can fail, but
it does not make sense to by a drive that's *known* to have issues.

You're right, I'm going out to replace my WDs with Seagate 7200.11s right now

Huh? Aren't you going around the wrong way here?
The 7200.11's have serious firmware issues right now, and there doesn't seem to be
very good response from Seagate regarding the issue. The SMART data reported from
the WD drives could be alarming, but there haven't been any significant reported cases
of them failing in mass numbers like the Seagates are doing.
For what its worth, here's my SMART data just a few weeks since my last reply:
Code:
Drive 0
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

090
090

090
090

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

7572
-

332227

Drive 1
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

090
097

090
097

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

7570
-

311617

Drive 2
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

093
074

093
074

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

5250
-

378011

Drive 3
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

093
074

093
074

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

5251
-

378736

Drive 4
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

093
075

093
075

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

5251
-

377991

Drive 5
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

093
072

093
072

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

5251
-

386726

Drive 6
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

093
001

093
001

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Always

5253
-

671329

Drive 7
9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

093
073

093
073

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always
Always

-

5251
-

383658

There's only one drive that's got a cycle/hour ratio that's significantly higher than the
others, and that's the one that was constantly dropped from the array. All of the others
have actually had their cycle/hour ratio drop since last time.
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whiic [ Mon Jan 19, 2009 1:34 pm ]

Post subject:
zds: "The SMART data reported by WD drive itself confirms this: the drive tells it's
been rated for 600k cycles and be replaced at that point."
Nope. Threshold is 0. By SMART definition, value can be 1-255 so it can NEVER reach
0 even if you had 6 billion cycles. It will be stuck at 1 forever when reaching 600000
cycles.
Threshold 0 means that the attribute is for informative purposes only and isn't used to
determine whether HDD is dead or not.
"ok, we goofed up the SMART data, your drives are fine"
They did NOT goof it. SMART values can be pretty freely used as manufacturers see fit.
"You are doing it wrong". This "problem" has nothing to do with SMART: it has to do
with unload cycle rating and the rate unloads are performed. Whether SMART
increments or not does not change the graveness of the (potential) issue.
And so far we are only talking about potential issue for long-term reliability.
"This way or that way, I would not buy GP drives myself until this issue has been
cleared by WD; any drive can fail, but it does not make sense to by a drive that's
*known* to have issues."
Potential = possible, not confirmed, not known.
bgiddins: "You're right, I'm going out to replace my WDs with Seagate 7200.11s right
now"
LOL! Talking about KNOWN issues... 7200.11 actually has one confirmed, OFFICIALLY
confirmed issue: they disappear from BIOS, typically after a few months of use. Most
affected drives have firmware SD15 and affected capacities range from 500 to 1.5
terabytes.
And before you think I'm a liar, Seagate itself actually admitted the flaw. Firmware
update available for drives that have not yet died. Free data recovery services offered
for those who already had their "superior" Seagate die. WTF? Free? Yes, then it must
be a friggin' serious issue because services like that aren't really offered that often.
http://www.msfn.org/board/index.php?showtopic=128092 (43 page discussion
thread... and growing)
http://techreport.com/discussions.x/16232 <-- one of dozens of web based news sites
reporting it
http://techreport.com/discussions.x/16246 <-- Seagate admits the issue
http://seagate.custkb.com/seagate/crm/s ... cId=207931 <-- Seagate's support page
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on the issue
If you think that potential but yet unconfirmed longterm issue with rapidly increasing
load/unload count on WDs is worse than Seagate's confirmed and admitted series of
deaths at just few months of age... well, be free to think so. But I won't agree with
you. Nor will I recommend anyone to agree with you. But in the end, it's your own
choice. I recommend to avoid 7200.11 like plague.
EDIT: Here's one more article:
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/01/16 ... re_plague/
Author:

bgiddins [ Tue Jan 20, 2009 12:55 am ]

Post subject:
bgiddins wrote:
You're right, I'm going out to replace my WDs with Seagate 7200.11s right now

...does no-one on this board get sarcasm?
I'm very happy with my WDs (mine don't appear to be reporting high cycles), but I
don't believe it's an issue anyway until these drives start dying.
Data that's not backed up isn't data you want anyway.
Author:

whiic [ Tue Jan 20, 2009 2:31 am ]

Post subject:
lol. I didn't read your previous post. Would I have read it, sarcasm would have become
very obvious.
Author:

zds [ Tue Jan 20, 2009 6:06 am ]

Post subject:
bgiddins wrote:
zds wrote:
This way or that way, I would not buy GP drives myself until this issue has been cleared by WD; any drive can fail, but
it does not make sense to by a drive that's *known* to have issues.

You're right, I'm going out to replace my WDs with Seagate 7200.11s right now :?

Fortunately these two are not the only two drives in existence *grin*. With this data I'd
just pick regular WD or Samsung F1.
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whiic wrote:
"This way or that way, I would not buy GP drives myself until this issue has been cleared by WD; any drive
can fail, but it does not make sense to by a drive that's *known* to have issues."

Potential = possible, not confirmed, not known.

Earlier in this thread watchtower posted WD response telling the head unloads
reported in SMART data are real unloads, and they indeed go beyond what the drive
was designed to go within normal lifespan. I'd call that an issue and an confirmation.
I might not cause drives to die instantly or in masses, but as WD admits, it increases
risks compared to drive that operates within it's rated limits. So no reason to panic, but
a reason to pick some other drive instead.
Author:

whiic [ Tue Jan 20, 2009 7:44 am ]

Post subject:
zds: "Fortunately these two are not the only two drives in existence *grin*. With this
data I'd just pick regular WD or Samsung F1."
Why not 7K1000.B? Like those two, it's also 7200rpm with 3 platters. Why would WD's
7200rpm be any better? And didn't/doesn't F1 have some incompatibility issues with
some controllers?
There is no perfect drive but there is a valid reason for prefering 5400rpm drive over
7200rpm. If you don't know what it is, take a look at top left corner of your browser. It
reads there on the title.
"Earlier in this thread watchtower posted WD response telling the head unloads
reported in SMART data are real unloads, and they indeed go beyond what the drive
was designed to go within normal lifespan."
Exceeding the minimum sustained unload count.
"I'd call that an issue and an confirmation."
Unless drives actually start dying after exceeding the specified count, I won't call it an
issue.
"I might not cause drives to die instantly or in masses, but as WD admits, it increases
risks compared to drive that operates within it's rated limits."
It might increase risk of failure. But if you choose Samsung, it's CSS based, and that
choice of technology itself is risky due to stiction and lower non-operational shock
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tolerance. And WD's 7200rpm (if it doesn't have the same "issue" as GP) spends more
time flying it's heads over the platters which spin at speeds of over 100km/h, each
second increasing the likelyhood of a headcrash that could possibly not occur if heads
were unloaded as they are most of the time with GP.
GreenPower has no known issue. It has one known potential issue.
Author:

Devonavar [ Thu Jan 22, 2009 1:12 pm ]

Post subject:
WD has officially responded to this issue, acknowledging that the 8 second unload timer
can conflict with certain software, causing these unduly high spin-up counts. They
recommend taking care of it on the software end (i.e. using and OS and applications
that don't hit the hard drive every 10 seconds). However, they also offer a firmware
patch to disable head unloading, as well as a utility that allows for a lower power,
longer spin-up cycle. The unload timer can also be adjusted between 8 seconds and 5
minutes.
Also listed are the exact model numbers of the affected drives.
More here in WD's support database.
Details of the Low Power Spin-up feature here.
WDC wrote:
Affected Models:
WD1000FYPS-01ZKB0, WD7500AYPS-01ZKB0, WD7501AYPS-01ZKB0 drives Load/Unload counter for
S.M.A.R.T ATTRIB 193 continues to increase?

Symptom:
WD drives are designed to reduce power consumption, in part by positioning the heads in a park position
(unloading the heads) and turning off unnecessary electronics, resulting in substantial power savings. WD
defines this mode as Idle 3.

Some utilities, operating systems, and applications, such as some implementations of Linux, for example,
are not optimized for low power storage devices and can cause our drives to wake up at a higher rate than
normal. This effectively negates the power-saving advantages of low-power drives, such as Western
Digitalâ€™s RE2GP, and artificially increases the number of load-unload cycles.

Solution:
The number of systems using such applications and utilities is limited and customers can resolve this
symptom by optimizing their systems to not wake up the drives unnecessarily every 10 to 30 seconds or so,
thereby gaining substantial power savings and eliminating superfluous activity.

Most customers, when made aware of the unnecessary activity caused by their systems, have modified their
utility, operating systems, or applications to take advantage of Western Digital's advanced power-saving
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mode. Other customers have requested a utility (See link below) to modify the behavior of the drive to wait
longer before invoking Idle 3 mode. Although such a change eliminates significant power savings during
periods of inactivity. This update is described in WD's Process Change Notice PCN 2579-701324-A02 (see
attached PDF file).
Please click on this link, RE2GP Idle Mode Update Utility, to download the utility.

NOTE: The update also supports a low-power spin-up feature optimized for highly energy efficient, large
scale storage applications, which is enabled using a utility, WDSpinUp Utility, also available at the RE2GP
Download page.

Author:

zds [ Thu Jan 22, 2009 1:16 pm ]

Post subject:
Devonavar wrote:
WD has officially responded to this issue, acknowledging that the 8 second unload timer can conflict with
certain software, causing these unduly high spin-up counts. They recommend taking care of it on the
software end (i.e. using and OS and applications that don't hit the hard drive every 10 seconds). However,
they also offer a firmware patch to disable head unloading, as well as a utility that allows for a lower power,
longer spin-up cycle. The unload timer can also be adjusted between 8 seconds and 5 minutes.

Thank you very much for digging this up for us!
Author:

Nick Geraedts [ Fri Jan 23, 2009 8:44 am ]

Post subject:
Thanks for the link Devon. I was wondering if anyone knew if the firmware was
compatible for the non-RE drives as well. I know that most of the features in the
various firmwares are compatible (you can enable TLER on non-RE drives for example)
across a particular series, but I'm not sure if that applies to enterprise drives vs
consumer drives.
Author:

whiic [ Fri Jan 23, 2009 4:36 pm ]

Post subject:
What are models WD1000FYPS-01ZKB0, WD7500AYPS-01ZKB0 and WD7501AYPS01ZKB0? Are these supposed to be Greenpower drives? It does refer to GP in the
description... typical WD mess.
If the tool supports WD10EACS, I'll probably set the value to slightly over 1 minute, so
that it doesn't cause high unload counts if I leave SpeedFan running and polling SMART
periodically. Optimum would be if I could prevent SpeedFan from polling HDD
temperatures and I could leave the unload at 8 seconds.
EDIT: Is it a tool or is it a firmware? Or do you have to first update firmware, then run
utility to customize? Or do you run the customization utility which creates a
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corresponding firmware image in-situ and writes the firmware to disk?
Ok... these are RE edition GPs only. I wonder why only RE. And why is 1000GB RE2GP
WD1000FYPS instead of WD10EYPS? It has NOTHING to do with RE feature as
WD7500AACS vs WD7500AYPS use same A. Why do WD create the oddest imaginable
naming convention that is difficult to read, contains absolutely no relevant data, and
still doesn't even use the naming convention consistently? Just so unbelievably WD.
Author:

cipher7 [ Fri Jan 23, 2009 11:04 pm ]

Post subject:
WDC wrote:
Affected Models:
WD1000FYPS-01ZKB0, WD7500AYPS-01ZKB0, WD7501AYPS-01ZKB0 drives Load/Unload counter for
S.M.A.R.T ATTRIB 193 continues to increase?

So does this mean that the 1TB WD10EACS-00ZJB0 and WD10EACS-00D6B0 drives
aren't affected?
Author:

akromatic [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 1:18 am ]

Post subject:
hmm im still confused wether there is a problem or not and which models are effected
well most importantly if my drive is effected (WD7500AACS) as I cant check its duty
cycle because its in a USB enclosure and I've got no access to a desktop
Author:

whiic [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 3:02 am ]

Post subject:
"So does this mean that the 1TB WD10EACS-00ZJB0 and WD10EACS-00D6B0 drives
aren't affected?"
No. It just means WD doesn't offer a solution for these drives. (Solution = firmware
update or utility to configure unload delay.) To solve it, you need to tweak your OS and
other software to fit your HDD's behavious instead of the other way around.
Both 00ZJB0 and 00D6B0 are definitely affected by "it". I'm still refusing to call it an
issue, so it's just "it" instead.
Though, noisewise it may be an actual issue. The clicks during load and unload process
are slightly louder than non-AAM seeks and are audible in decently quiet system... in a
completely silent system, some silencing fanatics would probably consider them
obtrusive. But for reliability, I wouldn't consider "it" a confirmed issue.
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For people who are sensitive to seek noise, maybe giving Samsung EcoGreen 5400rpm
is a good option? They are (AFAIK) CSS based like their 7200rpm counterparts, and
thus they have no power-saving modes, thus no clicking sounds related to them.
Though some say the seeks themselves are quite loud on EcoGreens... probably not
load as per se, but with idle noise being less than 7200rpm F1, the 5400rpm variant
might have more noticeable seeks due to lower noisefloor of the system.
Too bad Hitachi doesn't make 5400rpm drives as they use APM for unload configuration
and the aggressiveness of power saving has been customizable since... the first model
that actually had the unload technology? But Hitachi has declared that they won't try to
"cut corners" in power and noise by reducing rpm to achieve results easy. This means
that unless 5400rpm is re-introduced as an industry standard, Hitachi won't follow WD
and Samsung. Seagate would probably be more likely to be the next to introduce
5400rpm but I wouldn't bet on it.
"hmm im still confused wether there is a problem or not"
It's wise to be confused because the reality is that we don't know if there is a problem
or not. The nature of the potential issue (or "it") is long-term reliability. GPs have been
around for a year and it's service life is 5 years. So, we'll probably have the answer to
whether there is a problem or not in the next 4 years.
"and which models are effected"
My guess is: all GreenPowers, RAID and non-RAID, 1st generation (250GB/platter) and
2nd (333GB/pl), flagship capacities and downscales.
WD Black is probably unaffected as it's performance oriented and recovering from
unload would cause a 0.5 to 1.0 second delay in requested IO operation.
WD Blue? I don't know, but probably unaffected. This is just a guess as well.
Author:

zds [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 6:29 am ]

Post subject:
akromatic wrote:
hmm im still confused wether there is a problem or not and which models are effected

well most importantly if my drive is effected (WD7500AACS) as I cant check its duty cycle because its in a
USB enclosure and I've got no access to a desktop

With current information the only way to be sure is to take the drive out of the
enclosure, plug directly to a computer and check SMART data. Or then just hope for the
best.
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whiic [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 7:02 am ]

Post subject:
SMART is not the problem. It definitely is not the problem.
SMART monitoring keeps track of load/unload count with 00ZJB0 variant but with
00D6B0 the attribute (which is still present) is not updated when unload occurs.
Whether load/unload count is kept track by SMART does not change how much wear
the drive suffers during loading and unloading.
The ONLY sure way of telling whether the drive has the "issue" is to listen to it or
otherwise measure vibration (either acoustic frequency or sub-audible vibration). The
easiest and cheapest instrument to make the measurement would be your ears.
Especially as the drive is in a USB enclosure, listening to it should be easy as it's
separated by distance from other system's noise sources.
So forget SMART already. The panicked masses already made WD cripple SMART to
hide the "issue" from your eyes. Now you have to trust your ears instead.
I know zds likes to spread panic and probably thinks the fact that WD is hiding the
"issue" means that there is a real issue. It's not necessarily so. If there's panic, there's
lost revenue regardless whether it's true or not. Truth doesn't weigh a shit in modern
society.
Author:

zds [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 7:10 am ]

Post subject:
whiic wrote:
The ONLY sure way of telling whether the drive has the "issue" is to listen to it or otherwise measure
vibration (either acoustic frequency or sub-audible vibration). The easiest and cheapest instrument to make
the measurement would be your ears.

This is sure, but it helps *only* when the drive is already mechanically reaching end of
it's lifespan. It does not help at all determining if your drive is hi or low risk unit.
Whether you call it "problem", "issue" or "gift from heaven" does not change the fact
that there *is* a difference in wear and tear if your drive does 5 head unloads per
month or 50k. While this data can be hidden from SMART tools, some drives do reveal
it and thus keep you informed. And when you know your drive is hi-risk one, you can
prevent the damage beforehand by using wdidle3.exe or similar.
Waiting for the drive to fail before touching an issue that can be semi-easily prevented
is just plain stupid.
Author:

Cirkus [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 2:55 pm ]
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Post subject:
I have three WD drives in my HTPC and I have run WDIDLE3 and disabled the idle 3
timer (APM?) completely on all of drives.
The main reason I did this is because there is an annoying clicking sound when the
head is loaded/unloaded. Before I ran WDIDLE3 there was an annoying clicking sound
quite often. I also noticed that the Load/Unload cycle count would increase at every
click. Now my drives don't click anymore and the Load/Unload cycle count value doesn't
increase all the time. Thank you for the useful tips and links in this thread.
The drive that was clicking a lot was actually the drive with my Windows Vista
installation (C drive). It is a WD Scorpio Blue 2.5" drive (WD5000BEVT).
Right after I had run WDIDLE3 my computer wouldn't boot up. I got scared that I had
actually destroyed three perfectly good drives but after removing a USB memory stick
attached to the computer I was able to boot Windows. I don't know what happened
since it usually works to boot with the USB memory stick connected but it works now
and I am happy.
Cirkus
Author:

whiic [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 3:20 pm ]

Post subject:
"This is sure, but it helps *only* when the drive is already mechanically reaching end of
it's lifespan."
WTF?! Are you saying that load and unload operations should be completely inaudible
and the fact that I can actually hear clicking sound each time they either load or unload
means that all my three GPs have been dying since the second I started using them?
Isn't it miraculous that out of these three drives that are supposed to already be
reaching the end of their life spans since first unload cycles (as unload clicks were
always audible) they have hundreds of thousand of cycles and months of completely
faultless operation? Come on. Making clicking sound during load/unload is perfectly
normal.
"It does not help at all determining if your drive is hi or low risk unit."
On the contrary: the more often I hear it click, the more often I know it performs the
load/unload cycle. If I take an average interval between clicks and determine the
frequency, then multiply it by whatever duration I want (like one year) and then divide
that with number 2 (two) (as one click is unload, second click is reload, equals only 1
full cycle), I get the approximate number of cycles the drive has gone through last year
or the approximate number of cycles the drive will go through during the next year
(assuming interval between cycles remain the same).
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It's not rocket science and to determine whether your drive is unloading more often
than necessary, a 50% margin of error is still acceptable. We only need to roughly
determine how frequent the unloads are: once in 10 seconds, once a minute, once
every 5 minutes, or something approximate like that.
The minimum sustained load cycle count also more than likely has a very high margin
of error. For example the minimum unload counts of laptop drives have been exceeded
by millions of cycles without a problem. It may be that either the minimum unload
count specs are rated lower than they could be, or that only that failure likelyhood
increases only slightly after exceeding the limit. We don't know which one, but the fact
remains that laptop drives rated for hundreds of thousands can survive millions.
"Whether you call it "problem", "issue" or "gift from heaven" does not change the fact
that there *is* a difference in wear and tear if your drive does 5 head unloads per
month or 50k."
Same could be said that it's an undeniable fact that wear and tear is bigger for a drive
that has it's heads flying for 720 hours/month instead of 72 hours/month. And
GreenPower does exactly that: it reduces hours heads spend flying, thus reducing
likelyhood of critical headcrash and degree of gradual wear of the platter surface. It
powers of some electronics when unloaded, saving not only electricity but risk of those
circuits failing in use.
For you to say that the 5 vs 50k unload matters more than 720h vs 72h of flight time
you are either
A) a HDD engineer who has spent a year or two studying the issue or
B) incredibly dumb to think you know it when you are barely guessing.
"While this data can be hidden from SMART tools, some drives do reveal it and thus
keep you informed. And when you know your drive is hi-risk one..."
Eh???
You acknowledge that some drives with the "issue" hide the "issue" and that SMART
cannot be trusted, yet you recommend that instead of listening to the drive to
determine how quickly it unload during idle, you should trust the SMART you know it
untrustworthy...
I believe you are not the HDD engineer type...
"Waiting for the drive to fail before touching an issue that can be semi-easily prevented
is just plain stupid."
Trusting any HDD to work flawlessly is plain stupid. Also, trusting SMART values (which
you yourself acknowledge untrustworthy) to determine presence of this "issue" is plain
stupid.
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Of course the risk caused by a potential issue should be reduced by using the best
available methods (which vary from scenario to another). Avoiding potential issues is
wise and I intend to tweak my system to avoid unnecessary unloads. Having the heads
loaded over extended periods of idle is not the optimal solution: optimal solution would
be to cut the unnecessary disk IO requests at it's source: OS, SpeedFan, whatever.
However, the potential issue isn't grave enough to panic about it and so far we have
nothing that indicates that potential issue is a factual issue. The minimum sustained
load cycle spec is probably concervatively rated so reaching 2 million cycles in 5 year
service life might only mean slight increase in failures related to wear of unload
mechanism or the surface where heads are reloaded. That slight increase of failures
might be negated by reduced failures caused by overheating or headcrashes. Honestly I
don't know. To claim to know it without doing research would be utterly stupid at this
point of time when there's no statistical evidence. Unless you have a laboratory where
you have a statistically significant amount of GreenPowers performing unloads at 6+
cycles a minute you don't have data because the drives in typical use get much less.
Having a flamewar over potential issue really is not worth it. Keep making back-ups and
it doesn't much matter. Quite likely you won't need that back-up.
I'm support all discussion in minimizing the number of cycles by whatever means:
wdidle3.exe, new firmwares, new WD utilities, configuring SpeedFan properly to reduce
SMART polling, configuring the OS to reduce I/O traffic. Not only is it a potential risk
but it's source of noise.
This "GreenPowers have an issue, avoid them, buy Black/Velociraptor/7200.11
/whatever instead" is seriously uncreative. There's obvious reasons why we would like
to stick to GreenPower. The only worthy competitor is Samsung EcoGreen and that has
poor availability. 500GB laptop drives cost like they were made of gold and
performance would be inferior; with 320GB laptop drives you'd need three and
performance would be inferior; with 7200rpmn laptop drives you'd need at least three
or more, it'll be more noisy, and cost like they were made of gold; and with SSDs you'd
need to be a millionaire and need to use all SATA ports on mobo and possibly a few PCI
slots as well to mount enough of them to have a decent capacity, leaving no room for
future expansion.
Let's stick to solutions, no product placement. We can find decent alternatives on other
threads of Silent Storage section.
Author:

whiic [ Sat Jan 24, 2009 3:34 pm ]

Post subject: How to disable SpeedFan SMART polling on selected HDDs
Optimal solution is to tweak the system so that unnecessary unloads do not occur but
when system is idle, HDD would unload and stay that way for long periods of time.
Disabling unload altogether makes absolutely certain no unloads occur except when
spun down (STAND-BY or powering down). Setting a higher value reduces number of
clicks but reduces time spent unloaded. Finding optimum depends on situation.
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Truely best solution would be to solve problem at it's source (OS, programs,
background processes) and keep the unload delay to minimum, maximizing both power
saving and minimizing clicks. A very tricky thing to do. For OS disk, I'd say it's
impossible, and prefer using wdidle3.exe to either disable or set it to 1+ minutes
(which practically both mean the same for OS drive: to never unload).
To contribute to prevention of noise issue, here's how to

prevent SpeedFan from periodic polling of SMART
values
I found that in SpeedFan, going to Configure -> Temperatures and un-ticking the
GreenPowers, they are no longer SMART polled once a minute. While I've been running
my system for a few months without SpeedFan (I load it on boot to set low fan rpms
but I quit the program after boot-up). I can now leave SpeedFan on after system
reboot as the HDDs are no longer polled and thus I need not sacrifice on fan speed
control.
During a 20 minute period, I heard zero clicks from 00ZJB0 and when I verified it by
reading SMART, load/unload count had only increased by one... and that was caused by
me polling SMART values, not by SpeedFan, not by Windows.
Author:

Devonavar [ Sun Jan 25, 2009 12:16 pm ]

Post subject:
Some thoughts...
I've been running a 1TB GreenPower in my HTPC for over a year now. I've clocked
~60K cycles, at a rate of roughly one every 30 seconds (my power-on hours are about
2K). Maybe I'm not a typical power user, but, even though my cycles are higher than
they could be, I'm still not going to hit 300K (rated) until the 5 year lifespan of the
drive is up anyway. I won't hit the 600K that SMART says is a problem until 10 years.
For my usage pattern, this problem simply isn't.
Some anecdotal evidence: The same system has a Samsung MP0402H notebook drive
that has clocked 800K cycles in about three years. It's still going strong (according to
SMART, this will become a problem at 1,000,000 cycles). Load / unload technology has
been around for a while, and it hasn't caused a rash of HDD failures. To be fair, desktop
heads are bigger and may wear faster (or they may not), but it's not unreasonable to
assume that WD has experience building for high cycle counts. On an unrelated note,
the same drive has a power-on hours value of 84 YEARS. SMART data is *definitely*
not as reliable as it could be.
Author:

whiic [ Mon Jan 26, 2009 4:47 am ]

Post subject:
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Power-on "hours" 84 years... do you mean that power on time is around 735000 units?
Because I don't think it's standardized to mean "hours". How about minutes? That way
it would be 12250 hours or 510 day or 1.4 years. With 3 years of use, it would mean
average 5 hours powered on per day. Does that sound roughly correct for the way you
have used your computer?
When it comes to many values, SMART is very accurate. It counts events relatively
accurately. Only failure prediction isn't accurate, because future failure is hard to
predict even knowing accurate event counts such as accurate number of bad sectors
today. It's hard to predict how many there is tomorrow. SMART cannot do that. And
then there's failure types that do not show any bad events before the HDD is suddenly
gone: like toast PCB (common on WDs) or corrupted firmware (common on recent
Seagates).
When event counts are times an event has been triggered and value increment, and
thus accurate, certain attributes are notoriously inaccurate due to inaccurate sensors.
This is not SMART's blame. Temperature readings will be all over the place if the sensor
is bad or badly located.
Some attributes, while they may count events accurately, may be impossible to
interpret without insider knowledge. Stuff like raw error rate and hardware ECC
recovered definitely fall under this category.
Due to sensor inaccuracy and non-standardized nature of raw data field I would trust
SMART values only when I have a point of comparison. I.e trust temperature reading
only when I have verified it's accuracy with external sensor at atleast two different
temperatures (preferably as far as possibly without overheating or freezing the drive)
and the smoothness of temperature graph (SpeedFan) during warm-up.
Same applies to unload counts: if I hear the drive loading and unloading while
load/unload cycle count remains either zero or equal to number of start/stop counts, I
know the value isn't updated. Either the raw data field is not used (only value changes)
or the attribute is just left there but not used at all. (Which raises the question why it's
present if it's not used for anything.)
EDIT: obviously 1.4 power on years within 3 year period is not 5 hours a day but
roughly twice that much.
Author:

maxcherry2 [ Tue Jan 27, 2009 5:40 am ]

Post subject:
Hi There,
I have used Western Digital drives all my PC life starting with 36gb Raptors and
currently have two 320GB in windows raid 0 and Mirrored on an Intel Matrix chipset the
pc also has a 500GB as Storage and even an old 120GB sata for downloads.
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More recently I have purchased an Icybox NAS and installed to GP 1TB drives in a span
array. I brought these drives for there low noise/power as the NAS was always going to
be the limiting factor on performance when transferring data.
I have had this set up for 4 months and store music, HD movies and photos on it I was
up to about 700GB of data when one of the drives failed!!!
Now the box runs Linux and to be honest the NAS was much loader from day one then
I thought it would be. The NAS has a 10 minute spin down so when not is use it is fine.
However when downloading or streaming to my PS3 the things clanks and clicks almost
constantly. I thought this was because the drives are not in a PC case so they can be
heard easier but after reading this lot I think there are major issues with these drives in
some instances. I mean 4 months and death?
Oh yeah all the data was on the drive that died.
Just my luck
Author:

Nick Geraedts [ Tue Jan 27, 2009 9:39 am ]

Post subject:
maxcherry2 wrote:
Oh yeah all the data was on the drive that died.

I don't meant to sound harsh or blunt about this, but simply storing files on an external
source is not a backup solution. A backup means that you have a duplicate copy of your
file(s), preferably in different physical locations.
You could have started copying your data to a Seagate drive or a Samsung and had the
exact same experience. Early deaths are not part of the discussion here - whether the
SMART data actually means something in terms of drive longetivity is.
Author:

Cryoburner [ Tue Jan 27, 2009 12:15 pm ]

Post subject:
I'm curious why this thread is pinned with a title like "WARNING: WD Green Power
drives may kill themselves". That just sounds like scaremongering to me. It's based on
mostly groundless information as well, since as far as I've seen, no one's actually
reported a GreenPower drive failing from having a higher than normal number of
unload cycles.
Even if a drive's life was shortened by this effect, it wouldn't be because the drive
'killed itself', but rather because some software was waking it up on a regular basis.
Granted, Intellipark could be redesigned to handle situations like that better. For
instance, it could keep track of the length of time between disk accesses, and adjust
the time before parking its heads accordingly. On a drive that was constantly being
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polled every 10 or 20 seconds, this would effectively disable Intellipark.
Needless to say, the title of this thread sounds like a tabloid headline, and its claims are
comparatively speculative. If it's to remain pinned, it should at least be retitled, and
have a link to WD's utilities included in the first post, to actually make it useful for
anyone experiencing frequent head parks on their GreenPower drive.
Author:

spcruser [ Tue Jan 27, 2009 1:15 pm ]

Post subject: Getting the runaround from WDC about firmware for WD10EACS
After following this thread for some time, and checking the info in the main article
about WDC's existing firmware fix for (only) the RE2 drive (WD1000FYPS) I've been
trying to see if they even have firmware in development to address this issue on the
WD10EACS. However I have so far only received boilerplate replies (and worse ... "it's
just a counter" being my 'favorite' so far) after several attempts at clarification and
escalation
A major reason I bought these drives (I have 6 currently, two of which are RMA
replacements, and I'm begin to understand why that might have happened) was their
reputation for quiet, reliable data drive performance in these forums - at least in late
2007 when I started to put my systems together.
I've tried to reduce the issue with the suggested changes to SpeedFan but I need
SpeedFan to properly monitor and control the two quiet PC systems I built with these
drives, so not monitoring their temperatures (for now) is counterproductive for me.
Some of my WD10EACS drives have this #193 Load/Unload Count attribute up over a
MILLION in not much more than 1 year of usage. This seems to be over three times the
'Reliabaility / Data Integrity' spec value, as in WDC document 2879-701229. I'm
disappointed by WDC's approach to this problem, but I guess I shouldn't be surprised
at 'mere' corporate ineptitude in a time when the general public is finally learning of the
grotesque corporate corruption and incompetence that plagues our society.
Given that Seagate seems to be 'problematic' also, has anyone a recommendation for a
good quality, decent value 1TB drive that is actually properly supported by it's
manufacturer? I don't think I'll be rushing to buy any more WDC products.
Page 3 of 10
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Author:
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whiic [ Tue Jan 27, 2009 2:01 pm ]

Post subject:
"After following this thread for some time, and checking the info in the main article
about WDC's existing firmware fix for (only) the RE2 drive (WD1000FYPS) I've been
trying to see if they even have firmware in development to address this issue on the
WD10EACS."
How about wdidle3.exe? It has been around longer than RE2 GP firmware fix and some
people have reported it being capable of disabling the feature.
"A major reason I bought these drives (I have 6 currently, two of which are RMA
replacements, and I'm begin to understand why that might have happened)"
When did the two originals die? If you don't have information on load/unload counts at
time of death, knowing the age they died (and assuming rate of cycles has remained
the same) would give an approximate number.
I don't think 2 drives failing, even if they were possibly due to "old age" is proof of an
issue but it is a start. If we get more reports on them dying after first few months of
infant mortality, I would re-evaluate my opinion on seriousness of the problem. Your
unload rates are quite higher than average. Even leaving SpeedFan polling once every
minute would mean "only" 525600 cycles/year at 24/7 use. You have otherwise
non-favourable software conditions for the drive longevity so while don't think
monitoring HDDs temperature constantly is necessary, disabling monitoring wouldn't
completely solve it either. It could make cut some of the cycles... naturally not full
525600 cycles since some IO will statistically occur during the 8 seconds of heads
loaded... cutting for example one third of million cycles per year by disabling SpeedFan
monitoring on your GPs could be possible, though.
HDD temperatures are quite predictable so you could just set HDD cooling fan to
constant rpm (using SpeedFan or otherwise) and leave the temperature monitoring on
for stuff like CPU. You don't have to shut the utility down (like I did until lately, when I
noticed just configuring SpeedFan is enough).
__
As for something less problematic, Hitachi 7K1000.B is a good bet. It definitely is not
as quiet as GreenPower or Samsung EcoGreen F1 (5400rpm) and probably not even as
quiet as Samsung Spinpoint F1 (7200rpm) but in the time when Samsung has/had
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problems with some controllers, Seagates die like flies as their firmware corrupts at few
months of age and WDs increase load/unload count in some software environments, I
think Hitachi is probably the only "safe" one. But remember that statistically every
drive model has it's share of failures. There's no invincible ones so always back-up
anything worth anything. Capacity is cheap.
I have no experience with modern Hitachi. I don't know if someone else has. Not the
best rep among silencers, probably mostly due to historical reasons. Today, they are
probably a bit better than Seagates when it comes to noise, especially because Hitachi
supports AAM and APM.
But I would try wdidle3.exe with your existing drives and see if you can disable unload
feature as your software environment no doubt causes excessive cycles. 1M in one year
= 5M in five = 17 times the minimum sustained cycle count. Even though it's
"minimum" it's still a friggin' 17 times. At least try the utility.
Author:

__Miguel_ [ Tue Jan 27, 2009 2:44 pm ]

Post subject:
Hi, guys.
I've stumbled upon this thread a while back, and I'm rather interested in it because I'm
actually considering WD GP drives for the NAS I am planning.
I have some questions about this issue, though, to which I haven't found answers yet.
Since some of you are owners, can you tell me:
1) Which OS are you using? From what I've read, it seems the high load/unload count
is more common in Linux, but I can't find much data on Windows OSes, namely WHS.
2) Does the load/unload software "fix" (not the firmware upgrade, just the "sicekick
application" WD put up) survive power-cycles? I'm guessing "yes", but I'd like to be
sure.
3) Which consumer-grade drives are affected? Every 1st and 2nd-gen GP? Not the
WD10EADS? How about the new WD20EADS?
4) Has anyone tried the new firmware on the RE2 GP drives? If so, I'm very much
interested in the spin-up power figures with the "low power spin-up". The ~1.7A on the
12V rail seems a little too much for what I want (4 drives + mobo +
underclocked/undervolted CPU on a PicoPSU, with Staggered Spin-up still being a big
"?" from both the motherboard manufacturer AND WD).
5) As of now, the best choices to avoid this problem altogether are the RE2 GPs with
the updated firmware and tweaked unload cycle, right?
Btw, I think I know why WD isn't paying the regular GPs too much attention. They'll
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probably change the firmware on future iterations of the consumer GP, just in case, but
I don't think there will be a firmware release for the older ones.
Why? Well, because those are consumer-grade drives, which means they are not
validated, nor expected to, be turned on 24/7, but at most 5 to 6 hours a day. If you
pay attention, only GPs used 24/7 (or about that) seem to have insanely large
load/unload cycles. Regular users have somewhat high counts, but well within expected
parameters for the useful drive life (a.k.a., 5 years or less).
So, though it sucks big time (it IS an issue, and it should be dealt with), most likely WD
will say "heh, that't not a server-validated drive. You shouldn't be using it 24/7 to begin
with" to consumers. Which is why I'll probably need to start to ask quotes for the RE
version...
In the meanwhile, if someone can prove what I just said wrong, PLEASE do. This is one
of those few times I actually WANT to be wrong... hehe
Cheers.
Miguel
Author:

defaultluser [ Tue Jan 27, 2009 10:04 pm ]

Post subject:
I have the 750GB GP model.
My load cycle count is at 20,978 (850 hours), but this is for my main system drive
running Windows XP. Since I have had the drive for 8 months already, I do not think
this is all that bad.
I may consider using the tool to turn this off, since the noise doesn't matter in my main
rig. Thanks for posting this thread.
Author:

zds [ Wed Jan 28, 2009 3:35 am ]

Post subject:
This is a bit worrysome. I turned the head parking completely off with wdlidle3.exe and
still my heads unload at alarming rate:
21st Jan 20:23
Code:
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

166

166

000

Old_age

Always

-

104280

28th Jan 13:31
Code:
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Old_age

Always

-

107744

That's around 550 parks per day, so it seems the wdidle3.exe does _not_ completely fix
the problem.
Author:

__Miguel_ [ Thu Jan 29, 2009 3:15 pm ]

Post subject:
zds, is that with an RE2 GP drive AFTER the firmware update?
If so, the problem might be deeper than we thought...
Cheers.
Miguel
Author:

zds [ Fri Jan 30, 2009 4:27 am ]

Post subject:
__Miguel_ wrote:
zds, is that with an RE2 GP drive AFTER the firmware update?

No, this is with the original firmware:
Code:
Device Model:

WDC WD10EACS-00ZJB0

Serial Number:

WD-WCASJ1859462

Firmware Version: 01.01B01

Unfortunately the disk is in use in 24/7 server, so I have not had a chance to apply the
firmware update yet.
This is more like an acknowledgement that wdidle3.exe is not able to fix a drive with
bad firmware. I'll report about the firmware update once I have chance to take a look
at it.
Author:

zds [ Fri Jan 30, 2009 4:37 am ]

Post subject:
zds wrote:
__Miguel_ wrote:
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zds, is that with an RE2 GP drive AFTER the firmware update?

No, this is with the original firmware:

Actually, could you elaborate a bit? If there is a firmware update to WD10EACS
somewhere, I have no idea where it is. Can you please point me to it? The idle mode
update listed on WD site does not cover EACS: http://support.wdc.com/product
/download.asp?groupid=609&sid=113&lang=en
Author:

trxman [ Fri Jan 30, 2009 9:01 am ]

Post subject:
please, take a look on this topic:
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/vi ... highlight=
Author:

__Miguel_ [ Fri Jan 30, 2009 9:42 am ]

Post subject:
zds wrote:
Actually, could you elaborate a bit? If there is a firmware update to WD10EACS somewhere, I have no idea
where it is.

That was exactly my question.
Since the update is currently only available for RE2 drives, and you said wdidle3.exe
was not working for you, I was afraid the firmware update didn't work all that well.
But since that's a consumer 1st-gen GP, then that explains it.
Though you might want to try trxman's solution, and see if that helps.
Cheers.
Miguel
Author:

zds [ Fri Jan 30, 2009 9:46 am ]

Post subject:
trxman wrote:
please, take a look on this topic:
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Unfortunately that trick does not work on Green Power:
Code:
/dev/sdd:
setting Advanced Power Management level to 0xfe (254)
HDIO_DRIVE_CMD failed: Input/output error

Author:

__Miguel_ [ Fri Jan 30, 2009 9:58 am ]

Post subject:
Hmmm, that error code seems to indicate the normal firmware doesn't support APM
states. Or at least changing them.
Not good, if that's true
Also, though I do understand why WD is keeping quiet about consumer drives - they
are not meant to be used 24/7, after all -, it does seem a bit yucky of them to go out of
their way and release an updated firmware for the RE2 GP versions of the drive, and
not for the consumer-grade ones. The differences between the drives are
fundamentally the firmware, after all, there are not that many physical differences that
require that much of recoding on the firmware side of things. Sad.
Btw, can anyone confirm this issue also appears with the WD10EADS? Or is that one
safe? Even if it doesn't, at least the new 2TB (and most likely the 1.5TB one, too, since
they share the same components) already fixes it, and hopefully future smaller models
will eventually get a new firmware.
Cheers.
Miguel
Author:

zds [ Sat Jan 31, 2009 8:27 am ]

Post subject:
__Miguel_ wrote:
it does seem a bit yucky of them to go out of their way and release an updated firmware for the RE2 GP
versions of the drive, and not for the consumer-grade ones.

Yup. This information, btw, is lacking from the recent SPCR article about these matters:
http://www.silentpcreview.com/Terabyte_Drive_Fix
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It seems right now only the Raid Edition disks have a fix available, for regular Green
Powers there's nothing that can be done.
Author:

Devonavar [ Sun Feb 01, 2009 12:00 am ]

Post subject:
Right ... I missed that detail. Give me a day or two, I'll update it.
That said ... I still think the evidence that this is a real, genuine problem for most users
is very sketchy. This feature has been around in notebook drives for ages, with little
impact on reliability that I'm aware of. It would be interesting to hear about the
robustness of mobile vs. desktop drives from a vendor, but even then, I would expect
the typically tougher handling conditions for notebook drives to have more of an effect
than load/unload counts.
Author:

zds [ Sun Feb 01, 2009 5:10 am ]

Post subject:
Devonavar wrote:
I would expect the typically tougher handling conditions for notebook drives to have more of an effect than
load/unload counts.

From what I know, for the people who travel with laptops the notebook drives die
periodically, and there's no great fuss done about it, because, well, the conditions they
have to endure are what they are.
So in notebook drive a bit increased risk of head wear and a bit decreased risk of head
hitting the platter in a crash is a very good trade-off.
Author:

FartingBob [ Sun Feb 01, 2009 5:41 am ]

Post subject:
My smart data for my WD drives:
WD6400AAKS(0) Firmware: 01.03B01
Load/Unload Cycle Count Value: 200 Data: 475
Power-on Time: 2650
WD6400AAKS(1) Firmware: 01.03B01
Load/Unload Cycle Count Value: 200 Data: 475
Power-on Time: 2659
WD10EACS(0) Firmware: 01.01B01
Load/Unload Cycle Count Value: 199 Data: 5477
Power-on Time: 539
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WD10EACS(1) Firmware: 01.01B01
Load/Unload Cycle Count Value: 200 Data: 1118
Power-on Time: 338

All seems fine, only had the 1TB GP drives fora few months so the value isnt worrying, i
expect i'll relace the drives long before they get to worrying levels. Good to know of
this problem though, WD would likely be happy not saying anything to warn or calm
down customers.
Author:

zhiyung [ Sun Feb 01, 2009 9:24 am ]

Post subject:
HD Tune: WDC WD10EACS-00ZJB0
(09) Power On Hours Count 91 91 0 6713 Ok
(C1) Load Cycle Count 1 1 0 1283735 Ok
Been using it 24/7 for about 10 months, as my media files storage, on windows xp. I
think my numbers are on the high side... What is the maximum recommended
load/unload cycle of this drive for it to still working fine? Should i get another drive
immediately to backup files on this drive?
I was thinking of expanding my storage capacity with one or two more WD10EADS (or
WD20EADS if it is available within 1-2 months), so is that a bad idea now, seeing the
numbers i get with my usage pattern?
Author:

zds [ Sun Feb 01, 2009 11:10 am ]

Post subject:
zhiyung wrote:
HD Tune: WDC WD10EACS-00ZJB0
(09) Power On Hours Count 91 91 0 6713 Ok
(C1) Load Cycle Count 1 1 0 1283735 Ok

Been using it 24/7 for about 10 months, as my media files storage, on windows xp. I think my numbers are
on the high side... What is the maximum recommended load/unload cycle of this drive for it to still working
fine? Should i get another drive immediately to backup files on this drive?

WD has designed the drive to withstand 300k loads/unloads during the drive lifetime,
so you are at four times that. However, there is no information about how much the
risk of failure increases after that point, but I'd at least keep my backups up-to-date
very dutifully in your situation.
So yes, you are on the high side.
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__Miguel_ [ Sun Feb 01, 2009 11:53 am ]

Post subject:
Oh, s#$%, I thought that value had one less digit, so I though "heh, 100k parks is not
all that much, since the drive is rated for 300k".
A bit on the high side, you'd only get about 2.5 years before the 300k ran out at that
rate, if that were to be true.
However, one million+ parks in only 10 months is just absurd! I mean, those heads are
CONSTANTLY parking and unparking... Sheesh!
One thing you can be sure of: those are high quality motors and bearings inside that
HDD. They have endured in 10 months more than 3 times the stated max they were
supposed to endure for the whole drive lifetime (at least 2 years, more likely 3 or 5)
and seem just fine (provided you aren't starting to experience more rotational noise or
odd sounds when parking/unparking).
It has been said already, park values usually don't mean anything per se, but you
might start to consider to backup your data, just in case.
As for the EADS versions, I'm still waiting to know if the 1TB version is also affected
with this issue (which would mean "no" to the buy if it is, unless you want to change it
again in 10 months time). The 2TB drive, according to the release information, seems
to have the new firmware version already embedded, because of the features it boasts,
at least one of which is supposedly only available for post-firmware update drives.
However, until some of the guys here can actually get their hands on the WD20EADS
and test it, it will be difficult to know that for sure. And this kind of problem usually
appears in the wild after at least 6 months after release, so that's a pickle too...
Hope this helps on your decision. Cheers.
Miguel
Author:

Alex [ Sun Feb 01, 2009 9:02 pm ]

Post subject:
My new 1TB WD EADS GP. Delivered Dec 18 2008.
Code:
HD Tune: WDC WD10EADS-00L5B1 Health

ID

Current Worst

(01) Raw Read Error Rate
(03) Spin Up Time
(04) Start/Stop Count

200
176
100

ThresholdData
200

165
100

51
21
0

0
6183
64

Status
Ok
Ok
Ok
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(05) Reallocated Sector Count
(07) Seek Error Rate

200

200

100

(09) Power On Hours Count

253

100

(0A) Spin Retry Count

140
0

0
0

100

100

http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=...

0

253

Ok
Ok

173

0

Ok

0

Ok

(0B) Calibration Retry Count

100

253

0

0

Ok

(0C) Power Cycle Count

100

100

0

61

Ok

(C0) Power Off Retract Count

200

(C1) Load Cycle Count

200

200

(C2) Temperature

116

0

200
114

6

0

Ok

64

0

Ok

34

Ok

(C4) Reallocated Event Count

200

200

0

0

Ok

(C5) Current Pending Sector

200

200

0

0

Ok

(C6) Offline Uncorrectable

100

(C7) Ultra DMA CRC Error Count
(C8) Write Error Rate

Power On Time
Health Status

253

200

100

0

0

200

253

Ok

0

0

0
0

Ok
Ok

: 173
: Ok

Note: Start/Stop times is only 3 (Edit: Cycles) more than Power Cycle count.
Ratio seems to be about the same as for my old drive (data below).
Power Cycle time is probably about the same amount of times I have turned my
computer on?
I do not think there is any problem with this hard drive.
My "old" 500GB WD RE2 drive.
Code:
HD Tune: WDC WD5000YS-01MPB0 Health

ID

Current Worst

(01) Raw Read Error Rate
(03) Spin Up Time

200

223

21

99

0

200

100

(09) Power On Hours Count

253

94

(0C) Power Cycle Count

99

99

253

253

Ok

5383

51

Ok

Ok

0

Ok
4441

51

100

Ok

0

0

100

100

0

140

94

100

Status

1226

200

(0B) Calibration Retry Count

(C2) Temperature

51

99

(05) Reallocated Sector Count

(0A) Spin Retry Count

200

232

(04) Start/Stop Count

(07) Seek Error Rate

ThresholdData

0

51
0
0

Ok
Ok

0

Ok

1070

Ok

43

Ok

(C4) Reallocated Event Count

200

200

0

0

Ok

(C5) Current Pending Sector

200

200

0

0

Ok

(C6) Offline Uncorrectable

200

(C7) Ultra DMA CRC Error Count
(C8) Write Error Rate

Power On Time

200

200

200
200

0

200
51

0
0

Ok
0

0

Ok
Ok

: 4441
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: Ok

This older drive is inside a Scythe Quiet Drive.
Since it's not a GP (low power) drive and it's enclosed it gets warmer.
Both are lying on foam in different compartments of my P180B.
My fans blow 400 RPM around them most of the time.
I run Windows Vista.
I get the same data in SpeedFan where the corresponding "Data" values are displayed
in the "Raw" column with hexadecimal values.
They are the exact same values (checked by letting my calculator convert hex -> dec
on them).
I might post values again after a month if you like.
Author:

zhiyung [ Mon Feb 02, 2009 1:23 am ]

Post subject:
I don't understand why is that drive stressed so extremely, the figure averages like 3
parks per min! I only store video files in it, just one local user and another user in the
network accessing those files (quite frequently). Is it due to the nature of media
players using buffering techniques to play video files?
I reckon that it'll be the same if i get another GP... if there is no way to change the park
on idle time, or unless the time has been significantly increased in EADS. But i think i'll
get one WD10EADS anyway, because my storage capacity is running very low, have to
expand now.
Author:

whiic [ Mon Feb 02, 2009 4:48 am ]

Post subject:
zhiyung: "HD Tune: WDC WD10EACS-00ZJB0
(09) Power On Hours Count 91 91 0 6713 Ok
(C1) Load Cycle Count 1 1 0 1283735 Ok
Been using it 24/7 for about 10 months, as my media files storage, on windows xp. I
think my numbers are on the high side... What is the maximum recommended
load/unload cycle of this drive for it to still working fine?"
Like zds said, you are already way over the rating. And if you continue like this, you'd
reach 7 million cycles by end of 5 year service life if WD doesn't release a
firmware/utility to change the unload behaviour or if you don't tweak your system to
reduce number of cycles.
"Should i get another drive immediately to backup files on this drive?"
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Yes. But you should have got the back-up drive when you bought it. You should
ALWAYS keep a back-up of any important data and that recommendation has NOTHING
to do whether WD has a reliability issue or not. ALL HDDs fail sooner or later and you
never know when it happens.
But would I be especially scared of your drive failing? No. At 1 year of age, HDDs are
less prone to failure than HDDs in early life. Of course high unload counts can cause
"old age" failures at a younger age...
"I was thinking of expanding my storage capacity with one or two more WD10EADS (or
WD20EADS if it is available within 1-2 months), so is that a bad idea now, seeing the
numbers i get with my usage pattern?"
Not necessarily a bad idea but you should try to find a way to reduce number of cycles
via some method. Sure, I admit it's not necessarily easy: you can't always just reduce
number of IO, and you can't configure the HDD unless manufacturer provides the tools.
The fool proof solution would be to use a background task that makes uncached writes
to a file at <8 intervals, preventing HDD from ever unloading. Of course you'd lose any
power saving benefit from unload feature and these write operations would cause slight
reduction in performance and sequential transfers will be occasionally interrupted (with
added seeking and noise).
Alex: "Note: Start/Stop times is only 3 times more than Power Cycle count."
Don't say "3 times more" when you mean 3 cycles more. Assume X to be one value, 3
times X is same as 3X. If X was for example 12, it'd be 36. Three times MORE is X+3X
=4X (or 48 if we assume X to be 12).
Three times as big is 3X. Three times bigger is 4X. Of course while this is
mathematically valid, vast majority of ignorant retards consider three times bigger to
be 3X.
"Ratio seems to be about the same as for my old drive (data below).
Power Cycle time is probably about the same amount of times I have turned my
computer on?"
Power Cycle Count is the number of times computer has been turned on. Does not
include soft reboots or hard resets.
Start/Stop Count = Power Cycle Count + times HDD has spun down due to use of
STAND-BY command (Windows power management or firmware implemented HDD
spindown timer). This attribute has nothing to do with the issue discussed in this
thread.
The attribute we are discussing is
(C1) Load Cycle Count 200 200 0 64 Ok
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and in your drive it appears to be the same as Start/Stop Count. This means that either
unload feature is disabled in WD10EADS-00L5B1 or (like with WD10EACS-00D6B0) it's
simply LYING.
The only way to determine if your drive is affected is to listen for load/unload clicks
(they are distinguishable from regular seeks). SMART data is reliable method of
determining load/unload count only for WDxxxxCS-00ZJB0.
"My "old" 500GB WD RE2 drive."
That is a CSS based drive. Regarless of what firmware it has, it CANNOT have the
problem with unloads. It lacks C0 and C1 attributes in SMART.

______
My current stats:
00ZJB0 #1: 533687
00ZJB0 #2: 313680
00D6B0 #1: 44 (lying)
All of them working normally.
I've lately noticed that some of them start buzzing and continue that for several
minutes, not unloading in 8 second idle. I don't think it's software so it must be some
self-diagnostic run by the firmware. I don't know if it's just one of them doing the
occasional buzz of if they all do it once in a while. It's not a loud sound so it can be
easily masked by other noise which is probably why I hadn't noticed it before... that,
and the fact that it only occurs a few times a day.
Author:

zds [ Mon Feb 02, 2009 3:40 pm ]

Post subject:
zhiyung wrote:
I don't understand why is that drive stressed so extremely, the figure averages like 3 parks per min! I only
store video files in it, just one local user and another user in the network accessing those files (quite
frequently).

This is one of the nasty things there: the 10EACS actually is *more* likely to park
heads if it's not heavily stressed. So media server use might very well be one of the
worst usage patterns for the drives with this "thing".
This is also why I don't buy the "but GP is not meant to be used 24/7" argument. It's a
desktop drive, and workplace desktop machines tend to be on 24/7, they are just not
stressed most of the time, unlike servers. And this particular issue might actually hit
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*more* the machines that mostly just idle than busy servers that have some load all
the time.
I'd say our home (media/email) server drives are actually stressed less than our
desktop drives. And that's exactly the problem.
What's ironic is that GP is otherwise a perfect match for media servers - low power,
quiet, large storage and speed is not that critical.
whiic wrote:
you should have got the back-up drive when you bought it. You should ALWAYS keep a back-up of any
important data and that recommendation has NOTHING to do whether WD has a reliability issue or not. ALL
HDDs fail sooner or later and you never know when it happens.

I second this. *Any* storage media can fail at any point of time. Never have just one
copy of anything of importance to you.
Author:

Quantumstate [ Tue Feb 03, 2009 10:14 am ]

Post subject:
Well, I've just read this whole thread in the vain hope that someone would know a way
to adjust diskio's in Linux.
Running Conky I find that my drive is hit every ten seconds, all the time. (Intrepid) But
what's hitting it? I'm not running indexing, so it might be write caching, but how to
confirm?
I am in the process of ditching my rotten Seagate for a 2TB, but I want my system to
run quiet and calm. Even if the 2TB has a workaround to this problem I'd like to stop
my system accessing every ten seconds. I'm getting suspicious of ext3 journalling.
sda1 is /
sda2 is swap
sda3 is for Myth-recorded videos (NTFS)
Image
Author:

zds [ Tue Feb 03, 2009 10:44 am ]

Post subject:
Quantumstate wrote:
I am in the process of ditching my rotten Seagate for a 2TB, but I want my system to run quiet and calm.
Even if the 2TB has a workaround to this problem I'd like to stop my system accessing every ten seconds.

This problem (with WD GP drives) was discussed on linux-kernel mailing list before this
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thread ever started. Try asking there.
Author:

havanalocobandicoot [ Thu Feb 05, 2009 6:38 pm ]

Post subject:
Hi to everybody. I'm Italian, then sorry for my (bad) English.
I read that in this article is written that, for WD, the only models affected by the
problem are RE2 GP. But this is not real! The Caviar Green are affected too!
I have a WD Elements in which there is a WD10EAVS-00D7B1 (a Caviar Green of 1
TB), and I hear the head that shut off after 10 seconds of inactivity. Also by a WD My
Book Home that I tried (and in which there was a WD10EAVS-00D7B1 too) I heard the
same head "clunks".
But is not ended here... I have also a WD6400AACS-00G8B1 which produces the
same sounds.
For all these hard disks, the SMART shows the number of Load/Unload Head Cycle
Count the same than the Start/Stop Count. I think so that ALL Caviar Green park the
heads after 8-10 seconds, and, from a determinate firmware, WD have "fixed" the
matter camouflaging the SMART data and doing to appear the number of Load/Unload
Head Cycle Count the same than the Start/Stop Count.
However, I'm going to buy another hard disk of 1 TB, and, maybe cause I'm a bit
masochist, it will be a WD10EADS.
Most Samsung's Terabytes have bad sectors, Seagate's Terabytes have a bricking
firmware, and WD's Green Terabytes have the head problem: I think that is anyway the
less bad choice (I excluded WD Caviar Blacks cause the noise).
Author:

trxman [ Mon Feb 09, 2009 5:17 am ]

Post subject:
any info about WD20EADS ?
is it affected with this horible WD shame too?
Author:

JazzJackRabbit [ Thu Feb 12, 2009 4:30 pm ]

Post subject:
I have two WD10EACS 00D6B0
1. 4317 Hours on, 17 Load Cycle Count
2. 4316 Hours on, 15 Load Cycle Count

Also have 8 other drives, but unfortunately they are connected to RAID card that
cannot read SMART data.
Don't know if they are lying as whiic is trying to suggest.
Author:

ArTiKO [ Tue Feb 24, 2009 4:22 pm ]
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Post subject:
WDC WD10EACS

ID Descrizione attributo Limite Valore Peggiore Dati Stato
01 Raw Read Error Rate 51 200 200 0 OK: il valore Ã¨ normale
03 Spinup Time 21 173 171 8341 OK: il valore Ã¨ normale
04 Start/Stop Count 0 97 97 3240 OK: sempre riuscito
05 Reallocated Sector Count 140 200 200 0 OK: il valore Ã¨ normale
07 Seek Error Rate 51 200 200 0 OK: il valore Ã¨ normale
09 Power-On Time Count 0 98 98 2013 OK: sempre riuscito
0A Spinup Retry Count 51 100 100 0 OK: il valore Ã¨ normale
0B Calibration Retry Count 51 100 100 0 OK: il valore Ã¨ normale
0C Power Cycle Count 0 100 100 606 OK: sempre riuscito
C0 Power-Off Retract Count 0 200 200 65 OK: sempre riuscito
C1 Load/Unload Cycle Count 0 195 195 17776 OK: sempre riuscito
C2 Temperature 0 107 91 45 OK: sempre riuscito
C4 Reallocation Event Count 0 200 200 0 OK: sempre riuscito
C5 Current Pending Sector Count 0 200 200 0 OK: sempre riuscito
C6 Offline Uncorrectable Sector Count 0 200 200 0 OK: sempre riuscito
C7 Ultra ATA CRC Error Rate 0 200 200 69 OK: sempre riuscito
C8 Write Error Rate 51 200 200 0 OK: il valore Ã¨ normale
All ok???
Author:

zds [ Tue Feb 24, 2009 10:25 pm ]

Post subject:
ArTiKO wrote:
WDC WD10EACS

C1 Load/Unload Cycle Count 0 195 195 17776 OK: sempre riuscito

If the power-on time is correct (2013 hours ie. about 84 days), then the 18k
loads/unloads sounds good. Would take almost 4 years at that speed to reach the 300k
mark. Well, 4 years is still a bit short lifespan, but we are talking about increased risk
here, not sure death. Definitely a lot better than my unit anyway.
Has your drive been used under kind of load that causes EACS drives to unload/load all
the time? Ie. has it been under Linux, or some media server drive?
Author:

ArTiKO [ Wed Feb 25, 2009 2:58 am ]

Post subject:
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My western digital driver is on WDC Mybook Home edition.
It is connect to pc via firewire, on Vista x64.
If I connect this drive to esata port after 10 minutes don't work anymore.
OK ok 4 years! I have good sleep!
Page 4 of 10
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SPCR
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/

Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=51401

Author:

Page 5 of 10

AlpineCarver [ Wed Feb 25, 2009 9:50 pm ]

Post subject:
can somebody explain why wdidle3.exe isn't freely downloadable from WD's website?
i'm not willing to run a .EXE whose origin i know nothing about except an IP address!
i've been a WD customer for years, but their stonewalling on this issue is souring my
perception of them as a vendor for future purchases, especially since they acknowledge
the problem and provide solutions for buyers of the RE2 version of the drive, but
completely stonewall the rest of us, to the point of actually withrawing a tool that can
help fix the problem!
Author:

zds [ Thu Feb 26, 2009 5:11 am ]

Post subject:
AlpineCarver wrote:
completely stonewall the rest of us, to the point of actually withrawing a tool that can help fix the problem!

If I had to guess, I'd say the reason is that the EACS firmware is bugged beyond what
wdidle3 is able to fix.
That, naturally, does not justify not releasing fixed firmware for EACS drives but makes
it even worse.
Author:

jznomoney [ Thu Feb 26, 2009 5:42 am ]

Post subject:
I can't find the utility wdidle3.exe. Does anyone know a current site to get this utility
from? The ftp posted does not seem to work.
Author:

ArTiKO [ Tue Mar 03, 2009 12:10 pm ]

Post subject:
ok ok... new problem on wdc green power...
my wdc my book home edition with wdc WD10EACS when is in idle the header continue
seek....
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I disconnect any data cable (usb or firewire or esata....) only power cable.... the hard
disk after power on the disk (after true rotation disk) come to move header in seek.

What is the problem?? Intellyseek tecnology never wok with this problem... My disk is
intelligent and found it self the solution of the problem???
great solutions... or not???

Why this disk have this seek continuos?
Author:

trxman [ Tue Mar 10, 2009 6:31 am ]

Post subject:
my question to the WD support:
Quote:
Hello.

I've been using WD drives for long time. Right now, at my home only, I have 3 WD6400AAKS in my desktop
and 8 WD7500AAKS in my server.

I'm looking for upgrade for my server. WD20EADS looks nice and I've planed to buy 8 to 10 of them.

And then, I've found this topic:
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/vi ... hp?t=51401

As I run my server 24/7 and it usualy has uptime of a year or so, Load_Cycle_Count problem can be very
destructive for me. Load_Cycle_Count could very quickly increase in my Linux environment set to buffer and
write data in 30 seconds.

So, does this Load_Cycle_Count issue applies to WD20EADS, too?

Thank you in advance.

WD's support answer:
Quote:
Thank you for contacting Western Digital Customer Service and Support.

We apologize for the inconvenience, however we are not responsible nor can we confirm or deny ANY third
party comments made on web page forums.

Western Digital technical support only provides jumper configuration and physical installation support for
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hard drives used in systems running the Linux/Unix operating systems. For setup questions beyond physical
installation of your Western Digital hard drive, please contact the vendor of your Linux/Unix operating
system.

Here is the link for the specifications regarding the WD Caviar Green / GP internal hard drives:
http://support.wdc.com/product/kb.asp?g ... o=WD20EADSâŒ©=en

Thank you.

my update to question:
Quote:
OK, forget about forum, pure technical questions are:

Does WD20EADS unloads heads after 8 idle seconds like WD10EACS does?

Can this power feature be turned off via SMART parameter?

WD's anwer:
Quote:
Thank you for your reply.

Please see the drive specifications for these two drives,
long-ass URL
Besides the capacity of the drives, the difference between the WD20EADS and the WD10EACS is the
following:

The WD10EACS has a buffer speed or CACHE of 16 MB and the WD20EADS has a buffer speed (CACHE) of
32 MB.

Other than that they are similar drives with different capacities with the 8 second same idle time.

"Can this power feature be turned off via SMART parameter?"

Yes, HOWEVER you have to know how to do it and unfortunately we cannot support the drive being used in
this manner.

Western Digital technical support only provides jumper configuration and physical installation support for
hard drives used in systems running the Linux/Unix operating systems. For setup questions beyond physical
installation of your Western Digital hard drive, please contact the vendor of your Linux/Unix operating
system.
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at last, they've admited the same 8 seconds unload cycle.
now, the interesting thig is:
Quote:
Yes, HOWEVER you have to know how to do it and unfortunately we cannot support the drive being used in
this manner.

anyone succeeded in this?

Author:

rseiler [ Sat Mar 14, 2009 1:06 pm ]

Post subject:
jznomoney wrote:
I can't find the utility wdidle3.exe. Does anyone know a current site to get this utility from? The ftp posted
does not seem to work.

Working link:
http://home.arcor.de/ghostadmin/wdidle3_1_00.zip
trxman wrote:
at last, they've admited the same 8 seconds unload cycle.

now, the interesting thig is:

Quote:
Yes, HOWEVER you have to know how to do it and unfortunately we cannot support the drive being used in this
manner.

anyone succeeded in this?

Yes, it was mentioned up the thread and elsewhere. Here's the usage:
Quote:
WDIDLE3 Version 1.00 for DOS

DESCRIPTION
- DOS Level utility to setup or report the idle3 value.
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FEATURES
- Scan for all drives. Non-WD Drives shall only show the model and serial numbers.
- Uses a Vendor Specific Command to set or get the idle3 timer.
- Timer can be set from 100 ms to 25.5 seconds, in 100ms increments.

USAGE
WDIDLE3 [/S[<Timer>]] [/D] [/R] [/?]
where:
/S[<Timer>] Set timer, units in 100 milliseconds (1 to 255). Default=80.
/D Disable timer.
/R Report current timer.
/? This help info.

Author:

trxman [ Sat Mar 14, 2009 1:15 pm ]

Post subject:
thx a lot!
hope this will work on WD20EADS, too!
Author:

trxman [ Sun Mar 15, 2009 2:33 pm ]

Post subject:

Code:
C:\>wdidle3.exe /R
CauseWay DOS Extender v3.49 Copyright 1992-99 Michael Devore.
All rights reserved.

Exception: 0D, Error code: 0000

EAX=02AA0060 EBX=02AC0060 ECX=00000001 EDX=00002AA0 ESI=02AA0060
EDI=02AC0094 EBP=02A7F994 ESP=02A7F964 EIP=02A0F604 EFL=00013206

CS=027F-FD600000 DS=0287-FD600000 ES=0287-FD600000
FS=0000-xxxxxxxx GS=028F-xxxxxxxx SS=0287-FD600000

CR0=00000000 CR2=00000000 CR3=00000000 TR=0000

Info flags=00008018

Writing CW.ERR file....
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CauseWay error 09 : Unrecoverable exception. Program terminated.

C:\>

no go on win XP SP3
Author:

zds [ Sun Mar 15, 2009 3:33 pm ]

Post subject:
trxman wrote:
no go on win XP SP3

It's a low-level DOS program, like BIOS updaters and all those.. you need to run it from
*DOS*, not from Windows. Time to dig out your DOS boot media.
If you lack any, download FreeDOS, it's free in both senses and works like a charm.
Author:

trxman [ Mon Mar 16, 2009 3:41 am ]

Post subject:
booting of FreeDOS iso image gives:
Code:
isolinux: Disk error 80, AX = 4265, drive 9F

Boot failed: press a key to retry...

I'll have to take off the hdd and put it in some other computer for purposes of setting
idle time.
Author:

rseiler [ Mon Mar 16, 2009 11:25 am ]

Post subject:
If it needs "real" DOS, then there are plenty here:
http://www.bootdisk.com/bootdisk.htm
Author:

Rebellious [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 5:58 am ]

Post subject: ditto
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I had the same problem with a couple of 2.5" WD Scorpio Black WD3200BEKT and fixed
it with the bootleg WD utility. The parameter change is not volatile, and it works
regardless of OS:
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/vi ... hp?t=52626

the name of the utility is ironic, wdidle3
Image
Author:

lunadesign [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 1:15 pm ]

Post subject:
With regards to the WD10EACS vs WD10EADS question, it appears that the latter does
not have the same issue.
I have 4 EACS drives and 2 EADS drives, all used in removable drive carriers as backup
drives in the same system. Each one is only powered on for 1-2 hours per week except
one which is on a bit more often.
WD10EACS-00ZJB0
WD10EACS-00ZJB0
WD10EACS-00ZJB0
WD10EACS-00ZJB0

#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:

195 load cycles in 23 hours = 8.5/hour
232 load cycles in 21 hours = 11.1/hour
7208 load cycles in 803 hours = 9.0/hour
1164 load cycles in 58 hours = 20.1/hour

WD10EADS-00L5B1 #1: 22 load cycles in 49 hours = 0.45/hour
WD10EADS-00L5B1 #2: 56 load cycles in 87 hours = 0.64/hour
What's interesting is that I generally don't run SpeedFan so I'm not sure why I'm
seeing so many load cycles per hour. Should I be concerned?
Author:

zds [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 7:28 pm ]

Post subject:
lunadesign wrote:
With regards to the WD10EACS vs WD10EADS question, it appears that the latter does not have the same
issue.

Thank you very much, this was very useful piece of information!
Author:

Trav1s [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 7:37 pm ]

Post subject:
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zds wrote:
lunadesign wrote:
With regards to the WD10EACS vs WD10EADS question, it appears that the latter does not have the same issue.

Thank you very much, this was very useful piece of information!

Yes it is
Author:

lunadesign [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 7:42 pm ]

Post subject:
Trav1s wrote:
zds wrote:
lunadesign wrote:
With regards to the WD10EACS vs WD10EADS question, it appears that the latter does not have the same issue.

Thank you very much, this was very useful piece of information!

Yes it is

You're both very welcome.....I'm hoping the WD20EADS follows the trend and doesn't
have the issue either. Can anyone with a WD20EADS confirm or deny this?
Author:

rseiler [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 8:46 pm ]

Post subject:
zds wrote:
lunadesign wrote:
With regards to the WD10EACS vs WD10EADS question, it appears that the latter does not have the same issue.

Thank you very much, this was very useful piece of information!

Though the EADS still defaults to every 8 seconds. Couldn't that in itself be a problem
in the right context?
That amount of time might be appropriate in a laptop (not that this drive is for a
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laptop, obviously), and appropriate for a backup drive scenario where the disk isn't
touched much, but what about as a main drive?
I guess I'm unclear on when it should be left alone, upped to 25.5, or simply
disabled--and also why EADS is less of a problem than EACS.
Author:

lunadesign [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 9:18 pm ]

Post subject:
rseiler wrote:
Though the EADS still defaults to every 8 seconds.

Do we know that for a fact? If so, I'm curious why my EADS drives aren't showing the
higher load cycle counts that my EACS drives are.
Author:

rseiler [ Wed Mar 18, 2009 10:02 pm ]

Post subject:
lunadesign wrote:
rseiler wrote:
Though the EADS still defaults to every 8 seconds.

Do we know that for a fact? If so, I'm curious why my EADS drives aren't showing the higher load cycle
counts that my EACS drives are.

I'm too exhausted to re-read the thread, but I'm pretty sure it was mentioned back
there. Plus, a quick Google came up with this post (search the page for "25.5"), which
looks convincing:
http://www.networkedmediatank.com/print ... ?tid=16327
I just don't see how this is desirable behavior outside of a laptop. Or how it wouldn't
take a severe toll on the drive and our nerves.
Quote:
Tested my WD10EADS last night.
after approx 8 seconds you hear the screech sound(park)
then when you do something you hear it again(unpark)

Author:

glassdarkly [ Thu Mar 19, 2009 1:54 am ]

Post subject:
whiic wrote:
The attribute we are discussing is
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(C1) Load Cycle Count 200 200 0 64 Ok
and in your drive it appears to be the same as Start/Stop Count. This means that either unload feature is
disabled in WD10EADS-00L5B1 or (like with WD10EACS-00D6B0) it's simply LYING.

The only way to determine if your drive is affected is to listen for load/unload clicks (they are
distinguishable from regular seeks). SMART data is reliable method of determining load/unload count only
for WDxxxxCS-00ZJB0.

This was mentioned earlier in the thread. I believe the consensus was that WD did
something to change the way the load/unload cycles were recorded in the SMART data
for the EADS drives after multiple complaints about the EACS drives.
Can anyone confirm if wdidle3.exe completely eliminates the issue? Someone was
saying earlier in the thread that the load count was still increasing faster than it should
have been after using wdidle3.
Author:

__Miguel_ [ Thu Mar 19, 2009 2:02 am ]

Post subject:
rseiler wrote:
I guess I'm unclear on when it should be left alone, upped to 25.5, or simply disabled--and also why EADS is
less of a problem than EACS.

I just hope WD isn't cheating on the whole "park-unpark" count with the EADS series...
However, one thing just came to me... Why would the park/unpark head movement
increase start/stop cycle count in the first place? Bear with me a little here, please:
1) The harshest thing an HDD can perform is a full spin-up procedure from power down
or sleep modes, right?
2) Park/unpark movements, though, only pertain to the data heads, which are
expected to be moving CONSTANTLY; or, if not moving, the actuator must hold them in
place.
3) This means that head parks only mean the head moved to another place, one that is
actually safer (no head crash risk) and more energy efficient (less drag on the
platters).
4) Yes, head parks are a little more dangerous in the sense that the arm can break
while loading or unloading (not likely, I assume), and yes, data access will have a slight
lag if the head is parked.
However, in the end, I don't think there is a significant increase in drive wear because
of constant parking, which would explain why
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1) We aren't seing EACS drives failing in droves - these probably had a slight firmware
"hickup" that incorrectly counts parks as full drive stops (which is yucky, and WD
should fix that, since EACS owners no longer get to understand if there is a problem
with drive wear derived from start/stop cycles)
2) EADS drives still exibit the same low timing for head park, but the SST counter
doesn't increase with them - if my thoughts are correct, then WD wouldn't be cheating
at all.
So, besides the whole "we can't predict the health of our drive from the SST counter"
issue, do you think what I said makes sense, and WD drives are actually safe to use? I
mean, these aren't built to be system drives, they are meant to be used as low-power
storage drives, with few occasional acesses. Which means the 8-second park timer isn't
actually that bad, since it saves a lot of energy both from the arm actuator and as drag
(or lack thereof, in this case).
The only thing not really explained in this angle is why SpeedFan causes heads to
unpark like crazy...I mean, it's not like SpeedFan tries to write to each and every drive
in the system at each SMART reading, right?
Any thoughts?
Cheers.
Miguel
Author:

zds [ Thu Mar 19, 2009 4:36 am ]

Post subject:
rseiler wrote:
Though the EADS still defaults to every 8 seconds. Couldn't that in itself be a problem in the right context?

I suspect the EACS firmware was just plain faulty, so it was not just timer setting but a
real bug (or the combination of these two) that caused high load/unload counts.
What makes me believe this is that 1) count increase even when the load/unload is
disabled with wdidle3.exe and 2) they increase even when setting OS side timings to
very minimum (and lot lower than 8s).
Author:

trxman [ Thu Mar 19, 2009 5:13 am ]

Post subject:
zds wrote:
What makes me believe this is that 1) count increase even when the load/unload is disabled with
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wdidle3.exe and 2) they increase even when setting OS side timings to very minimum (and lot lower than
8s).

and that sounds like a extremely big problem. how come thay just don't want to
change that firmware...
Author:

lunadesign [ Sat Mar 21, 2009 12:01 am ]

Post subject:
Update on the WD10EACS vs WD10EADS comparison
Following up on rseiler's post, I did some additional testing and confirmed that
WD10EADS does have the same parking behavior as WD10EACS except that just
like the WD10EACS-00DB0, WD10EADS isn't updating the Load Cycle Count counter.
(At least the one I tested isn't.)
I tested my WD10EACS-00ZJB0 first and with SpeedFan running noticed that every
minute I'd hear a certain noise, followed by another one exactly 8 seconds later, with
the cycle repeating every minute. In this case, the Load Cycle Count variable was
incrementing by one during each of these minute long cycles.
Once I knew what to roughly listen for, I tested against my WD10EADS-00L5B1 and
heard the exact same pattern (although the two noises sounded quite different) but
didn't see the counter increment.
I also had my power meter hooked up and noticed that during the 8 second period, the
system was drawing 1.7-1.8W more.
So I guess its safe to say that this is a consistent behavior with all GreenPower drives.
And I can definitely see how this parking behavior is critical to the drive's lower power
consumption numbers.
The only question that remains for me is why are my drives getting so many load
cycles if I'm not running SpeedFan normally?
Author:

rseiler [ Sat Mar 21, 2009 6:57 am ]

Post subject:
luna, thanks for that update.
That's a good use for Kill-A-Watt: I wouldn't have thought parking the heads accounted
for that much.
Looking at your earlier post (very high load cycles count for EACS and relatively low for
EADS), what environment are you running under? The article below, which is not about
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either model, mentions Linux in addition to SpeedFan, which you've excluded or only
use lightly.
http://www.silentpcreview.com/Terabyte_Drive_Fix
If it's Windows, you might be able to tell something by running Process Monitor and
focusing in on events which seem to coincide with audible changes in the drive.
While it may be comforting that the SMART load/unload counter doesn't balloon with
EADS, as someone suggested earlier, we don't know if WD implemented a fix whereby
it's merely masking what's still happening instead of actually changing its behavior
(which on the face of it looks exactly the same as with EACS).
Author:

lunadesign [ Sat Mar 21, 2009 9:09 am ]

Post subject:
rseiler - the system with these drives is running Windows XP SP3.
Most of the drives are backup drives used with EMC Retrospect. They only get powered
on once a week for an hour or two to receive data and then are powered off. When
they're on, they're generally used non-stop although its possible that there are > 8
second pauses while the backup software is doing some thinking. I'll watch this
carefully next time the backups run on an EACS drive.
The other ones are archive drives that contain seldom used very large files (Ghost
images, virtual machines, etc). These only get powered on about once a week for
anywhere from 2 hours to 8 hours. The files they contain are generally copied to/from
the drive over the local network using either Windows Explorer or Beyond Compare (a
great file/folder comparison tool). This usage pattern is generally a few large file copies
or comparisons with a few hours of idle time in between. I'm going to try to do some
testing with an EACS drive to figure out what's triggering the load cycles.
I'm convinced that the EADS is just like the EACS but masking the numbers, just like
some of the EACS units apparently do. The bummer is that this masking makes it much
harder to figure out what system usage is causing the extraneous load cycles since we
can't use SMART to monitor it. Which is really strange because WD's recommendation
in the KB article (http://wdc.custhelp.com/cgi-bin/wdc.cfg/php/enduser
/std_adp.php?p_faqid=3263&p_created=1232125802) for this issue for RE GP drives is
to adjust your OS or applications to stop waking up the drive too often. Its kinda hard
to do that if they mask the SMART counter that tells us this is happening. Sheesh.
Author:

zds [ Sat Mar 21, 2009 5:07 pm ]

Post subject:
lunadesign wrote:
And I can definitely see how this parking behavior is critical to the drive's lower power consumption
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numbers.

The bad thing is.. apart from the power comsunption, this kind of behaviour is not what
people at this site (SPCR) want. Constant loading/unloading, while it might lower the
absolute power usage does not help in making the drive silent.
Author:

karazy [ Sun Mar 22, 2009 5:31 pm ]

Post subject:
I have a WD15EADS 1.5TB Green Drive and wdidle3 reports that the idler is set for 8
seconds. Smart monitoring shows LCC on par with PCC even though intellipark does
exist so it is possible that the newer Western Digital drives now mask LCC caused by
intellipark which makes it harder for us to tweak our OS's or even do any kind of
testing.
I'm wondering what effects will disabling intellipark have. I know it will use up more
energy and mostly likely generate more heat but to what extent? How much more
power will it use up, how much more heat will it generate? Will disabling intellipark
simply turn my hard drive into a non-Green drive with little or no negative impact in
performance and integrity?
Author:

Benjiro [ Sun Mar 22, 2009 6:09 pm ]

Post subject:
Try running those WD Green's in a 4 drive, Raid 5 set. Then you will notice that head
parking even more as the 4 hd's need to unpark there heads.
karazy:
Turning off intellipark in theory will increase the response time as they don't need to
unpark every time you access your system ( with no activity ). But, it will not increase
the general response time for any actions that happen in that 8sec interval... So don't
expect that 5400rpm to suddenly turn into a 7200rpm drive. Unlike the misleading
advertisement that WD released, all those green drives are 5400 rpm, and there is no
"intelligent" speed control system
I'm surprised nobody sued them for false
advertisment with there "up to 7200rpm" ****.
To be honest, whats the use off intelpark? You can just as well put your HD's into sleep
after 1min off inactivity, and have a bigger power save... I suspect that the constant
parking & unparking is also going to draw "extra" power.
Personally i think that data integrity is not going to be harmed. When a drive dies, most
off the time its during the system startup.
The drive heats up, the materials expand, the motor off the drive is going to need more
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voltage, etc... On shutdown you have the reverse effect, as the drive cools down.
Do not underestimate the effect of material fluctuation because off heat-up, cool-down,
and power spikes from the startup... One off the reasons i'm a firm believer in keeping
the system running 24h.
Personally i'm going for a few nice 7200rpm 1.5TB HD's next. The power difference is
not worth the general discomfort, and lower speed/response from the lower rpm, head
parking...
Author:

Per Hansson [ Tue Mar 24, 2009 10:16 am ]

Post subject:
Just got a somewhat eery message from WD; The wdidle3 util will void the warranty if
used on RE2-GP drives! (thus I have not used it)
Here are the messages;
Customer (Per Hansson) 03/16/2009 01:55 PM
Hi, I have updated the firmware on my 3x RE2-GP 1TB drives that I am running in a
RAID5 array, I've done this because I noticed that the S.M.A.R.T data showed a very
high number of unload cycles of 88462 times (and two of my drives have already failed
and are replaced through RMA)
I saw in your PDF document for the update the text that "This timer can be changed to
values between eight seconds and five minutes with a utility that will be provided upon
request."
I'm just asking if I can get this utility and what you recommend I set the timer to, I
have attached 3 pictures of the SMART data from my harddrives
----------Dear Per,
Thank you for contacting Western Digital Customer Service and Support.
Please refer to the link below for all the info you requested, it also contains a link to
download the tool.
Answer Title: The S.M.A.R.T Attribute 193 Load/Unload counter continue to increase for
the WD RE2-GP SATA II hard drives
Answer Link: http://wdc.custhelp.com/cgi-bin/wdc.cfg ... 1232125802
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,
---------------
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Customer (Per Hansson) 03/17/2009 12:15 PM
Hi, as I wrote in my post below I already HAVE updated the firmware, so I
already have used the files you link, what I want is what is referenced in
the PDF on that page you linked me;
"This timer can be changed to values between eight seconds and five
minutes with a utility that will be provided upon request."
Sincerely - Per Hansson, editor @ Techspot.com
------------------Dear Per,
Thank you for your response.
Unfortunately The WDIdle Utility is no longer available from Western Digital.
The problem here is that WDidle is a tool which was developed for older drives but still
works on some new drives.
It was not designed for this and so the outcome can be unpredictable, hence we do not
support it.
It can be found throughout the Internet but is no longer distributed by WD
By using WDIdle your drive's firmware is altered and the warranty will be voided.
Sincerely,
Page 5 of 10
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SPCR
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/

Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=51401

Author:

Page 6 of 10

rseiler [ Tue Mar 24, 2009 12:33 pm ]

Post subject:
That excuse sounds like, well, an excuse.
"It was not designed for this and so the outcome can be unpredictable."
I'm thinking it was designed for exactly what it was obviously designed for and that the
"outcome" is perfectly apparent (disabled, 25.5 seconds, whatever).
And wouldn't it be a rare drive that fails in such a way that even a utility like this
wouldn't be able to reach it? If it powers on, you should still be able to use the utility to
set it back to what it was--before RMA'g. Your data could be lost to all but the most
advanced disk recovery outfit, and this utility should still be able to access the drive's
flash memory (or whatever this setting is stored in).
Author:

lunadesign [ Tue Mar 24, 2009 12:43 pm ]

Post subject:
For what its worth, I was on the phone with WD Level 2 tech support in California the
other day for another issue and briefly mentioned the firmware update issue.
Apparently a consumer drive like the WD10EADS can have in the neighborhood of 30
variants. Apparently they are constantly varying things (sometimes at the request of
manufacturers like Dell and HP) so its hard to have one set of firmware work for all the
variants.
At least that's what I was told. To me, it seems a bit spendy manufacturing-wise to
have all those variants for a product that doesn't have huge margins.
I'm guessing the enterprise drives are more rigidly controlled (much fewer variants)
and that's why its easier to release firmware updates for those.
Author:

WilliamG [ Tue Mar 24, 2009 4:47 pm ]

Post subject:
I've been driven mad for ages with these WD drives parking heads all the time. I've got
two sets of WD Studio II drives each with two of the 1TB Green drives in them. Is there
a way to update the drives so that the head parking no longer occurs?
FYI, I'm running Mac OS X 10.5.6. If someone has a method to fix this, I'd be eternally
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grateful!
Author:

silentbobbo [ Thu Mar 26, 2009 12:23 pm ]

Post subject:
Here is a response to my question as to why 500GB models aren't addressed on their
KB article 3263:
Quote:
I apologize for the inconvenience; that feature cannot be modified on those drives.

I basically wrote them that Load_Cycle_Count is increasing by 1 per minute on my
WD5000AACS-00ZUB0 drive and this:
Quote:
I would like to request
* a solution similar to the one provided in KB article 3263;
* or a utility, which would make the drive to wait longer than 8 seconds, before entering the "idle 3" mode;
* or reassurance that my worries are invalid.

As already noted by others, there seems to be neither solutions, nor confirmation, nor
denial at WD support...
Author:

casebuyer [ Fri Mar 27, 2009 6:37 am ]

Post subject:
if this is the case simply I won't even consider buying WD Green Series at all in my
next purchase
Either samsung f1 1 TB or seagate 1.5 TB
So did seagate firmware update solved the issue on 1.5 TB or is it still buggy drive with
freezing issues
Author:

lunadesign [ Fri Mar 27, 2009 11:25 pm ]

Post subject:
For those curious about the 2TB WD20EADS models, I just picked up a pair and tested
one. I can confirm that the WD20EADS operates just like WD10EADS - the 8 second
idle timer is present *and* Load Cycle Count is not being incremented when it
happens. The clicking noise is about the same, perhaps a teeny bit quieter than the
WD10EADS units.
Author:

trxman [ Sun Mar 29, 2009 1:37 pm ]

Post subject:
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I'm realy disappointed.
After years of using WD, I have to advise everyone to use some other drives.
Go for Samsung F1, folks. I hope there will be some 2TB versions soon.
Author:

Benjiro [ Thu Apr 02, 2009 11:36 am ]

Post subject:
lunadesign wrote:
For those curious about the 2TB WD20EADS models, I just picked up a pair and tested one. I can confirm
that the WD20EADS operates just like WD10EADS - the 8 second idle timer is present *and* Load Cycle
Count is not being incremented when it happens. The clicking noise is about the same, perhaps a teeny bit
quieter than the WD10EADS units.

*uch* No WD 2TB for me then.
casebuyer:
I'm considering the Seagate or Samsungs. Problem is, Seagate there track record is
also not very good with the lasted serie. And the Samsung is relative new.
Author:

darthpingoo [ Sun Apr 19, 2009 1:54 pm ]

Post subject:
Benjiro wrote:
lunadesign wrote:
For those curious about the 2TB WD20EADS models, I just picked up a pair and tested one. I can confirm that the
WD20EADS operates just like WD10EADS - the 8 second idle timer is present *and* Load Cycle Count is not being
incremented when it happens. The clicking noise is about the same, perhaps a teeny bit quieter than the WD10EADS
units.

*uch* No WD 2TB for me then.

casebuyer:

I'm considering the Seagate or Samsungs. Problem is, Seagate there track record is also not very good with
the lasted serie. And the Samsung is relative new.

It's stupid !
I've an Hitachi T7K250 that have 3 years old, ~12000 hours running, ~2000 power
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on/off cycle but ~20 000 load/unload cycle... And it's still running OK.
But one things to now is that Hitachi have a similar system than the WD's NoTouch(tm)
since several years.
This system may have dramaticaly increased reliability of the unloading head feature.
And it's why WD let idle3 at 8 seconds on newer hardware revision but stopped to
count it as an unload cycle.
If it was really a problem, WD had added the fix on newer model. It makes sense.
As far as I know, Samsung is the manufacturer with the lower reliability so...
Author:

shunx [ Sun Apr 26, 2009 1:46 am ]

Post subject:
I just received this email response from WD's support after bringing up the discussion
here:
This information is not accurate. The unit will not reach its designed park lifespan due
to the IntelliPark feature. No such DOS program [re: wdidle3.exe] has been created or
provided by WD in order to enable/disable a firmware feature such as IntelliPark. The
reason why this feature was created and placed on the drives, was in order to lower
power consumption in order to be more eco-friendly. The unit will not encounter a
sudden death due to this feature. Rest assured.
Author:

Monkeh16 [ Sun Apr 26, 2009 12:06 pm ]

Post subject:
darthpingoo wrote:
I've an Hitachi T7K250 that have 3 years old, ~12000 hours running, ~2000 power on/off cycle but ~20 000
load/unload cycle... And it's still running OK.

12k? That all?
shunx wrote:
I just received this email response from WD's support after bringing up the discussion here:

This information is not accurate. The unit will not reach its designed park lifespan due to the IntelliPark
feature. No such DOS program [re: wdidle3.exe] has been created or provided by WD in order to
enable/disable a firmware feature such as IntelliPark. The reason why this feature was created and placed
on the drives, was in order to lower power consumption in order to be more eco-friendly. The unit will not
encounter a sudden death due to this feature. Rest assured.
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And thus, why I will not be purchasing a WD Green series. Ever.
Author:

whiic [ Mon Apr 27, 2009 6:37 am ]

Post subject:
My three GP's (all 1TB, two first generation 00ZJB0 (4-platter) and one second
generation 00D6B0 (3-platter)) are still working fine. Unload cycle counts are as
follows:
GP #1: 0x873F7 = 553975 cycles, 0x2716 = 10006 hours
GP #2: 0x54189 = 344457 cycles, 0x2325 = 8997 hours
GP #3: hidden ("0x4C"), 0x1516 = 5398 hours
Bad sectors on all HDDs = zero. (No reallocated, no events, no pending, no
uncorrectable, no other errors in SMART. All pass offline test and extended self-test. No
Windows Event Viewer errors.)
Samsungs... well, they don't have unload count issues.
F1 7200rpm #1:
OS drive, just recently one uncorrectable sector appeared. Some odd crashes (but
might be unrelated as well). Offline datacollection routine fails with fatal error. But now
the uncorrectable sector disappeared... odd. And it's NOT displayed as reallocated
either.
Very low vibration sample.
F1 7200rpm #2:
High/medium vibration sample. "Retired" to Topfield PVR because it made my computer
case resonate.
F2 5400rpm:
Flaky sequantial transfer rates from the first verify pass. No problems with offline
datacollection or SMART selftests. It's just read or verify passes that are jagged.
Disabling indexing helped a lot but there's still downward spikes on the same areas,
just not as big as indexing turned on.
Speed (outside these downward spikes) is equal to that of F1 7200rpm. 105 MB/s from
a 5400rpm drive. 500GB platters are wheeee~. And with only 2 of them at low rpm, it's
quieter than my 3 and 4 platter (250GB or 333GB per platter) GreenPowers. Noise
character is also smoother.
But, I still feel a LOT more confident with my WDs. Samsungs tend to die in VERY odd
ways. This uncorrectable error stuff is odd. Why don't they ever reallocate? Always the
friggin' uncorrectables and bad sectors always visible to OS level. Or maybe the
reallocated sectors are just hidden from SMART (despite the attribute being still present
even though unused). Samsungs scare the shit out of me. If I have to decide whether I
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like to have hidden bad sectors or hidden unload counts in my SMART reports, I pick
the latter any day.
I think the GP issue is way blown out of proportion. Trying to reduce cycles is wise (i.e
re-configure SpeedFan to disable tempeture monitoring on GreenPower HDDs) but to
boycott the drive and favour other manufacturers (with their own, bigger reliability
issues) is just plain stupid. If you pick Samsung because it's cheaper, you're just
curious, because you're unsure what density will the 1TB WD be (as we may never
know when they go from 3 to 2 platters), they are all valid reasons (and they ALL
played a role why I bought F2 EcoGreen) but I would definitely not favour Samsung (let
alone a noisy and potentially firmware suicidal Seagate) over WD due to reliability
concerns.
Author:

ult [ Tue Apr 28, 2009 1:17 pm ]

Post subject: WD5000BEVT
Since we're all talking about similar tweaking issues, I thought I'd share my
experience:
I've had two of the WD5000BEVT. Yes, they were quiet while running (other than the
whoosh sound of alternating waves) but that was a minor standard drive activity noise
to me compared to other manufacturers' seek noise.
Out of the two WD5000BEVT I've had, one vibrated substantially and the other didn't
vibrate at all during use. Both were same models. Both manufactured in Jan 09 and at
the same plant. (characters after the dash in model number dictated the site I'm told,
mine were 11ZAT) This sounds great and I wanted to love these very fast performing
but cooler temperature WD drives...
However, what caused me to return *both* of them was the head park noise (audible
tick clunk) that occurred roughly every 4-8 seconds of inactivity (aka idle3 mode
accounts for the heads to follow their park/unload routine).
Couple that with the Mac's aggressive drive power saving characteristics (google it and
you'll undoubtedly read more about it elsewhere) and you have a symphony of idle,
tick, activity, idle, tick,
activity, idle, tick.... you get the picture. Consequently, they were all experiencing very
high load/unload counts from the SMART data fields *everytime* it parked. I mean,
very high.
Ok, off to try to resolve this...
Years ago WD released a DOS executable (wdidle3) for older generation drives that
increases the idle3 timer or threshold to accommodate these setups. Using a vendor
specific feature set command, it modifies the drive's parameters to wait longer before
invoking Idle 3. You'll also hear about the RE2IdleModeUpd utility that performed this
for the WD1000FYPS, 7500 and 7501 drives.
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This is *not* to be confused with WDSpinup which is designed to lower the spinup
current so as not to overload USB power specs at once. (has nothing to do head park
noise)
This is *also not* to be confused with the jumper setting that enables spread spectrum
clocking (SSC). (which decreases EMI and addresses crosstalk concerns in multi-drive
installations. Think server.)
This is *also not* to be confused with modifying the AAM (Automatic Acoustic
Management) to change the drive's acoustic behavior. As my drives were set to enabled
and maximum performance (FEh), changing this setting to enabled and minimum noise
(80h) didn't affect the time/noise before the next head park tick clunk. The ATA spec
issues this change for vendors to tweak activity noise/performance not the noise
related to movement of the heads to park or idle position.
Okay, off to try hdapm, which is a Mac utility that prevents the drive from spinning
down by issuing an ATA subcommand to change the drive's APM (Advanced power
management). Great! No head park noise! But then it effectively disables the power
management and the head doesn't park but at the cost of heat and power usage.
Another but is that it needs to be run at each OS boot as the setting isn't static. There
are very easy ways to do this on a mac using a tool called lingon but I won't get into
that here. Ultimately the hdapm tool does work to eliminate the noise but, again, at a
cost of heat/power usage.
Okay, so either disable the power management (hdapm worked just fine) or use the
WDIDLE3 utility. Well, I was not able to get the DOS mode utility to run on a freedos
boot disk on a dell laptop as it was an older machine that didn't offer a native SATA
port on the motherboard thus DOS wasn't able to have complete low level access to the
SATA/USB connected drive. Yes, I've spent many hours and many different versions of
boot disks and drivers to no avail.
Okay, with FREEDOS on a macbookpro, I was able to run the WDIDLE3 utility and it
saw the drive.
The commands are:
/S[<Timer>] Set timer, units in 100 milliseconds (1 to 255). Default=80.
/D Disable timer.
/R Report current timer.

As many other Macbookpro owners may find (and other PC owners with certain sata
chipsets), the utility only works to allow you set the timer from 1 to 255. (aka 25
seconds) But the DISABLE timer switch
doesn't work via this setup. If I knew someone who had a newer PC desktop or PC
laptop that natively had SATA onboard, then I'm confident the /D switch would work,
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but not via the Macbookpro's
implementation. If you live near DC and would like to help, let me know.

Alternatives that people have tried but to no avail so far:
* WD to acknowledge issues with these drives in certain setups (mac) and issue a Mac
firmware utility to allow customers to change the idle3 setting on the newer Scorpio 2.5
drives. (it works in other setups, but WD officially doesn't advise using this utility on
newer drives as they've since removed it from their site and tech support is tough
about releasing it as well )
* Apple would maybe step in and resolve the aggressive drive issue (linux suffers from
this as well from what I've heard)
* Switch to XP
* Switch drive vendors. Sigh.
So, either live with it and try to convince yourself that the tick clunk noise and
load/unload counters aren't important until you get near 600,000 or switch
manufacturers. After countless, countless, countless hours trying to get the wdidle3 /D
switch utility to work on these unique setups, I've resorted to saving my frustration and
what's left of my sanity by buying the seagate momentus 500g 5400.6 . I hope the
5400.6's head park tick clunk noise isn't as bad as WD.
I'm sure in your setup your WD drive's head park clunk noise isn't an issue. Your
mileage may vary. Mine certainly did.
Author:

Monkeh16 [ Tue Apr 28, 2009 2:14 pm ]

Post subject: Re: WD5000BEVT
ult wrote:
But then it effectively disables the power management and the head doesn't park but at the cost of heat and
power usage.

Both of which are frankly fairly insignificant.
Author:

ult [ Tue May 05, 2009 3:40 pm ]

Post subject:
as a followup to my previous scorpio blue 500g 2.5 drive posts, I'm starting to see
evidence that WD's quality control may be a bit off. The store was out of stock on the
seagate momentus 500g so i got another (third) WD 500g blue 2.5.
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Turns out, the third WD drive didn't vibrate at all during use. (vibration was a problem
for the first two I had). Which in turn I've noticed the drive is appears to be operating
2F degrees cooler and substantially quieter during use (seek and spin noise). Keep in
mind it still had the clunk noise from the heads parking every 8 seconds. At least now I
have a WD5000BEVT that appears to run "smoother" than the previous 2 I owned. All
had the same model and batch numbers. All made in same factory. Just 1 out of 3 ran
stable w/out excessive vibration.
As I previously mentioned, I wasn't able to get the WDIDLE3 utility to successfully
issue the /D switch via DOS boot disk on a macbookpro or on a non-sata Dell laptop. I
was able to get it to perform just fine when I connected it to a friend's desktop
w/native sata onboard. I simply booted into DOS (via freedos bootcd) and issued the
wdidle3 /D switch to disable the idle3 timer. Successful.
Now that the drive has been placed back in my macbook pro, no more clunk attributed
to the heads parking thanks to the timer having been disabled.
Had wdidle3 not worked, I would have just used HDAPM until I could have been able to
replace the drive with a different make. (seagate)
Way too much time, trouble & aggravation spent on fixed this WD scorpio's model idle
timer head park noise in this setup. Way too much.
Author:

dt1000 [ Tue May 05, 2009 11:15 pm ]

Post subject:
Oh... this doesn't sound good.
I just got a 1TB WD10EADS for my media centre PC.
Unfortunately, I can't find any utilities on the WD site to turn off the head parking...
(Am I just being dumb?)
Does anyone know if this problem has been solved for this particular drive?

Dan
Author:

Ralf Hutter [ Wed May 06, 2009 12:54 pm ]

Post subject:
dt1000 wrote:
Does anyone know if this problem has been solved for this particular drive?
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Nobody actually knows if there even is a problem.
See this recent thread for a fairly succinct synopsis of the uselessness of this "Problems
with Head Parks?" thread.
Author:

dt1000 [ Wed May 06, 2009 8:33 pm ]

Post subject:
Thanks for the rumour control!
I'll run my drive for a month and let you know what I find...
Cheers,
Dan
Author:

NickBurns23 [ Thu May 07, 2009 2:24 am ]

Post subject:
Here's the deal. I want to buy a 1.5TB Western Digital Green drive. I don't care about
whether or not the head parking issue actually harms the drives. I just don't want them
to park every 8 seconds. I notice WD only offers this software to make adjustments to
certain models, and I don't see the 1.5TB drives listed. Is there software from WD that
will allow me to adjust the head parks from every 8 seconds to 25 on the 1.5TB drives?
Author:

dhanson865 [ Thu May 07, 2009 11:43 am ]

Post subject:
NickBurns23 wrote:
Here's the deal. I want to buy a 1.5TB Western Digital Green drive. I don't care about whether or not the
head parking issue actually harms the drives. I just don't want them to park every 8 seconds. I notice WD
only offers this software to make adjustments to certain models, and I don't see the 1.5TB drives listed. Is
there software from WD that will allow me to adjust the head parks from every 8 seconds to 25 on the 1.5TB
drives?

Based on a message earlier in this thread the tool is not officially available for download
because
1. It wasn't designed for modern drives
2. It may or may not have desired or undesired effects
3. It will modify settings in the firmware thus voiding the warranty on the drive.
You can search the web for a copy but you use it at your own risk as WD doesn't
recommend you do so.
I'd suggest you get a WD green and not worry as it has a 3 year warranty or
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get a WD blue with a 3 year warranty or
get a WD black with a 5 year warranty.
You'll save power with the green drive and it will be quieter.
Your initial purchase price will be lower on the blue but it will use more power in the
long run.
The black will be about the same price as the green and have a longer warranty but it
will use more power (about the same as the blue).
Author:

NickBurns23 [ Fri May 08, 2009 2:19 am ]

Post subject:
Thank you for the advice, however:
dhanson865 wrote:
I'd suggest you get a WD green and not worry as it has a 3 year warranty or

Well data loss is more of a worry to me than the cost of replacing a drive. I know "back
up regularly" but it seems a bit ridiculous to have to by TWO hard drives for every one
I want to use.
dhanson865 wrote:
get a WD blue with a 3 year warranty or

get a WD black with a 5 year warranty.

You'll save power with the green drive and it will be quieter.

Your initial purchase price will be lower on the blue but it will use more power in the long run.

The black will be about the same price as the green and have a longer warranty but it will use more power
(about the same as the blue).

I would be happy with getting the black or blue drives but WD doesn't make them in
1.5TB for some strange reason.
I'd also like the green drives because I want to use them for an HTPC/media server and
the low PSU in the computer coupled with the heat and the power that will be running
all day, I'd rather use green drives.
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However, I am not planning on using the green drives for the operating system. I am
using a solid state disk for that. Does that mean the head parking thing is a complete
non-issue then? Is it any issue for drives being used just for high-def movie rips?
Author:

whiic [ Fri May 08, 2009 3:03 pm ]

Post subject:
"However, I am not planning on using the green drives for the operating system."
GreenPower might not be ideal for OS. Many think 5400rpm is inadequate for OS but I
think that's just BS. The unload thingy might make it non-ideal for OS, though.
Samsung F2 Ecogreen could be a good OS drive.
"I am using a solid state disk for that."
Or that. Or a laptop drive. All depends on demand for performance. Some cheal SSDs
can be lousier than even low-rpm laptops in write-heavy applications.
"Does that mean the head parking thing is a complete non-issue then? Is it any issue
for drives being used just for high-def movie rips?"
Let's go through an example:
[YuS-MaiWaiFu]_Jigoku_Shoujo_Mitsuganae_-_20_(H264)[1B7A67CB].mkv
It's a 720p, 23.967 Hz, 291 MiB, 24min 59sec.
So, average bitrate is 291/25 =11.64 MiB/min =0.194 MiB/s =199 KiB/s.
So, the video player needs around 200 kilobytes of data every second. This is on
average, will vary quite a bit on what happens on screen. Good codecs with high
compression with low loss will be quite peaky.
If your player requests data in 64 kilobyte chunks, it will request ~three chunks each
second. When not much happens on the screen (outside high bitrate peaks), it still
requests at least one packet per second. WD GreenPower unloads at 8 seconds. =>
Absolutely definitely no problem.
Constant idle = good.
Constant IO = good.
Regular or irregular access at 9+ second intervals = bad. (Though if it's 100+, the
unload count doesn't increase alarmingly. The upper limit of "dangerous" interval is a
lot more vague than the low limit which is anything above 8 seconds.)
Example #1 of bad access:
Linux. IO every 20 seconds. 3 cycles per minute. 1576800 per year.
Example #2:
SpeedFan. SMART polling every 60 seconds. 525600 per year.
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Example #3:
Fileshare over slow connection. Assume 512 kbit/s upload bandwidth. Person named
Jolly Roger seeds torrents. Files that are shared are located on several HDDs.
On the example, 90% of upload bandwidth is used by other torrents and occasional
webbrowsing, etc. but one torrent is seeded from GreenPower. 10% of remaining
bandwidth is 51 kbit/s =6 KiB/s.
If torrent program used 64 chunks of data requested (or if OS did that sized IOs), it
would need to request ever 11 seconds to feed 6 KiB/s to peers over slow internet
connection. 11 seconds > 8 seconds. Bad.
So, watching HD video at 300 KiB/s = good.
Downloading/uploading HD video at 6 KiB/s = bad.
This of course assumes that 64 KB chunk size. It been a while since I did some
detective work on disk IO (SysInternals' Filemon?) during various tasks (idle, video
playback, etc.). If I don't remember incorrectly 64 KiB was a typical request length.
Back then I wasn't really interested in chunk size but what caused chunks to be read as
I had problems getting HDDs spin down on idle. (NTFS background tasks plagued even
USB HDDs. I tracked it to a third-party defragmenter.)
This thread could have been a huge benefit to the internet, had it not been filled with
so much unwarranted FUD. Because what applies to GreenPower unloads apply to many
laptop HDD unloads as well. And while laptop drives are quiet, unloads are not
necessarily quiet at all (especially if rest of system is tuned down to the level of regular
HDD noise).
Author:

Syph007 [ Sun May 10, 2009 11:49 am ]

Post subject:
Hey guys, just thought I'd post my experience. I did a lot of research before buying a
drive in the 1TB range. What I found is that WD is still the most reliable and lowest
energy usage by far.
I did use the Wdidle3 utility to turn off the parking, I mean why not. In my testing it
using about 1 extra watt, yes thats it. Even using that extra bit its still more GREEN
than the other options.
I wanted a lower power silent file server. This it what I built.
Shuttle K45 with ice genie cooler
E5200 CPU (power sipping)
2x 1TB WD10EADS drives with parking disabled
This setup uses about 75 watts at typical use.
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My system is silent and stable and im 100% happy. Dont shy away from an excellent
drive. I still dont know if the parking issue will cause a failure, but who cares if you can
turn it off for no REAL penalty.
Author:

NickBurns23 [ Mon May 11, 2009 2:21 am ]

Post subject:
Syph007 wrote:
H
My system is silent and stable and im 100% happy. Dont shy away from an excellent drive. I still dont know
if the parking issue will cause a failure, but who cares if you can turn it off for no REAL penalty.

However, hasn't it been established the Wdidle3 utility only works on certain green
drives, the 1.5tb not being one of them?
Author:

Syph007 [ Mon May 11, 2009 4:37 am ]

Post subject:
NickBurns23 wrote:
Syph007 wrote:
H
My system is silent and stable and im 100% happy. Dont shy away from an excellent drive. I still dont know if the
parking issue will cause a failure, but who cares if you can turn it off for no REAL penalty.

However, hasn't it been established the Wdidle3 utility only works on certain green drives, the 1.5tb not
being one of them?

Ah if that's the case I guess that could be cause for concern. I only bought the 1TB
drives so I can't comment.
Author:

NickBurns23 [ Wed May 20, 2009 5:23 am ]

Post subject:
Syph007 wrote:
Hey guys, just thought I'd post my experience. I did a lot of research before buying a drive in the 1TB
range. What I found is that WD is still the most reliable and lowest energy usage by far.

I did use the Wdidle3 utility to turn off the parking, I mean why not. In my testing it using about 1 extra
watt, yes thats it. Even using that extra bit its still more GREEN than the other options.
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I wanted a lower power silent file server. This it what I built.

Shuttle K45 with ice genie cooler
E5200 CPU (power sipping)
2x 1TB WD10EADS drives with parking disabled

This setup uses about 75 watts at typical use.

My system is silent and stable and im 100% happy. Dont shy away from an excellent drive. I still dont know
if the parking issue will cause a failure, but who cares if you can turn it off for no REAL penalty.

I thought you are only able to increase the idle to 25 seconds from 8? How did you turn
it off completely?
If I can turn it off completely on the 1.5TB green drives I'll buy one.
Author:

twoscoreandfour [ Fri May 22, 2009 2:00 am ]

Post subject:
Are the people experience issues due to Linux IO running ext3 with journal=ordered?
This forces disk flushes fairly frequently, but as I understand file systems like ext4 and
XFS flush much less frequently
Author:

twoscoreandfour [ Sat May 23, 2009 6:30 am ]

Post subject:
Additionally you could change the commit option when mounting the drive.
However, the vm will still write out dirty pages to disk every 30s, but this can be
changed by upping the dirty_exprie_centiseconds value.
Author:

m0002a [ Sat May 23, 2009 7:40 am ]

Post subject:
The problem with the WD Green Drives and Linux is that Linux does not access the disk
(when "idle") often enough, not that it accesses too often. Windows accesses disk at
least every 8 seconds, which is why the drives do not constantly unload/load.
I don't know why everyone has such a hard time understanding this.
Author:

glassdarkly [ Sun May 24, 2009 2:56 am ]

Post subject:
Would this be an issue for OSes like OpenSolaris or FreeBSD, or is it confined to Linux?
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m0002a [ Sun May 24, 2009 6:53 am ]

Post subject:
NickBurns23 wrote:
I thought you are only able to increase the idle to 25 seconds from 8? How did you turn it off completely?

If I can turn it off completely on the 1.5TB green drives I'll buy one.

If you have the wdidle3.exe utility, you can disable the unloads with the /D option. It
must be booted with DOS to run the utility, and the DOS should be as simple as
possible with as few drivers/memory managers as possible (I had to experiment with
several DOS boot disks to get it to work).
I ran the utiility on my 500GB WD5000AACS-00ZUB0 drive and it worked (no more
unload/load cycles unless I reboot).
Author:

ranmori [ Mon May 25, 2009 4:58 pm ]

Post subject:
Thanks m0002a!
Author:

It was a fun experience.

whiic [ Tue May 26, 2009 2:45 am ]

Post subject:
I don't get this "idle3 can be configured only in RAID edition" rumour. RAID edition can
be created of normal GreenPowers with just WDTLER application (minus warranty
length - it does not increase magically if you run the tool) so how does WDIDLE3
require RAID edition? Don't they have the same firmwares with just differents factory
setting for TLER? Some claim there's some other differences but no-one has stated
what else is differing between RAID and non-RAID WDs (be them Caviars or
GreenPowers).
It is said that WDIDLE3 does not work with some non-RAID GreenPowers. That may be
true, or maybe some have just failed in attempting to make the configuration. My
non-RAID 1.0TB GreenPowers (two 1st and one 2nd generation, three in total) were
successfully configured and non-volatile. The setting persist over reboot.
It may be that most non-working configuration attempts could be traced to how drives
were connected (chipset, PCI adapter, SATA-to-IDE bridge, etc.) and whether they
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needed drivers to run in FreeDOS (because that's where you'll need to run WDIDLE3 as
it cannot be run in Windows command prompt), etc.
I post mine:
Asus Commando, Intel P965 / ICH8R chipset. GreenPowers that I configured were
connected directly to the motherboard. Booted to FreeDOS with boot floppy (yes, the
motherboard still has the floppy port) with WDIDLE3 added to it.
If the problem indeed is not related to environment, then we should make a list of
drives that does not work with WDIDLE3. Also, if anyone has a drive that is listed, yet
manages to make persistent (non-volatile) changes to it, it's position on the list should
be re-evaluated as possible enviromental issue.
Author:

subsonik [ Sat Jun 13, 2009 1:05 pm ]

Post subject:
Apart from the discussion whether the head parks are a problem or not, I'd like to
share some numbers about my WD 10EACS in my homeserver.
With just windows XP and occasional fileserver usage, I'd get about 8 to 9 head parks
per hour. Please not that I turned indexing service + warn on low diskspace off. Not a
big deal, that's about 400K head parks in 5 years.
However, I found some applications which seem to access the disk quite often:
* Skype. Accesses the disk around once a minute. 500K head parks in just one year.
* Squeezecenter (the server software to stream music to my Logitech Squeezebox).
Accesses the disk every 10 seconds. THREE MILLION head parks per year. Rated
number of head parks reached in just 34 days. Squeezecenter owners, beware!

Luckily I could disable the idle timer with the wdidle3 tool. Let's hope the disk lasts for
5 years of continuous use now
(the previous one surely did, a Seagate 7200.7 80GB,
still running fine with 46K hours on the counter)
Author:

Ksanderash [ Mon Jun 15, 2009 12:06 pm ]

Post subject:
(A crosspost of the message I've wrote in a parallel WD thread)
========================================
Found a WD Support answer (the author is unknown):
"Unfortunately The WDIdle Utility is no longer available from Western Digital. The
problem here is that WDidle is a tool which was developed for older drives but still
works on some new drives. It was not designed for this and so the outcome can be
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unpredictable, hence we do not support it. It can be found throughout the Internet but
is no longer distributed by WD. By using WDIdle your drive's firmware is altered and
the warranty will be voided. The reason why this feature (IntelliPark) was created and
placed on the drives, was in order to lower power consumption in order to be more
eco-friendly. The unit will not encounter a sudden death due to this feature."
...
I also have intercepted such talks in the same conference (summarized and translated
to English by me):
There is no a "magic" vendor-specific ATA command that tells the drive either do the
park, or do not, and he remembers all that. It happens in a more complicated way. The
WDIDLE is sending a standard command of the overwrite a firmware module over the
original, sends the module body, and a compatible drive becomes successfully patched.
But these modules quite differs from model to model, so the WDIDLE utility can't
overwrite the module correctly, cause there is simply an incompatible module inside!
That means that you can damage your original module with non-working code. And
that's why WD has finished the support of this utility. Now it is available (WDIDLE3
v1.03) only for the strict number of drives: WD RE2-GP WD1000FYPS-01ZKB0,
WD7500AYPS-01ZKB0, and WD7501AYPS-01ZKB0 with the updated firmware.
It looks like vague rumours? Yeah, they actually are. Only WD knows what is going on
indead, and we can only do more or less appropriate guesses
Author:

swivelguy2 [ Thu Jul 02, 2009 5:33 am ]

Post subject:
This thread inspired me to fire up HDtune and check my laptop HDD's SMART data.
I have a 100GB Seagate Momentus 7200.1 (ST910021AS)
Age: ~24 months
Power on hours: 10251 (~14 months)
Power cycle count: 2659
Start/stop count: 6501
Power off Retract count: 16108
Load cycle count: 2,954,613
It's going up by exactly 1 every 5 seconds as I watch it.
The drive works perfectly, and every row has an "Ok." in the last column of the SMART
info. I personally suspect that drives reporting a high number here have nothing to
worry about.
Author:

acadiel [ Sat Aug 22, 2009 6:25 pm ]

Post subject:
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Just saw this thread on Google.
Here's my EACS one running in FreeNAS (since early 2008):
=== START OF INFORMATION SECTION ===
Device Model: WDC WD10EACS-00ZJB0
Firmware Version: 01.01B01
User Capacity: 1,000,204,886,016 bytes
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME FLAG VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE UPDATED WHEN_FAILED
RAW_VALUE
1 Raw_Read_Error_Rate 0x000f 200 200 051 Pre-fail Always - 0
3 Spin_Up_Time 0x0003 197 181 021 Pre-fail Always - 7116
4 Start_Stop_Count 0x0032 100 100 000 Old_age Always - 450
5 Reallocated_Sector_Ct 0x0033 200 200 140 Pre-fail Always - 0
7 Seek_Error_Rate 0x000e 200 200 051 Old_age Always - 0
9 Power_On_Hours 0x0032 083 083 000 Old_age Always - 12589
10 Spin_Retry_Count 0x0012 100 100 051 Old_age Always - 0
11 Calibration_Retry_Count 0x0012 100 253 051 Old_age Always - 0
12 Power_Cycle_Count 0x0032 100 100 000 Old_age Always - 46
192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032 200 200 000 Old_age Always - 310
193 Load_Cycle_Count 0x0032 001 001 000 Old_age Always - 1739851
194 Temperature_Celsius 0x0022 116 099 000 Old_age Always - 36
196 Reallocated_Event_Count 0x0032 200 200 000 Old_age Always - 0
197 Current_Pending_Sector 0x0012 200 200 000 Old_age Always - 0
198 Offline_Uncorrectable 0x0010 200 200 000 Old_age Offline - 0
199 UDMA_CRC_Error_Count 0x003e 200 200 000 Old_age Always - 1
200 Multi_Zone_Error_Rate 0x0008 200 200 051 Old_age Offline - 1
Yes, that's 1.73 million.
Author:

swivelguy2 [ Sun Aug 23, 2009 8:34 pm ]

Post subject:
(see my post a couple above for more details)
I'm running Vista 32-bit and have found that I can use the hdparm utility to disable
head parking on my HDD.
I got it from here: http://hdparm-win32.dyndns.org/hdparm/
By running the command prompt as administrator and typing "hdparm -B 254 hda" the
load cycle count stops increasing, and I can hear that the faint ticks of head parking
cease.
However, this procedure needs to be repeated every time I reboot or resume from
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sleep. Does anyone know how I can automatically run that command (as administrator)
upon boot and resume?
Author:

dhanson865 [ Mon Aug 24, 2009 6:36 am ]

Post subject:
swivelguy2 wrote:
However, this procedure needs to be repeated every time I reboot or resume from sleep. Does anyone know
how I can automatically run that command (as administrator) upon boot and resume?

On boot could be done several ways but I'd just make a batch file and put a shortcut to
it in the startup group. The shortcut can be modified to run as administrator.
On resume I don't know a way to automate it but you could just run the same shortcut
you made for the startup group.
http://www.tomshardware.com/forum/54297 ... ng-standby discusses automating on
resume items. I haven't tried it myself.
Author:

swivelguy2 [ Mon Aug 24, 2009 10:13 am ]

Post subject:
Okay, I have figured out how to reliably and automatically disable head parks. This
procedure should work for all hard disks, but may vary for different versions of
Windows (I have Vista 32 business).
Here's what I did:
- Download and install hdparm
- Run hdparm from a command line (as administrator) like this:
hdparm -B 254 hda
and verify (using HDtune or whatever) that the smart attribute for Load Cycle Count
has stopped increasing.
- Create a text file in notepad containing that same command:
hdparm -B 254 hda
- Save it as headpark.bat in an out-of-the-way location
- Open the task scheduler. In Vista, just type "task" into the start menu search
- In the Action menu, select Create Task
- On the general tab, give it a descriptive name ("disable head parks")
- On the general tab, choose "run whether the user is logged in or not" and "run with
highest privileges"
- On the Triggers tab, click "new"
- In the drop-down menu, select "At startup."
- Press Ok
- On the Triggers tab, click "new" again
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- In the drop-down menu, select "On an event"
- Select the radio button "Basic"
- From the Log dropdown, select System
- From the Source dropdown, select Power-Troubleshooter
- In the Event ID field, type 1
- Click Ok.
- In the Actions tab, click New.
- From the Action dropdown, select "start a program"
- Click browse and locate your headpark.bat file
- Click Ok.
- In the Conditions tab, uncheck "start the task only if the computer is on AC power"
(this option may only be on laptops)
- Click Ok twice.
- Close the task scheduler
- Test that after rebooting and/or sleeping and resuming, the Load Cycle Count does
not increase rapidly.
I was never too worried about load cycles causing disk failure, but disabling them has
eliminated some faint ticking noises as well as an occasional half-second hangup while
the system waits for the hard disk to unpark.
Author:

awdrifter [ Wed Oct 28, 2009 1:13 am ]

Post subject:
I just bought a WD7500AADS, is this model affected? Thanks.
Author:

spykez [ Thu Oct 29, 2009 8:55 am ]

Post subject:
Are the new WD Greens 1.5TB affected by this issue?
Author:

Vicotnik [ Thu Oct 29, 2009 2:39 pm ]

Post subject:
spykez wrote:
Are the new WD Greens 1.5TB affected by this issue?

They have this feature, yes.
Author:

whiic [ Thu Oct 29, 2009 4:14 pm ]

Post subject:
One of my WD went south at 360000 cycles. Too many (1265) bad sectors that
appeared out of nowhere suddenly. Haven't grown in number since but because it fails
SMART, the HDD has probably entered some failsafe mode and write speeds have
dropped to below 10MB/s. It probably verifies each write which causes the slowdown.
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It's not the one with the most cycles. Oldest GP in my possession has 569128 cycles
ATM which is far from what some other people have reported. Like that 1.73 million
cycles for example...
I will probably receive a F2/F3 Ecogreen as replacement from the retailer. I like their
absence of idle noise (and unload clicking as well). GP is fine too... especially when
comparing them to drives I used to before buying a load of GPs and EGs: WD3200JB,
7K400, DiamondMax 9, MLII... Since I've had my back-up drives installed for the past
month, my system has been far from quiet lately. Can't wait for that warranty
replacement.
Author:

Tasslehoff [ Wed Nov 04, 2009 4:16 pm ]

Post subject:
Hi all, yesterday I bought a new WD15EADS-00P8B0 for my NMT (Popcorn Hour A110).
Sadly I read about the problem on parking system of this damn Intelli-Park feature only
today
And yes, Murphy's law are absolutely right...
I've read about this problem, find everything, people with WD Green with strange noise
during disk idle who solved with 'hdparm -B 255 <dev>'
Others have input/output (or read/write) error after the same command.
Someone solved the problem with WD dos utility to raise the number of seconds the
hard drive wait for parking heads (more than these damned 8 seconds...).
As I know the real problem comes from this feature (parking heads after 8" of idle
state) using OS like linux where the kernel check the hard drive every 10"; this
generates a useless stress on the hard drive making heads parking and move on again
very frequently, reaching the recomended limit in a short time. I am right?
I must confess I'm a bit confused about this topic, so I tried to reproduce the problem.
I installed the hard drive on my pc (motherbord DFI with Intel P35 and ICH9R) loading
a linux live distribution (normally on this pc I use Vista SP2 32bit) and started with
some tests.
I collected Load_Cycle_Count value with smartmontools (smartctl -a <dev>) for 5
times, between each iteration I waited some seconds.
The tests was made waiting 7", 8", 9", 30", 60" and 180" between each iteration,
leaving the system in idle.
7" delay
Code:
====================================================
Load Cycle test on WD15EADS-00P8B0 - loop every 7"
====================================================
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2009-11-04 22:13:49
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
210

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:13:57
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
210

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:14:04
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
210

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:14:11
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
210

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:14:18
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
210

8" delay
Code:
====================================================
Load Cycle test on WD15EADS-00P8B0 - loop every 8"
====================================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:16:17
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours

13
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212

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:16:26
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
212

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:16:34
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
212

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:16:42
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
212

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:16:50
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
212

9" delay
Code:
====================================================
Load Cycle test on WD15EADS-00P8B0 - loop every 9"
====================================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:17:43
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
214

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:17:53
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
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1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
215

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:18:02
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
216

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:18:12
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
217

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:18:21
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
218

========================================

30" delay
Code:
====================================================
Load Cycle test on WD15EADS-00P8B0 - loop every 30"
====================================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:07:13
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
199

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:07:43
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
200

========================================
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2009-11-04 22:08:13
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
201

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:08:43
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
202

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:09:14
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
203

60" delay
Code:
====================================================
Load Cycle test on WD15EADS-00P8B0 - loop every 60"
====================================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:19:16
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
219

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:20:16
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
220

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:21:16
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours

13
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221

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:22:17
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
222

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:23:17
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
223

========================================

180" delay
Code:
====================================================
Load Cycle test on WD15EADS-00P8B0 - loop every 180"
====================================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:33:18
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
224

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:36:18
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
225

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:39:18
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
226

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:42:18
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0
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Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
227

========================================
Date:
Device Model:

2009-11-04 22:45:18
WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0

Firmware Version: 01.00A01
User Capacity:

1,500,301,910,016 bytes

9 Power_On_Hours
193 Load_Cycle_Count

13
228

========================================

As you can see the Load_Cycle_Count rise for only 1 unit and only if the hard drive is
left idle for more than 8".
Reading online I was expecting the Load_Cycle_Count value will rise more and more
quickly; I think the Load_Cycle_Count value will rise by 1 unit after 8" for parking
heads by Intelli-Park feature, and rise for another unit 2" after for kernel work. So on in
a 30" delay I expected the value rises by at last 6 units.
From my tests It seems the hard drive normally park heads after 8" and then leave
them in that position if the drive is left on idle state. If something try to read some data
from the hard drive, it returns the heads in position and return parking them after the
work is done and 8" of idle are passed.
It is right?
Someone knows if something was corrected with recent linux kernel (I used Ubuntu
9.04) or WD fix the features in the last Green series hd?
Thanks for every info
Author:

matt_garman [ Thu Nov 05, 2009 6:10 am ]

Post subject:
I started to research this a while back, but got sidetracked, ran out of time, and haven't
revisited it since.
Anyway, I posted my findings in this thread on the linux-raid mailing list (subject:
"linux disk access when idle", started August 20, 2009).
Another point, that I didn't mention in the linux-raid thread is this: I run a weekly
"long" smart test on all my drives, then email myself a full smart report. I do this in the
hopes of catching a dying drive before it's too late. But for a while, I was logging the
Load_Cycle_Count values to a spreadsheet.
The interesting thing was, the values varied quite a bit week-to-week, literally by a
factor of two or three. The usage pattern of my drives should be reasonably constant---
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certainly not as wildly varied as the numbers I was seeing.
My point is, you took measurements on a very short scale (on the order of
seconds/minutes). I'd wager that if you logged these values as I did over much longer
periods, you'd also see wild variance.
If there's interest, I can post the numbers from my spreadsheet.
Author:

Tasslehoff [ Thu Nov 05, 2009 3:44 pm ]

Post subject:
matt_garman wrote:
SNIP
My point is, you took measurements on a very short scale (on the order of seconds/minutes). I'd wager that
if you logged these values as I did over much longer periods, you'd also see wild variance.

If there's interest, I can post the numbers from my spreadsheet.

Yes thank you, I think it will be interesting
Today I tried to repeat the tests with a different filesystem; the test I posted yesterday
was made under Ubuntu 9.04 live using only one big 1.5TB primary partition and
filesystem NTFS.
Today I repeated the test with the same partition but EXT3 filesystem.
Same results.
Tomorrow I will try again installing the hard drive on my Popcorn Hour A110, installing
smartmontools and telnet I can run the same script I used today and yesterday.
I also received a reply to the case I opened on WD support.
I'm quite disappointed for this reply, the drive seems working very well but if WD do
not change their support policies I think this will be my first and last WD hard disk
Here is the reply directly pasted from support crm.
Quote:
Thank you for contacting Western Digital Customer Service and Support. My name is [EDIT].

I do apologize for the inconvenience, Intellipark cannot be disabled and there is no firmware update
available for this drive, unfortunately Western Digital does not support the use of our internal drives
in third party enclosures, please see more details below.

Title: Can I install a WD EIDE or Serial ATA drive in an external enclosure or Personal Video Recorder?
Link: [EDIT]

Title: Support for WD products in LINUX or UNIX
Link: [EDIT]
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If you have any further questions please reply to this email and we will be happy to assist you further.

PS: sorry but forum antispam policies don't let me post url until I reach 3 posts
I'll edit them as soon I can post links.
Author:

awdrifter [ Tue Nov 10, 2009 3:53 am ]

Post subject:
So if I purposely keep the drive from parking it's head by running some background
programs, will it help lengthen the life of the drive?
Author:

matt_garman [ Tue Nov 10, 2009 5:20 am ]

Post subject:
Here's the Load_Cycle_Count data from my four WD RE2 GP 1TB drives.
The columns are as follows:
Date - YYYY/MM/DD
Drive - One of four
LCC - Raw Load_Cycle_Count value obtained from SMART
Delta - LCC difference compared to the previous week's reading
Per_Hour - Averaged number of LCCs per hour
Hours_Per - Averaged number of hours between LCC increments (i.e. inverse of
Per_Hour)

Code:
Date

Drive

LCC

Delta Per_Hour Hours_Per

2009/03/30 Drive_A 134206
Drive_B 133684
Drive_C 134167
Drive_D 134096

2009/04/06 Drive_A 134329 123

0.732142 1.365853

Drive_B 133806 122

0.726190 1.377049

Drive_C 134290 123

0.732142 1.365853

Drive_D 134220 124

0.738095 1.354838

2009/04/13 Drive_A 134511 182

1.083333 0.923076

Drive_B 133987 181

1.077380 0.928176

Drive_C 134471 181

1.077380 0.928176

Drive_D 134401 181

1.077380 0.928176
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2009/04/20 Drive_A 134728 217

1.291666 0.774193

Drive_B 134197 210

1.250000 0.800000

Drive_C 134686 215

1.279761 0.781395

Drive_D 134620 219

1.303571 0.767123

2009/04/27 Drive_A 134951 223

1.327380 0.753363

Drive_B 134416 219

1.303571 0.767123

Drive_C 134908 222

1.321428 0.756756

Drive_D 134840 220

1.309523 0.763636

2009/05/04 Drive_A 135502 551

3.279761 0.304900

Drive_B 134968 552

3.285714 0.304347

Drive_C 135461 553

3.291666 0.303797

Drive_D 135391 551

3.279761 0.304900

2009/05/11 Drive_A 136030 528

3.142857 0.318181

Drive_B 135487 519

3.089285 0.323699

Drive_C 135982 521

3.101190 0.322456

Drive_D 135918 527

3.136904 0.318785

2009/05/18 Drive_A 136318 288

1.714285 0.583333

Drive_B 135770 283

1.684523 0.593639

Drive_C 136270 288

1.714285 0.583333

Drive_D 136207 289

1.720238 0.581314

2009/05/25 Drive_A 136718 400

2.380952 0.420000

Drive_B 136167 397

2.363095 0.423173

Drive_C 136676 406

2.416666 0.413793

Drive_D 136608 401

2.386904 0.418952

2009/06/01 Drive_A 137367 649

3.863095 0.258859

Drive_B 136816 649

3.863095 0.258859

Drive_C 137322 646

3.845238 0.260061

Drive_D 137251 643

3.827380 0.261275

2009/06/08 Drive_A 137505 138

0.821428 1.217391

Drive_B 136959 143

0.851190 1.174825

Drive_C 137464 142

0.845238 1.183098

Drive_D 137395 144

0.857142 1.166666

2009/06/15 Drive_A 137893 388

2.309523 0.432989

Drive_B 137350 391

2.327380 0.429667

Drive_C 137857 393

2.339285 0.427480

Drive_D 137784 389

2.315476 0.431876

2009/06/22 Drive_A 138075 182
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Drive_B 137533 183

1.089285 0.918032

Drive_C 138034 177

1.053571 0.949152

Drive_D 137965 181

1.077380 0.928176

2009/06/29 Drive_A 138643 568

3.380952 0.295774

Drive_B 138102 569

3.386904 0.295254

Drive_C 138605 571

3.398809 0.294220

Drive_D 138534 569

3.386904 0.295254

2009/07/06 Drive_A 138699 56

0.333333 3.000000

Drive_B 138157 55

0.327380 3.054545

Drive_C 138660 55

0.327380 3.054545

Drive_D 138587 53

0.315476 3.169811

2009/07/13 Drive_A 138802 103

0.613095 1.631067

Drive_B 138262 105

0.625000 1.600000

Drive_C 138765 105

0.625000 1.600000

Drive_D 138692 105

0.625000 1.600000

2009/07/20 Drive_A 139035 233

1.386904 0.721030

Drive_B 138494 232

1.380952 0.724137

Drive_C 139000 235

1.398809 0.714893

Drive_D 138925 233

1.386904 0.721030

2009/07/27 Drive_A 139505 470

2.797619 0.357446

Drive_B 138962 468

2.785714 0.358974

Drive_C 139473 473

2.815476 0.355179

Drive_D 139394 469

2.791666 0.358208

2009/08/03 Drive_A 139933 428

2.547619 0.392523

Drive_B 139392 430

2.559523 0.390697

Drive_C 139900 427

2.541666 0.393442

Drive_D 139822 428

2.547619 0.392523

2009/08/10 Drive_A 140486 553

3.291666 0.303797

Drive_B 139957 565

3.363095 0.297345

Drive_C 140457 557

3.315476 0.301615

Drive_D 140388 566

3.369047 0.296819

2009/08/17 Drive_A 140997 511

3.041666 0.328767

Drive_B 140470 513

3.053571 0.327485

Drive_C 140957 500

2.976190 0.336000

Drive_D 140891 503

2.994047 0.333996

2009/08/24 Drive_A 141317 320
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1.857142 0.538461

Drive_C 141280 323

1.922619 0.520123
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Drive_D 141210 319
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1.898809 0.526645

2009/08/31 Drive_A 141444 127

0.755952 1.322834

Drive_B 140911 129

0.767857 1.302325

Drive_C 141411 131

0.779761 1.282442

Drive_D 141333 123

0.732142 1.365853

2009/09/07 Drive_A 141520 76

0.452380 2.210526

Drive_B 140982 71

0.422619 2.366197

Drive_C 141483 72

0.428571 2.333333

Drive_D 141406 73

0.434523 2.301369

2009/09/14 Drive_A 141600 80

0.476190 2.100000

Drive_B 141066 84

0.500000 2.000000

Drive_C 141562 79

0.470238 2.126582

Drive_D 141483 77

0.458333 2.181818

2009/09/21 Drive_A 141769 169

1.005952 0.994082

Drive_B 141236 170

1.011904 0.988235

Drive_C 141730 168

1.000000 1.000000

Drive_D 141651 168

1.000000 1.000000

2009/09/28 Drive_A 142041 272

1.619047 0.617647

Drive_B 141510 274

1.630952 0.613138

Drive_C 142013 283

1.684523 0.593639

Drive_D 141918 267

1.589285 0.629213

2009/10/05 Drive_A 142185 144

0.857142 1.166666

Drive_B 141651 141

0.839285 1.191489

Drive_C 142158 145

0.863095 1.158620

Drive_D 142061 143

0.851190 1.174825

2009/10/12 Drive_A 142278 93

0.553571 1.806451

Drive_B 141741 90

0.535714 1.866666

Drive_C 142248 90

0.535714 1.866666

Drive_D 142150 89

0.529761 1.887640

2009/10/19 Drive_A 142360 82

0.488095 2.048780

Drive_B 141814 73

0.434523 2.301369

Drive_C 142324 76

0.452380 2.210526

Drive_D 142224 74

0.440476 2.270270

2009/10/26 Drive_A 142449 89

0.529761 1.887640

Drive_B 141900 86

0.511904 1.953488

Drive_C 142414 90

0.535714 1.866666

Drive_D 142308 84

0.500000 2.000000
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2009/11/02 Drive_A 142478 29

0.172619 5.793103

Drive_B 141928 28

0.166666 6.000000

Drive_C 142443 29

0.172619 5.793103

Drive_D 142337 29

0.172619 5.793103

Author:
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drdaz [ Tue Nov 17, 2009 3:52 pm ]

Post subject: Possible cause + solution under Linux?
I just bought and installed a 1.5TB WD Green Power. I remembered that this was a
potential issue, and saw in the SPCR review of the 2TB model that the behavior had
returned.
What may be interesting for Linux users here is that I have managed to make the Load
/ Unload Cycle count stop increasing at such a drastic pace by disabling two daemons:
smartmontools and hddtemp. It was this thread that clued me up, as Speedfan SMART
polling caused the issue on Windows. So basically, every time we poll the drive for
SMART stats, we cause it to come out of its power saving mode. I have no idea why
that's necessary, but apparently it is. The two processes on my system which were
doing this were the aforementioned smartmontools and hddtemp. Now, the load cycle
count only seems to count up when I poll the SMART data myself, or when the drive
has been idling and starts being used by a user process.
I have 3 drives connected to my system (a Ubuntu-based HTPC running MythTV, for
what it's worth) at present, and their data make for an interesting comparison. The first
disk, is a 2.5 year old WD Caviar 500GB (Device Model: WDC WD5000AAKS-65TMA0).
I am about to switch it out, since I make a habit of switching my disks roughly every
2-3 years. It's been running as my OS disk:
Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
1 Raw_Read_Error_Rate
3 Spin_Up_Time
4 Start_Stop_Count
5 Reallocated_Sector_Ct
7 Seek_Error_Rate

0x000f
0x0003

200

186

0x0032

0x000e

178

100

0x0033

200

200

021

100

200

051

Pre-fail Always

000

200
200

Pre-fail Always

Old_age

140
051

-

Always

Pre-fail Always
Old_age

1

Always

5683
-

91

-

0

-

0

9 Power_On_Hours

0x0032

074

074

000

Old_age

Always

-

19665

10 Spin_Retry_Count

0x0012

100

253

051

Old_age

Always

-

0

11 Calibration_Retry_Count 0x0012

100

253

051

Old_age

Always

-

0

12 Power_Cycle_Count

100

100

000

Old_age

Always

-

91

0x0032

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

10

193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

91

194 Temperature_Celsius

0x0022

102

101

000

Old_age

Always

-

48

196 Reallocated_Event_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

197 Current_Pending_Sector 0x0012

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

198 Offline_Uncorrectable

0x0010

200

200

000

Old_age

Offline

-

0
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199 UDMA_CRC_Error_Count
200 Multi_Zone_Error_Rate

0x003e
0x0008

200

200

200

200
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000

051

Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

Offline

0

-

0

Load cycle count is at 91.
The second disk, a 1TB WD Green Power (Device Model: WDC WD10EADS-00L5B1) has
also been in 24/7 usage, but purely for storage and playback of ripped / otherwise
obtained videos (HD and HDTV rips mostly), for about 10 months:
Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
1 Raw_Read_Error_Rate
3 Spin_Up_Time
4 Start_Stop_Count

0x002f
0x0027

7 Seek_Error_Rate

202

0x0032

5 Reallocated_Sector_Ct

200

0x002e

202

100

0x0033

200

021

100

200

051

Pre-fail Always

000

200

100

Pre-fail Always

Old_age

140

253

-

Always

Pre-fail Always

000

Old_age

0

Always

4883
-

8

-

0

-

0

9 Power_On_Hours

0x0032

091

091

000

Old_age

Always

-

7097

10 Spin_Retry_Count

0x0032

100

253

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

11 Calibration_Retry_Count 0x0032

100

253

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

12 Power_Cycle_Count

100

100

000

Old_age

Always

-

5

0x0032

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

4

193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

7

194 Temperature_Celsius

0x0022

105

104

000

Old_age

Always

-

45

196 Reallocated_Event_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

197 Current_Pending_Sector 0x0032

200

200

000

198 Offline_Uncorrectable

0x0030

199 UDMA_CRC_Error_Count
200 Multi_Zone_Error_Rate

200

0x0032
0x0008

200
200

200

000
200

200

Old_age

Always

Old_age

Always

Old_age
000

000

Offline

Old_age
Old_age

-

0

-

Always

Offline

0
0
-

-

0
0

Load cycle count here is at 7. 7 times in 10 months. It's been mentioned elsewhere in
this thread that this particular revision (WD10EADS-00L5B1) has the unloading feature
disabled. This sounds likely, as I don't recall ever hearing the drive click, and the
numbers are shockingly low.
The last disk, and the one which prompted my digging, is my new 1.5TB WD Green
Power (Device Model: WDC WD15EADS-00P8B0). It's been connected for a few days,
and given that it's running in the same configuration and environment as the other two
drives, I would have expected similar behaviour. But no:
Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
1 Raw_Read_Error_Rate

0x002f

200

200

051

Pre-fail Always

-

0
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3 Spin_Up_Time
4 Start_Stop_Count

0x0027

5 Reallocated_Sector_Ct
7 Seek_Error_Rate

100

0x0032
0x0033
0x002e

253

100

021

100

200

Pre-fail Always

000

200

100
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Old_age

140

253

-

Always

Pre-fail Always

000

Old_age

Always

0
-

6

-

0

-

0

9 Power_On_Hours

0x0032

100

100

000

Old_age

Always

-

73

10 Spin_Retry_Count

0x0032

100

253

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

11 Calibration_Retry_Count 0x0032

100

253

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

12 Power_Cycle_Count

100

100

000

Old_age

Always

-

3

0x0032

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

2

193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

200

200

000

Old_age

Always

-

239

194 Temperature_Celsius

0x0022

118

109

000

Old_age

Always

-

32

196 Reallocated_Event_Count 0x0032

200

200

000

197 Current_Pending_Sector 0x0032

200

200

000

198 Offline_Uncorrectable

0x0030

199 UDMA_CRC_Error_Count
200 Multi_Zone_Error_Rate

200

0x0032
0x0008

200
200

200

000
200

200

Old_age

Always

Old_age

Always

Old_age
000

000

Offline

Old_age
Old_age

-

0
0

Always

Offline

0

-

0
0

Load cycle count here is already up to 239. The count was increasing by itself until I
disabled those two daemons. In fact, this was happening even though the disk wasn't
mounted, so in my case at least the cycling wasn't being caused by file writes /
accesses.
I hope this helps somebody else.
*Note: I'm not sure if these daemons autostart by default in Ubuntu, but at least
smartmontools seems like a likely candidate. If not these, then anything that will be
polling your disk for health data. Also, obviously, I don't have any file indexing running
constantly*
Author:

swivelguy2 [ Tue Nov 17, 2009 4:19 pm ]

Post subject:
swivelguy2 wrote:
Okay, I have figured out how to reliably and automatically disable head parks. This procedure should work
for all hard disks, but may vary for different versions of Windows (I have Vista 32 business).

Here's what I did:

- Download and install hdparm
- Run hdparm from a command line (as administrator) like this:
hdparm -B 254 hda
and verify (using HDtune or whatever) that the smart attribute for Load Cycle Count has stopped increasing.
- Create a text file in notepad containing that same command:
hdparm -B 254 hda
- Save it as headpark.bat in an out-of-the-way location
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- Open the task scheduler. In Vista, just type "task" into the start menu search
- In the Action menu, select Create Task
- On the general tab, give it a descriptive name ("disable head parks")
- On the general tab, choose "run whether the user is logged in or not" and "run with highest privileges"
- On the Triggers tab, click "new"
- In the drop-down menu, select "At startup."
- Press Ok
- On the Triggers tab, click "new" again
- In the drop-down menu, select "On an event"
- Select the radio button "Basic"
- From the Log dropdown, select System
- From the Source dropdown, select Power-Troubleshooter
- In the Event ID field, type 1
- Click Ok.
- In the Actions tab, click New.
- From the Action dropdown, select "start a program"
- Click browse and locate your headpark.bat file
- Click Ok.
- In the Conditions tab, uncheck "start the task only if the computer is on AC power" (this option may only
be on laptops)
- Click Ok twice.
- Close the task scheduler
- Test that after rebooting and/or sleeping and resuming, the Load Cycle Count does not increase rapidly.

I was never too worried about load cycles causing disk failure, but disabling them has eliminated some faint
ticking noises as well as an occasional half-second hangup while the system waits for the hard disk to
unpark.

I can confirm that this method works under Windows 7 x64 (the x32 hdparm available
at http://hdparm-win32.dyndns.org/hdparm/ works fine on x64).
Actually, I mostly just wanted to quote myself because this technique really does
completely fix (read: end) head parking when idle, so there's no need to panic!
Author:

drdaz [ Tue Nov 17, 2009 4:25 pm ]

Post subject:
Quote:
- Run hdparm from a command line (as administrator) like this:
hdparm -B 254 hda

Trouble is, this doesn't seem to work on the WD Green series:
Code:
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drdaz@el-mahico:~$ sudo hdparm -B254 /dev/sdc

/dev/sdc:
setting Advanced Power Management level to 0xfe (254)
HDIO_DRIVE_CMD failed: Input/output error

Which drive did you do this with?
EDIT: It doesn't work on any of the drives I have connected... Hmm. It could well be
that I have APM disabled through BIOS.
EDIT 2: From my dmesg log:
Code:
[

60.704201] apm: disabled - APM is not SMP safe.

It seems this is expected behavior. It should be possible to re-enable APM on newer
multi-core machines: http://linux.derkeiler.com/Mailing-List ... /2431.html
I doubt I'll be fiddling more with this unless the load cycle count skyrockets. But this
may be a path worth following if you are looking to disable the feature.
Author:

TBorgeaud [ Fri Nov 20, 2009 3:00 am ]

Post subject:
drdaz wrote:
...
EDIT: It doesn't work on any of the drives I have connected... Hmm. It could well be that I have APM
disabled through BIOS.

EDIT 2: From my dmesg log:

Code:
[

60.704201] apm: disabled - APM is not SMP safe.

...

I think (not really sure though) that the Linux apm driver is not quite the same thing as
hard drive apm support. You shouldn't need any apm driver in order to set hard drive
apm parameters.
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I have used a utility called ataidle (similar to Linux's hdparm) in order to turn of APM
on my 2.5" drives (to stop head parking).
Note that turning off the apm features of a hard disk only to prevent excessive head
parking is obviously not quite ideal (even if it is a good deal better than polling a disk
to make sure it is never idle).
Author:

expxe [ Sat Nov 28, 2009 1:49 pm ]

Post subject:
would this problem affect ALL WD Green Drives? i see the firmware update only will
work on certain drives. I have a 1.5TB wd green drive (model WD15EADS) and want to
know if it has the problem or if it has been fixed? how can i confirm?
Author:

Iron_Dreamer [ Mon Nov 30, 2009 9:11 pm ]

Post subject:
drdaz wrote:
Quote:
- Run hdparm from a command line (as administrator) like this:
hdparm -B 254 hda

Trouble is, this doesn't seem to work on the WD Green series:

Code:
drdaz@el-mahico:~$ sudo hdparm -B254 /dev/sdc

/dev/sdc:
setting Advanced Power Management level to 0xfe (254)
HDIO_DRIVE_CMD failed: Input/output error

Which drive did you do this with?

EDIT: It doesn't work on any of the drives I have connected... Hmm. It could well be that I have APM
disabled through BIOS.

EDIT 2: From my dmesg log:

Code:
[

60.704201] apm: disabled - APM is not SMP safe.
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It seems this is expected behavior. It should be possible to re-enable APM on newer multi-core machines:
http://linux.derkeiler.com/Mailing-List ... /2431.html

I doubt I'll be fiddling more with this unless the load cycle count skyrockets. But this may be a path worth
following if you are looking to disable the feature.

I ran into the same exact problem trying to set my WD15EADS. If it just means that it'll
only work on a single-core machine, I guess that is OK, as my new server shall be
sempron-based.
Author:

jimmyzaas [ Wed Dec 16, 2009 7:48 pm ]

Post subject: My WD20EADS Experience
I recently decided to purchase a WD20EADS despite the LCC problem. It was either
that or the Samsung F2 (Seagate = poor reviews). Given my luck with Samsung HDDs,
I was really only left with one choice.
After reading pages upon pages of threads on the LCC issue, it occurred to me that the
issue was purely random. I prayed that my new drive would not have this issue.
Alas when it arrived, it was DOA.
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I soon got a replacement and I began to use it like I normally would with any other
hard drive including the occasional torrents, movie watching and playing mp3s. After 3
days or so, I decided to check the SMART stats because I just remembered about the
LCC problem.
My findings were bad:
Image
That's 43HEX 67DEC Power On Hours and 488HEX / 1160DEC load cycles! That's 17
loads an hour!
I searched desperately to find answers. Tried HDParm, does not work on my system
Vista 64bit. Read WDIDLE3 /d does not even work for 00R6B0 drives
(http://www.hardforum.com/showthread.php?t=1467009&page=2)
I became worried until I found this wonderful site. http://www.synology.com/support
/faq_show.php?lang=enu&q_id=407
Upon reading, I found out that their version is 1.03 and is actually designed to work
around the newer desktop drive models. I came to the conclusion that most stories
floating around used version 1.00, where the drive would actually set a lower time than
8 seconds if you used the disable switch. The max you could set with version 1.00 is
25.5 seconds.. at least for the 00R6B0 model.
I promptly followed the instructions and the results were..

Unexpected. The disable doesn't appear to work but it indicates that I get a full 3720
secs or 62 minutes before the head would park. I figure this is ok. Lo and behold, 62
odd minutes (or more) of idling later..

The LCC count did not increase! I guess the WDIDLE3 v1.03 disable switch (/d) does
work after all!
I hope this post would help someone out there. I sure would have liked to have this
information before my purchase.
Note 1: using WDIDLE3 did not wipe any data I had.
Note2: ok I cheated a little, the first pic was actually taken after I did the wdidle
disable. This means the LCC count might have been slightly less before I used wdidle.
Author:

Ralf Hutter [ Sat Dec 19, 2009 7:41 am ]

Post subject:
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So, after having this WD 640 Green running non-stop for the past 11 months (8214
hours according to the SMART reading), if I'm reading the SMART report correctly, it
has only parked the heads (15HEX = 21DEC) 21 times. Is that correct, or am I reading
something wrong?

Author:

MikeC [ Sat Dec 19, 2009 10:31 am ]

Post subject:
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Ralf Hutter wrote:
So, after having this WD 640 Green running non-stop for the past 11 months (8214 hours according to the
SMART reading), if I'm reading the SMART report correctly, it has only parked the heads (15HEX = 21DEC)
21 times. Is that correct, or am I reading something wrong?

Isn't it "193 - load/unload cycle count - 15" times? and "009 - power on hours count -2016"?
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qviri [ Sat Dec 19, 2009 11:55 am ]

Post subject:
MikeC wrote:
Isn't it "193 - load/unload cycle count - 15" times? and "009 - power on hours count -- 2016"?

The column is labelled as "raw (hex)", that is hexadecimal, base 16.
(15 in base 16) is (21 in base 10) and (2016 in base 16) is (8214 in base 10).
Author:

lobuni [ Sun Dec 20, 2009 1:05 am ]

Post subject:
I just bought a WD10EADS-00M2B0 and am having trouble with AHCI. It's giving me a
"port reset error," when I do a cold boot. During booting I think can hear the drive spin
up twice.
Do any of your drives do the same?
That would explain the high Spin Up Time SMART values many of you have been
reporting, mine: Spin Up Time 129 6550.
Page 7 of 10
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Author:
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wpns [ Mon Dec 21, 2009 7:19 pm ]

Post subject: Centos Linux solution for WD10EACS-00Z
I've got a WD10EACS-00Z V01.0 firmware 01.01B01 1TB drive on a Centos box, and
the
hdparm -B 255 /dev/sda
command failed with the same IOFAIL error that others have gotten.
I discovered in another forum that:
[After, of course, yum install hdparm]
hdparm -S 242 /dev/sda
which sets the spindown timeout to 1 hour
now:
smartctl -a -d ata /dev/sda
shows Load_Cycle_Count stopped at 435228
Seems to survive reboots, so no need to muck with wdidle, which may or may not work
on this drive ("We demand rigidly defined areas of doubt and uncertainty!").
[Edit: After a couple of days I'm up to 425500, so it's not completely stopped. I redid
the hdparm command and will refrain from rebooting (I hope) and see if it's really
stopped. Maybe it doesn't survive a reboot... Still, at only a hundred a day that's much
better than the couple of thousand per day I was getting before.]
Author:

jimmyzaas [ Thu Dec 24, 2009 11:19 am ]

Post subject:
Ralf Hutter wrote:
So, after having this WD 640 Green running non-stop for the past 11 months (8214 hours according to the
SMART reading), if I'm reading the SMART report correctly, it has only parked the heads (15HEX = 21DEC)
21 times. Is that correct, or am I reading something wrong?
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Wow! Either the head parking is disabled (noticed some people said theirs came
predisabled) or you are giving it plenty of workload. Maybe with the AACS, you could
disable the advanced power management altogether from smart tools. Or maybe, the
idle timer isn't set at something as agressive as 8 seconds.. so the smart polling keeps
the drive from parking (that's a guess).
Either way, that's way better than both my WD Blacks combined. Could also be WD
masked the reading.. being a spcr reviewer, surely your PC is silent! You ever hear the
"CLUNK" from head parking? That count may be the total amount of times you
restarted that pc/nas.
Author:

lobuni [ Fri Jan 08, 2010 12:59 am ]

Post subject:
lobuni wrote:
I just bought a WD10EADS-00M2B0 and am having trouble with AHCI. It's giving me a "port reset error,"
when I do a cold boot. During booting I think can hear the drive spin up twice.
Do any of your drives do the same?
That would explain the high Spin Up Time SMART values many of you have been reporting, mine: Spin Up
Time 129 6550.

In IDE mode the bios screen halts for a second or two on the line it detects my hdd. I
can hear it do the unusual noises, maybe spinning up twice?
Anyone else seeing this behaviour?
Sent a question to WD support on the 18-th of December. Still no answer. The status of
my question was elevated but if it was set automatically or not I don't know.
Author:

keigotw [ Sun Jan 10, 2010 3:00 pm ]

Post subject:
I got 4 x WD15EADS-00P8B0 all manufactured from Malaysia
for my HP Mediasmart EX495
1 x WD15EADS-00P8B0 Manufacturer Date Nov. 2009
3 x WD15EADS-00P8B0 Manufacturer Date Oct. 2009
I used the Nov. 2009 one as the main WHS drive
and on it the Load_Cycle_Count only change by 1 when I turn off the EX495 and turn
on. ( right now 57 hours on and LCC is only 64)
but for the other 3 drive the Load_Cycle_Count changes like crazy
36hour on LCC 510
36hour on LCC 400
36hour on LCC 413
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So I just used wdidle3.exe and disabled the head park on the 3 x WD15EADS-00P8B0
with LCC going up non stop. So now the LCC on them only changes by 1 when I turn
off and turn on my EX495
all 4 x WD15EADS-00P8B0 had the head park set to 8000 millisecond by default from
WD
I don't know why the one manufacture from Nov. 2009 wasn't giving me high LCC.
are the 3 x WD15EADS-00P8B0 from Oct. 2009 defective????
or the one from Nov.2009 head park is not working properly??
should I get the 3 x WD15EADS-00P8B0 from Oct. 2009 exchanged to Nov. 2009 or
just leave it with head park disable?
Author:

steve3000 [ Mon Jan 11, 2010 3:22 pm ]

Post subject:
Great thread guys! I just registered to say thanks - you have saved my sanity and
my silent PC!
I just bought a WD Scorpio Blue 500Gb 2.5" drive to run in my silent HTPC. The drive is
perfect, almost totally silent, with your ear right up to the drive itself you can only hear
a faint fan-like noise when transferring data. Move a couple of feet away and it's so
silent it could almost be a SSD.
...at least that was what I thought while I set it up, installed Windows 7 and loaded my
iTunes collection onto the drive...
When I came to use the PC 'for real', I started noticing a loud clicking noise every 5-6
seconds, coming from the drive.
I'll skip the hours of searching the net I carried out to try to find the reason for this
noise, followed by fruitless attempts to get a response form WD support (email reply
within 24hours? not a chance...so far been 8 days and nothing!). Also, note I hadn't
spotted the Load_Cycle_Count (which was up at 1250 for only 19 hours use
) until I
found this thread - it's the noise that bothered me, but seeing that count would have
made me return the drive if I hadn't found a solution.
Anyway I found this thread and tried the WDIDLE3.exe utility, both versions v1.00 and
v1.03. Ran them off a USB DOS boot disk. I needed to disable AHCI in the bios to get
them to work, otherwise they just popped up with drive not found error (v1.00) or
hung the system (v1.03). With AHCI off, booting DOS and running the PC in IDE mode,
the WDIDLE3.exe loaded and reported the drive as follows:
WDIDLE3 Version 1.00
Copyright (C) 2005-2008 Western Digital Corp.
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Configure Idle3.
Model: WDC WD5000BEVT-22A0RT0
Serial: WD-xxxxxxxxxxxx
Idle3 Timer is enabled and set to 4000 milliseconds.
Wtf? The APM is set at 4 seconds on this drive! That's insane!!!
No wonder it's ticking like a clock!
I then tried to disable using "WDILDE3 /D". With v1.00, this seemed to work and both
v1.00 and v1.03 report timer disabled. ...however when I reboot and load up Windows
7, there was absolutely no difference, it was still happily clicking away every few
seconds. Using the same command with v1.03 does not report timer disabled - instead
it says the timer is still set to some very high number... but again no effect in Windows
7. Setting the timer to various other values also had no effect.
So I turned to hdpram. As with WDIDLE3, I found hdpram only runs with AHCI disabled
in BIOS, but it's a small sacrifice for silence. Then a simple:
hdpram -B 255 hda
...stops the clicking!!!
I then followed the excellent write-up by swivelguy2 on page 7.
Only needed to make a couple of changes to that method because I don't use a log-in
password on my Win7 HTPC (it's a single user machine) and Win 7 complains that you
can't set a scheduled task without password. If you're in the same situation, it's an
easy fix - just don't tick the "run whether the user is logged in or not", and set the task
to run "at login" not at startup.
And that's it, a perfectly silent HTPC is possible with this drive and Windows 7. All this
headache to fix a 'feature' that makes a decent drive incompatible with modern
operating systems...
Steve
Author:

xan_user [ Mon Jan 11, 2010 4:30 pm ]

Post subject:
Steve3000, Welcome to SPCR!

Thanks for posting your trials an tribulations, and bringing swivelguy2's post to my
attention.
I just got a WD2500 2.5 blue and the "squirting" was driving mad. I had forgotten
about this thread...now the noise is gone and cycle count is staying at 935. it got to
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that count in 4 days.

We need a more general thread on how to disable noisy WD park cycles, as its not GP's
that are doing this.
Why is this even a feature?
Author:

zsero [ Wed Jan 13, 2010 6:30 pm ]

Post subject:
I have just installed a new WD15EADS from Nov 2009 in my system, and the LCC
count just went up to 2000 in 3 days.
I will look into the solutions (namely hdparm and wdidle from USB), but so far starting
Speedfan with /NOSMARTSCAN seems to be solved the case. I will use it with
/NOSMARTSCAN for a week and report back what's the result.
Author:

speedboxx [ Thu Jan 14, 2010 8:02 am ]

Post subject:
It's not just the WD Green that has this problem, but probably all the other 3.5"
"Green" drives and pretty much every modern day notebook drive. I used to be worried
about the head parking issue, but then realized in all this time, there is not even a
SINGLE test/study done on whether the issue will have any measurable affect on HD
lifespan. Everything has been just speculation so far.
Author:

zsero [ Thu Jan 14, 2010 8:08 am ]

Post subject:
I think it's a good feature, and as 99.999% of users doesn't use Speedfan for example,
it works well for the average users.
And for all the NAS boxes/linux users/etc. It is easy to turn it off from wdidle 1.03, so
it's quite safe.
Author:

sazzrah [ Sat Jan 16, 2010 4:34 am ]

Post subject:
I hope this question will not be too unwelcome as I have the same problem with a WD
Scorpio Blue, but with a Playstation 3 rather than with a PC.
The insane frequency of the head parking causes playback skips when using video
streaming services and I believe also causes games to hang and occasionally crash.
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My question was if any of these fixes to disable the "power saving" head parking
feature were permanent to the drive so that perhaps I could apply the fix to the drive
hooked up to a PC and it would retain it's new settings when it is transferred back into
the PS3?
I supposed I was thinking some sort of firmware change... I have looked high and low
on the internet regarding this problem but it seems that only very few are aware of it
and have no other fix than to force the harddrive to constantly run (with a silent mp3
playing in the background no less!) to stop the parking... it's so ridiculous.
At the very least, if there is no way to fix the WD drive, is anyone aware of a 2.5 laptop
HDD that does not have this issue?
Thanks in advance, and apologies if my questions are not welcome.
Author:

lobuni [ Sat Jan 16, 2010 7:12 am ]

Post subject:
sazzrah wrote:
...
I supposed I was thinking some sort of firmware change...

The wdidle utility is supposed to do exactly just that. I read somewhere that it voids
the warranty because it modifies the firmware by replacing a module. I don't know if its
true or not though. You only need to run it once if it works. So doing it on another
computer should work.
Author:

sazzrah [ Sat Jan 16, 2010 2:08 pm ]

Post subject:
Thank you for the reply, I did a bit more reading on PS3 forums last night and
discovered others had used WDIdle3 to change the firmware and it had indeed solved
the problem for them, so I will give that a try. Many thanks!
Edit: Could you also tell me if backing up the harddrive is necessary? Does changing
the firmware with WDIdle3 mean it will need to be reformatted?
Author:

zsero [ Sat Jan 16, 2010 3:39 pm ]

Post subject:
If you would like to use wdidle, that's the best version/writeup I found on the net:
http://www.synology.com/support/faq_sho ... u&q_id=407
Author:

achilles.a [ Mon Feb 15, 2010 11:47 pm ]

Post subject: Advice needed
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I've been keenly following the WD Green head park issue on the web and nowhere
have I found a definitive result.
I want to buy a WD10EARS drive but this issue has me confused.
Shall I opt for the drive above or go for a Seagate LP HDD?
The 7200.11 firmware fiasco has left a bitter taste in my mouth as I was one of the
many affected.
Can someone please help me choose.
I'm going to use the drive for storage only and speed is not important. Reliability is the
biggest criterion.
Author:

zsero [ Tue Feb 16, 2010 4:01 am ]

Post subject:
They are absolutely reliable, IF the problem appears, you can either disable SMART
monitoring, or switch your drive using wdidle.exe.
Author:

achilles.a [ Tue Feb 16, 2010 11:41 am ]

Post subject: A reply from WD
I had sent an email to WD Support regarding the LCC issue and this is their reply....
Subject
Head parking/unparking + Load Cycle Count Issues
Discussion Thread
Response (Paul B.)02/16/2010 07:11 AM
Dear xxxxxx,
Thank you for contacting Western Digital Customer Service and Support. My name is
Paul B.
I apologize for the inconvenience this has caused you; because this is a Green Power
Drive it will do more load and unloads than a normal drive for power savings. Although
the counter of the drive will increase incrementally with each load and unload, this is
only a counter and does not affect the drive. To date, we have had no reported failures
due to high cycle and load times with any of our drives.
Author:

dun [ Wed Feb 24, 2010 4:17 pm ]

Post subject:
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(Obligatory disclaimer: long time lurker, first time poster)
I've not read the entire thread thoroughly, so someone might already have posted a
solution to this problem, but I just want to share the solution I found that worked for
me. All credit goes to the user JunkMail over at the xtreamer.net forums where I found
this solution after some googling.
The downloads total under a megabyte, so it's easy on bandwidth-time too
Code:
1. Download and unpack FDOEMCD.builder.zip
http://fdos.org/bootdisks/ISO/FDOEMCD.builder.zip
2. Add wdidle3.exe (1.03) to CDROOT folder
http://www.synology.com/support/faq_images/enu/wdidle3.zip
3. Execute MAKEISO.BAT and it will create a FDOEM.ISO CD image file
4. Burn FDOEM.ISO to a blank CD
5. Place CD in the computer you intend to connect your hard drive to
6. If necessary - edit computer boot options to start from cd
7. Run wdidle3 (1.03) with the following syntax:
WDIDLE3 [/S[<Timer>]] [/D] [/R] [/?]
where:
/S[<Timer>] Set timer, units in seconds. Default=8.0 (8.0 seconds).
Resolution is 0.1 seconds from 0.1 to 12.7 seconds.
Resolution is 30 seconds from 30 seconds to 300 seconds.
Note, times between 12.8 and 30 seconds will be set to 30 seconds.
/D Disable timer.
/R Report current timer.
/? This help info.
Example: wdidle3 /s300

This worked wonders for me, the rate of the increasing LCC has dramatically been
reduced after I did this, and the guide only took a few minutes to follow, and worked
like charm, unlike some of the other guides I've tried.
Hope this post is a help to some of you.[/code][/url]
Author:

Tamas [ Wed Mar 03, 2010 12:26 pm ]

Post subject:
I have a WD15EARS drive. It's also has this head park and increasing cycle count
problem after several days of usage.
Should I use WDidle3 to increase the park head wait time at this drive?
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notslow [ Wed Apr 07, 2010 2:24 pm ]

Post subject:
So is there any consensus on what to do if you have the problem drives and want to
run Speedfan?
I have 4 WD10eacs drives for my HTPC and I am using speedfan to control fan noise.
Can I turn off the smart feature on the drives? Should I? Any other fix?
Author:

occamsrazor [ Mon Apr 12, 2010 1:38 am ]

Post subject:
Hi,
I joined just to post on this thread. I have 2 x WD20EADS that seem to have the high
LLC problem too, I'm using them in a QNAP TS-239 Pro II NAS. They are used as single
volumes, not in a RAID config.
Should I use WDIDLE on them? If so...
1. Is it recommended to set them to 300secs, or disable head-parking entirely?
2. Are there any disadvantages to having the drives not head-park in terms of
reliability?
Thanks....
Author:

hilarionl [ Thu Apr 22, 2010 2:53 pm ]

Post subject: More Data Points
Hello,
First time poster here.
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First I just wanted to say thank you to everyone that has contributed to this thread. It
has been very useful in troubleshooting what was going wrong with my fileserver.
From the thread entries thus far it seems
1) confirmed that the Western Digital Green Power drives display very high
Load_Cycle_Counts, especially when used with linux.
2) some posters agree that the Load_Cycle_Counts are high but believe that there is no
conclusive evidence that this actually causes problems with the hard drives.
I have a couple of data points to add to this.
Both myself and a friend of mine purchased Western Digital MyBook World Network
Attached Storage Devices. These devices use WD GP hard drives (although you
probably wouldn't know this unless you opened one up, and opening it up voids your
warranty).
Both I and my friend opened the units up in order to remove the stock OS and reinstall
with Debian as described here:
www<dot>ismprofessional<dot>net/pascucci/documenti/mybook/mybook-hackingen.html
Both units were running Debian & acting as media/fileservers, low volume webservers.
Both units began to experience intermittent problems after about 1 year. I did some
diagnostics on my system & saw cryptic messages in the kernel log prior to system
freeze ups. After reading this message thread, I tried digging into the smart messages
for the hard drive with smartctl.
The Load_Cycle_Count for my drive was around 420,000 -- exceeding the
manufacturers expected lifetime. I checked out my buddy's drive too. His
Load_Cycle_Count was over 2 million.
I took my drive out, installed ubuntu on it and stuck it in another machine to act as a
server. The intermittent problems were back & the OS locked up in under a day. I put
the same ubuntu install on a spare hard drive (not a WD GP) and stuck it back in the
testbed server. Smooth operation for weeks, no freeze up.
At this point I'm convinced that our WD Green Power hard drives are hosed, and I
believe that the high Load_Cycle_Count is the culprit.
A couple of other things may be relevant:
1) The Mybook World units that we got these drives in use a Linux OS (although this is
concealed from the user in most cases). It is possible that a lot of units in the wild are
failing because of this problem (WD GP + Linux + high Load_Cycle_Count = shortened
lifespan).
2) If the MyBook units are failing, most people probably wouldn't know why - the NAS's
are supposed to be pretty much a blackbox to them. Most home users would not think
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of troubleshooting the hard drive to read SMART data & most wouldn't know how.
3) Western Digital may be aware of the potential for this problem in the Mybook's and
may have avoided it by using a custom Linux kernel. This could be a non-issue if people
are using the units as they are 'supposed' to.
4) Me and my buddy can't really go and complain to Western Digital because opening
up the Mybooks voids the warranty, and we knew this when we did it (hey, what can I
say, we like hacking).
5) If this is an issue for customers out there using the Mybook who did not hack their
boxes, it might be impossible for them to isolate the problem without voiding their
warranty. So they might be hosed & have no way to prove it.
(in fairness, they might be able to root their boxes as instructed here:
mybookworld<dot>wikidot<dot>com/first-steps-with-mbwe#toc0
then get smartmontools here:
ipkg<dot>nslu2-linux<dot>org/feeds/optware/mbwe-bluering/cross/unstable/
and get the diagnostic tools they need without physically opening the units, but I'm not
sure if just rooting your box voids the warranty by itself)
Anyway, I just finished building a new server. When I was shopping for a new hard
drive to replace the crippled WD GP, I deliberately avoided any Western Digital
products. I got a Hitachi drive instead. Of course, it's possible that I'm wrong (I only
have access to a sample size of 2), but I'm convinced that it is lousy firmware on the
WD GP that killed my hard drive off long before its time. I shouldn't have to be
conversant with the quirks of the firmware of a certain hard drive model; that is the
kind of thing that should just work.
(shoot - won't let me post - I've got to go back & pull out my links)
Author:

trxman [ Thu Apr 22, 2010 3:08 pm ]

Post subject:
you can try disabling head parking - maybe your drives will work that way.
at least, now we know the answer to the question raised by the title of this topic...
Author:

faugusztin [ Thu Apr 22, 2010 3:23 pm ]

Post subject:
When i bought my two WD20EARS drives i set 1 hour spindown via hdparm -S 242
/dev/sdX, because i really wanted 1 hour spindown.
The result is :
Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
4 Start_Stop_Count
9 Power_On_Hours

0x0032
0x0032

100
099

100
099

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always
Always

-

81
867
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12 Power_Cycle_Count

0x0032

100

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

100

200
200
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000

200
200

Old_age

000
000

Always

Old_age
Old_age

-

Always

13
-

Always

-

10
485

Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
4 Start_Stop_Count
9 Power_On_Hours
12 Power_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

100
099

0x0032

099

100

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

100

0x0032

000
000

100

200
200

Old_age
Old_age

000

200
200

Always
Always

Old_age

000
000

-

Always

Old_age
Old_age

78
867
-

Always

13
-

Always

-

10
210

In my case, it looks pretty normal.
Author:

Vicotnik [ Thu Apr 22, 2010 11:13 pm ]

Post subject:
One WD20EADS and three WD10EACS in my fileserver running Ubuntu for about a
month now. The WD20EADS is running constant (seeding torrents) and the others are
usually sleeping. No problems yet and I don't expect any.
The WD20EADS was my storage HDD in my primary system (running Windows) for a
while, the others have been used less often with an eSATA docking station.
Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
4 Start_Stop_Count
9 Power_On_Hours
12 Power_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

100
096

0x0032

096

100

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

100

0x0032

000
000

100

200
191

Old_age
Old_age

000

200
191

Always
Always

Old_age

000
000

Always

Old_age
Old_age

-

398

-

3574
-

Always
Always

267
-

-

137
27782

Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME
4 Start_Stop_Count
9 Power_On_Hours
12 Power_Cycle_Count

FLAG
0x0032
0x0032

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE
100
099

0x0032

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

100
099

100
200
200

000
000

100
200
200

Old_age
Old_age

000
000
000

Always
Always

Old_age
Old_age
Old_age

UPDATED WHENFAILED RAW_VALUE

Always
Always
Always

373
1358
306
264
2869

Code:
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VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
4 Start_Stop_Count
9 Power_On_Hours
12 Power_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

100
099

0x0032

099

100

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

100

0x0032

000
000

100

200
199

Old_age
Old_age

000

200
199

Always
Always

Old_age

000
000

-

Always

Old_age
Old_age

330
1289
-

Always

264
-

Always

-

228
3329

Code:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
4 Start_Stop_Count
9 Power_On_Hours
12 Power_Cycle_Count

0x0032
0x0032

100
099

0x0032

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

Author:

0x0032

100
099

100
200
200

000
000

100
200
200

Old_age
Old_age

000
000
000

Always
Always

Old_age
Old_age
Old_age

Always

-

218

-

1049
-

Always
Always

145
-

-

113
2496

transisto [ Tue May 11, 2010 11:42 pm ]

Post subject:
Could it be too fast headparking problem that make a WD20EADS disappear from a
RAID5 on 9690sa. ?
It become visible again only untill that drive get power-cycled.
I've set them all to TLER 7sec wdidle3 at 4.5min , Should I set them to /d 64min ?
Author:

whiic [ Wed May 12, 2010 12:28 am ]

Post subject:
Unload idle is not same as TLER (Time-Limited Error Recovery). You need to use TLER
application (if you can find one, and if it works on new WDs, or buy a RAID edition WD
that has TLER disabled at factory. It has nothing to do with unload timer setting
configurable through WDIDLE3.
Author:

transisto [ Wed May 12, 2010 7:13 am ]

Post subject:
whiic wrote:
or buy a RAID edition WD that has TLER disabled at factory.

It is the opposite, TLER is required to be enabled for hardware RAID.
Author:

tqz [ Wed May 12, 2010 11:39 am ]
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Post subject:
I'm considering buying the WD10EARS. How audible is the sound it makes when it
parks its heads?
I'm looking for a quiet drive but I've seen some people say these drives can make an
annoying clicking sound during parking. I read through most of this thread but I didn't
get an answer.
Author:

Acreo Aeneas [ Sun May 23, 2010 8:08 am ]

Post subject:
tqz wrote:
I'm considering buying the WD10EARS. How audible is the sound it makes when it parks its heads?

The head parking is inaudible. You won't hear it as the drive head moves through air to
a rest position.
If you're worried about "clicking noises", don't be, those noises have nothing to do with
the parking issue at hand. If you do run into lots of clicking noises in the usual running
of your HDD, RMA/return it immediately. Usually, it's a possible sign of internal
problems as it's a emergency retraction (this is if you've ruled out power being an
issue).
I've been following this and many other threads of the same ilk. So far as I can concur:
1. The head park/unpark (aka Intellipark) affects the desktop line of Green label WD
drives.
2. According to a WD response, Intellipark has no affect on the performance or lifespan
of the hard drives. This was also confirmed in other threads by users whose drives had
counts into the millions.
3. This park/unpark does not make any "clicking" noises and thus is unrelated to some
reported clicking noises. (Like I said above, bad sign of possible drive failure, RMA
immediately if you run into frequent clicking noises from your HDD.)
4. The desktop WD drives should not be used in any other RAID configs other than 0
and 1 (read: not 0 + 1, only to be used in RAID 0 or RAID 1) as they have the crucial
TLER feature disabled. TLER is apparently required for RAID configs to function
properly.
Given the potentially massive amounts of data involved in RAID configs, you should be
investing in Enterprise level drives which do have the TLER feature enabled. Sure they
cost more, but would you rather lose your data?
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Given all that I now know, I'm not worried about the new WD15EARS I just ordered on
Friday. I'm hoping though I won't get any frequent clicking noises as I have and do get
from my current 7200.11 1.5 TB Seagate and my 1.5 TB Seagate Expansion drives.
The fact that 400+ GBs of important data is severely at risk of being lost scares the
bejeezes out of me. Add onto that fact that Seagate is being hush-hush about this is
worse as I have not seeing any direct responses from Seagate engineers/tech support
over at the Seagate official forums on this issue at all.
Author:

trxman [ Sun May 23, 2010 8:47 am ]

Post subject:
Acreo Aeneas wrote:
4. The desktop WD drives should not be used in any other RAID configs other than 0 and 1 (read: not 0 + 1,
only to be used in RAID 0 or RAID 1) as they have the crucial TLER feature disabled. TLER is apparently
required for RAID configs to function properly.

Given the potentially massive amounts of data involved in RAID configs, you should be investing in
Enterprise level drives which do have the TLER feature enabled. Sure they cost more, but would you rather
lose your data?

not having TLER doesn't mean one will lose his data - it means OS will freez while
waiting for read from bad sector. yes, you'll have to reboot. no, you'll not lose your data
- you'll be able to run degraded array or replace faulty drive.
btw, there's a way to enable TLER on most desktop drives, too:
http://forums.storagereview.com/index.p ... tler-cctl/
Page 8 of 10
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Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
http://www.silentpcreview.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=51401

Author:
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lobuni [ Mon May 24, 2010 3:09 am ]

Post subject:
tqz wrote:
I'm considering buying the WD10EARS. How audible is the sound it makes when it parks its heads?

I'm looking for a quiet drive but I've seen some people say these drives can make an annoying clicking
sound during parking. I read through most of this thread but I didn't get an answer.

Well I have a WD10EADS-00M2B0 and the sound is definitely audible. The "how" part is
very subjective. I used the firmware hack to change head-parking time longer so it
wouldn't do this. The firmware hack might not work for all drives and it voids warranty
(though I don't know if they will/can check it and I haven't seen anyone brick theirs).
Oh and I would not describe the sound as a short high-pitched click, its more like a
"clunk," if that's any help.
Author:

joetekubi [ Wed May 26, 2010 6:37 am ]

Post subject: well, not on my system....
Xubuntu 10.4 Lucid OS
I got 2 WD 15EARS drives a few months ago.
After the initial difficulty partitioning with the 4K sectors, I was pretty happy, the drives
were pretty quiet and cool, with just a little muted "chirp" when seeking.
Lately though, there is an irregular thump from the drives, sort of like hitting a coffee
cup with the rubber eraser on a pencil. A bit worrisome.
smartctl -A /dev/sda shows no errors at all.
So I started reading this thread in detail. Jeepers!
Last night, I checked Load_Cyle with smartctl -A /dev/sda
and got about 90,000 for each drive, and was incrementing several times per minute.
Ok, a bit high, but hdparm should be able to help....
So I tried "hdparm -S 253 /dev/sda" (IIRC it was 253, the system replied "drive spin
down set to 1 hour").
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But further checks showed Load_Cycle incrementing as before.
So I've decided not to worry about the Load_Cycle thing, but that thump noise is really
bugging me. It wasn't there when I first started using the drives. Time to make sure
that my backups are up to snuff....
-joe
Author:

tqz [ Thu May 27, 2010 1:35 pm ]

Post subject:
lobuni wrote:
Well I have a WD10EADS-00M2B0 and the sound is definitely audible. The "how" part is very subjective. I
used the firmware hack to change head-parking time longer so it wouldn't do this. The firmware hack might
not work for all drives and it voids warranty (though I don't know if they will/can check it and I haven't seen
anyone brick theirs).

Oh and I would not describe the sound as a short high-pitched click, its more like a "clunk," if that's any
help.

So I bought the WD10EARS and I don't hear the head parking sound. The drive is
pretty quiet overall, except for a weird buzzing sound it sometimes makes (but not all
the time). When or how much exactly it makes that sound, I don't know, because it's
quiet enough so that it's hard to hear it over the noise of my WD6401AALS, especially
when the PC case is closed.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Thu Jun 03, 2010 11:01 pm ]

Post subject:
Trying to decide on a couple of quiet drives to mount inside a disk array enclosure and
been alerted about the auto-park issues which I don't completely understand (I'm not
that deep into the tech-talk) I'm even more confused after having read this thread (and
others).
1) Can someone please tell me WHY those WD drives auto-park? Don't most OSes
have an "energy" feature where you configure when drives should shut down and the
computer sleep after a period of inactivity?
2) Is auto-park, auto-sleep and auto-spindown the same thing?
I already have a WD drive (WD5000AAKB) placed in an external enclosure where I've
experienced that the drive likes to spin down after a while of not accessing it. This is
very frustrating whenever I suddenly need to save a file etc. as the computer partly
hangs because the drive doesn't respond.
The solution is to turn off the drive (on/off power button on the enclosure), then on
again to spin it up.
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3) I've heard about "WDidle 3" (in case people are still having problems finding it, it's
can be downloaded from here or here), but also read that some people are unable to
turn off those problematic features on their drives while others again are having
success. So what's the deal?
4) I've read that these drives are unsuitable for RAID configurations because of
something called TLER. I'm not entirely sure what TLER is, but having read earlier in
the thread that people are having issues with it I thought I'd mention this page which
explains how to disable it in order to make the drives RAID compatible.
Now I'm planning to use the drives as stand-alone drives, but I might look into
mirroring, which is one kind of RAID of course.
Would I need to disable TLER for that?

Furthermore, most (all?) of these configuration tools are for DOS. I'm on a Mac (Mac
OSX), so I'd have to bring the drive over to a PC-owning friend for reconfiguring, but
I'm also confused about exactly what to enter and how to start the utility (I read that
some people are having issues with that as well).
Basically, I just want a silent SATA drive which works! And there doesn't seem to be
that many options around.
Author:

faugusztin [ Thu Jun 03, 2010 11:18 pm ]

Post subject:
@silence_seeker:
4) the reason for need of TLER (Time Limited Error Recovery) in RAID arrays is that in
case of failure, without TLER the HDD tries to read the damaged sector for a long time
(read minutes). And because the drive doesn't answer while trying to read the
damaged sector, the RAID controllers drops the problematic drive out of array because
it is not responding. If you have TLER, the handling of situation is left to RAID
controller, thus it can choose different solutions, not just drop the drive from array, it
can inform the user etc etc.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Thu Jun 03, 2010 11:41 pm ]

Post subject:
faugusztin wrote:
If you have TLER, the handling of situation is left to RAID controller, thus it can choose different solutions,
not just drop the drive from array, it can inform the user etc etc.

I see. But that's hardware configurations where a circuit board is specifically built for
RAID setup you're referring to, right?
I don't have a RAID enclosure (but rather a JBOD enclosure with room for 4 drives. This
one to be exact), but I believe you can set up various RAID configurations in MacOSX
using the "disk utility" application. I think disk mirroring could be useful at some stage.
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Would I have to be concerned about TLER in such a case?
Author:

lobuni [ Fri Jun 04, 2010 12:36 am ]

Post subject:
Quote:
2) Is auto-park, auto-sleep and auto-spindown the same thing?
...

No, these are not the same things. When the WD green parks its heads, the disks
continue spinning. Head parking is not a feature that all drives support, so not every
OS can manage it and I'm not even sure that the drives let the OS manage it.
Quote:
3) I've heard about "WDidle 3" (in case people are still having problems finding it, it's can be downloaded
from here or here), but also read that some people are unable to turn off those problematic features on their
drives while others again are having success. So what's the deal?

In my case the first utility I used was V1.00 and it didn't work. Later on I found the
v1.03 that did the trick. The utility does not officially support these drives.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Fri Jun 04, 2010 12:50 am ]

Post subject:
Lobuni: since these are different things, do you know if auto-spindown can also be
disabled on WD drives (actually on hard drives in general)? Apart from WD wanting to
kill their own drives as quickly as possible (just outside the warranty period of course) I
can't understand what's useful about these features.
If the user needs to access the drive it should be un-parked and the drive should be
spinning. If he/she needs to put it to "sleep" then the energy feature can be configured
for that.
Or am I missing something here?
As for the utility (WDidle 3) -can I risk that if I buy a WD10EARS, WD15EARS or
WD20EARS today that the utility won't work with it and that there will be no way to
disable these silly "features" (bugs) at all?
In that case I'd be better off looking at other drives, but which one(s)?
Author:

fjf [ Sat Jun 05, 2010 6:04 am ]

Post subject:
I just got a wd20eads and use it with ubuntu. My load count does not go up as much as
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described: 2 in 24h. Maybe people have a problematic kernel or something?. Other
than that, this thing is heavy as a brick, but as silent as my old samsung 501lj. A meter
away is not audible over the light woooosh from the fans.
Highly recommended.
Author:

Pierre [ Sat Jun 05, 2010 8:14 am ]

Post subject:
I got a WD 1.5 EARS drive as a replacement to another drive...
Very quiet indeed, but the load/unload is quite high really...
Within like 10 days of usage the number has gone up to 1075...
This on an Nforce 4 sata controller, on a WinXP Pro SP3 OS...
Author:

silence_seeker [ Sat Jun 05, 2010 11:48 pm ]

Post subject:
Pierre wrote:
I got a WD 1.5 EARS drive as a replacement to another drive...
Very quiet indeed, but the load/unload is quite high really...

Will you be running WDidle 3 to rectify the problem? If you do, please tell us how it
went.
Author:

Vicotnik [ Sun Jun 06, 2010 3:53 am ]

Post subject:
silence_seeker wrote:
1) Can someone please tell me WHY those WD drives auto-park? Don't most OSes have an "energy" feature
where you configure when drives should shut down and the computer sleep after a period of inactivity?

2) Is auto-park, auto-sleep and auto-spindown the same thing?

Spindown and head park are two different things. The WD GPs park their heads to
reduce power consumption. They are also not the only drives that does that, many 2.5"
HDDs does as well and not only WD drives.
silence_seeker wrote:
Furthermore, most (all?) of these configuration tools are for DOS. I'm on a Mac (Mac OSX), so I'd have to
bring the drive over to a PC-owning friend for reconfiguring, but I'm also confused about exactly what to
enter and how to start the utility (I read that some people are having issues with that as well).

Basically, I just want a silent SATA drive which works! And there doesn't seem to be that many options
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around.

I'm not familiar with Macs but surly you could boot into DOS using a USB-stick, boot
CD or similar? You can run Linux on a Mac after all.
I like the WD GPs but if you don't like the head parks I would recommend Samsung.
They have a few very nice models. Not as good as the WD GPs imho, but still.
silence_seeker wrote:
since these are different things, do you know if auto-spindown can also be disabled on WD drives (actually
on hard drives in general)? Apart from WD wanting to kill their own drives as quickly as possible (just
outside the warranty period of course) I can't understand what's useful about these features.

If the user needs to access the drive it should be un-parked and the drive should be spinning. If he/she
needs to put it to "sleep" then the energy feature can be configured for that.
Or am I missing something here?

Spindown is usually controlled by the OS. If you have a vanilla install of Windows or
Linux, the drive will spin as long as the computer is running.
And again, have we seen any dead WD GPs that have died because of this feature? Are
WD GPs less reliable than other HDDs?
Not that I am aware of.
Head parks are useful when one is interested in lowering the power consumption while
the HDD is idle, without the need to spin down the drive. With the WD GPs in my Linux
file server I use both features.
Again, if you don't like this feature, don't buy a WD GP. Simple as that.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Mon Jun 07, 2010 3:00 am ]

Post subject:
Vicotnik wrote:
I'm not familiar with Macs but surly you could boot into DOS using a USB-stick, boot CD or similar? You can
run Linux on a Mac after all.

I found an application called DOSbox which I just tried out. It worked and allowed me
to run WDidle, but it didn't recognize any of my drives. Perhaps not so strange since I
don't have a Caviar green yet. I do however have a WD5000AAKB, so at this stage I
don't know if WDidle won't recognize any drives apart from the ones in its
documentation, if it won't recognize any drives connected via USB or Firewire (Firewire
in an external enclosure in my case), or if the emulation via DOSbox causes problems.
It would be nice to know this before buying the WD drives, or else I'd have to ask
others with PCs for help.
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Quote:
I like the WD GPs but if you don't like the head parks I would recommend Samsung. They have a few very
nice models. Not as good as the WD GPs imho, but still.

I bought a Samsung HD400LD a few years ago because it was supposedly one of the
quietest drives around. That may be true in part, but it vibrates like crazy, with the end
result being a very noisy drive indeed. So no more Samsung for me.
Quote:
Head parks are useful when one is interested in lowering the power consumption while the HDD is idle,
without the need to spin down the drive. With the WD GPs in my Linux file server I use both features.

Hmmmm... so you'd park the heads if the drive isn't to be used in a little while, but
when not used for a long time you'd spin it down (less inconvenient than physically
switching on/off the drive)?
With my Mac I'd simply drag a drive's icon to the trashcan to spin down the drive, then
wake it up again with "Disk utility". I don't see the need for any intermediate stage
(head parking), so I would like to disable that feature.

Quote:
Again, if you don't like this feature, don't buy a WD GP. Simple as that.

Of course, of course
Just doing a little research before buying.
Author:

Vicotnik [ Mon Jun 07, 2010 4:09 am ]

Post subject:
silence_seeker wrote:
I found an application called DOSbox which I just tried out. It worked and allowed me to run WDidle, but it
didn't recognize any of my drives. Perhaps not so strange since I don't have a Caviar green yet. I do
however have a WD5000AAKB, so at this stage I don't know if WDidle won't recognize any drives apart from
the ones in its documentation, if it won't recognize any drives connected via USB or Firewire (Firewire in an
external enclosure in my case), or if the emulation via DOSbox causes problems.
It would be nice to know this before buying the WD drives, or else I'd have to ask others with PCs for help.

DOSBox is an emulator. Works great for older DOS games and such, but not for
"system stuff" like upgrading firmware. I would try downloading a DOS bootdisk and
use an USB stick instead.
silence_seeker wrote:
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I bought a Samsung HD400LD a few years ago because it was supposedly one of the quietest drives around.
That may be true in part, but it vibrates like crazy, with the end result being a very noisy drive indeed. So no
more Samsung for me.

Yeah, they had problems with vibrations a while back. Don't know how their current
models are when it comes to vibration.
I would not judge a manufacturer based on a single model though. Hard to buy any
HDD then since everyone has had a bad model in the past.
Author:

joetekubi [ Mon Jun 07, 2010 5:59 am ]

Post subject: ubuntu - making progress
joetekubi wrote:
Xubuntu 10.4 Lucid OS

I got 2 WD 15EARS drives a few months ago.
After the initial difficulty partitioning with the 4K sectors, I was pretty happy, the drives were pretty quiet
and cool, with just a little muted "chirp" when seeking.

Lately though, there is an irregular thump from the drives, sort of like hitting a coffee cup with the rubber
eraser on a pencil. A bit worrisome.
smartctl -A /dev/sda shows no errors at all.

So I started reading this thread in detail. Jeepers!

Last night, I checked Load_Cyle with smartctl -A /dev/sda
and got about 90,000 for each drive, and was incrementing several times per minute. Ok, a bit high, but
hdparm should be able to help....

So I tried "hdparm -S 253 /dev/sda" (IIRC it was 253, the system replied "drive spin down set to 1 hour").
But further checks showed Load_Cycle incrementing as before.

So I've decided not to worry about the Load_Cycle thing, but that thump noise is really bugging me. It
wasn't there when I first started using the drives. Time to make sure that my backups are up to snuff....

-joe

UPDATE:
Couldn't figure out why hdparm did not work for me, Load
_Cycle was still incrementing fast, so I thought maybe APM (Linux Automatic Power
Management) was parking the drive heads. Loaded up gnome_power_manager utility
and told the system never to park the heads. Seems to do the trick. Load_Cycle is now
only incrementing about once per hour. So I should get about 61,000 counts per year.
Ok by me. If the drive bricks, I've got backups, and the WD 3 year warranty. Life (and
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computers) is not perfect.
Author:

fjf [ Mon Jun 07, 2010 9:41 am ]

Post subject:
It is really curious. I only get a few head parks every day with my wd20eads. Using
ubuntu 10.04 (I get confused with the animal names
). How can this be so variable?.
Author:

joetekubi [ Mon Jun 07, 2010 11:38 am ]

Post subject: glad
fjf wrote:
It is really curious. I only get a few head parks every day with my wd20eads. Using ubuntu 10.04 (I get
confused with the animal names

). How can this be so variable?.

Glad your system is behaving well.
There are a number of separate subsystems at work, all with
varying policies and timers. There are bios power saving settings,
ACPI and APM settings - mostly for laptops, but in my case seemed
to affect head parking even though I am totally on wall power, and the device settings
through hdparm.
Confusing, but I can't readily see a solution.
Author:

Pierre [ Tue Jun 08, 2010 5:37 am ]

Post subject:
silence_seeker wrote:
Pierre wrote:
I got a WD 1.5 EARS drive as a replacement to another drive...
Very quiet indeed, but the load/unload is quite high really...

Will you be running WDidle 3 to rectify the problem? If you do, please tell us how it went.

Also got a WD20EADS as a replacement for a 1.5TB Seagate drive with reallocated
sectors...
Well, I haven't been getting any clicking from the drives, that might worry me, so I
don't know if I should go into the trouble...may keep it as is for now and see how
things develop...
It seems however that it may be time to update to a newer motherboard...
...WD15EARS sector drive was not recognized properly when connected to my sil3112
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embedded controller, not recognized as an advanced format drive actually...
...the WD20EADS drive, on the other hand, the first 5 minutes after booting somehow
conflicts with the smart reading of a Seagate 1.5TB drive, with the latter giving
incorrect feature readouts...it is recognized as WD20EADS with 1.5TB capacity, its
reallocated sector report increases (to 5 of them, while there is actually only 1) and a
failure prediction immediately shoots up...
After about five minutes have passed, the SMART program reports smart values
correctly...
I've got a NForce4 mobo with 4 sata nforce connectors and 4 secondary sil3112
connectors (s939 platform)...I had bought an Asrock SATA3 card (Marvell chip), but I
doubt it's gonna work correctly on a non PCIe 2.0 slot, plus the vga's airflow would be
greatly hindered by the addon card...
Author:

silence_seeker [ Fri Jun 11, 2010 4:37 am ]

Post subject:
Are you saying that most of the problems with these WD Caviar green (WDxxEARS)
drives are due to Windows/Linux and/or PC motherboard incompatibilities?
After reading several discussions on the subject it may seem that part of the problem is
due to the fact that energy saver or SMART software may be in conflict with the
"Intellipark" (auto head-park) feature of WD green drives. Or I could be completely
wrong of course
I'm basically trying to figure out if I'm just as badly affecting when using it on a Mac
system than on a Windows or Linux system.
Author:

Pierre [ Fri Jun 11, 2010 5:08 am ]

Post subject:
Well, I cannot generalize...also I don't know if we're talking about the same problems...
The WD15EARS was not recognized as an advanced format drive when connected to
the sil3112 controller...I now keep it connected to the Nfroce4 sata controller...
The WD20EADS somehow conflicted with another drive on the same controller (actually
it was the Seagate drive which was not not recognized properly after installing the WD
drive), noe that the Seagate drive is removed, these false readouts/recognition of the
drive and its smart data was not replicated in the WD20EADs...
Yet both drives produce fast increasing number of load/unload cycles...one is on the
Nforce4, the other on the sil3112...
I have HDD Sentinel running all the time, but it checks the drive only in periods of 5
minutes, so I can't really blame this software for the high load/unload cycles I guess...
I get no clicks (although the WD20EADS drive does not seem to have as good
vibrational properties as recorded in measurements here), so I don't know whether I
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should be worried because of the increase in this smart data category...
I'm waiting to see whether anything comes up...
Author:

silence_seeker [ Fri Jun 11, 2010 5:24 am ]

Post subject:
Hmmmm... I hadn't thought of the fact that with SMART software running that alone
would contribute to a higher load. Then again I assume (because of discussions like this
one and elsewhere) that the load count is still very much higher for these particular
drives than many other drives.
On the Mac platform there is no support for SMART when using external hard drives
(i.e. drives connected via Firewire or USB). So on my Powerbook I can only check the
SMART reading on my internal drive. A flaw or feature. I have no idea.
I was referring to the 8 second default head-parking ("Intellipark") of WD Green drives
which I want to make sure can be turned off before purchasing (I see no good reason
why the drive should park every 8 seconds, possibly prematurely wearing out the drive
and I assume takes longer to react once I read/write to the drive again).
But your posting also reminds me of another subject where I've heard that some
people recommend you don't buy these (or any?) drives above 1TB (or was it 1.5TB?).
I don't know if this was in the context of that new extended format which these drives,
which apparently causes problems with Windows XP or something else. Since I run
MacOS that shouldn't be a problem for me, but I want to be sure before purchasing.
Author:

joetekubi [ Fri Jun 11, 2010 6:08 am ]

Post subject:
silence_seeker wrote:
Hmmmm... I hadn't thought of the fact that with SMART software running that alone would contribute to a
higher load. Then again I assume (because of discussions like this one and elsewhere) that the load count is
still very much higher for these particular drives than many other drives.

I was referring to the 8 second default head-parking ("Intellipark") of WD Green drives which I want to make
sure can be turned off before purchasing (I see no good reason why the drive should park every 8 seconds,
possibly prematurely wearing out the drive and I assume takes longer to react once I read/write to the drive
again).

But your posting also reminds me of another subject where I've heard that some people recommend you
don't buy these (or any?) drives above 1TB (or was it 1.5TB?). I don't know if this was in the context of that
new extended format which these drives, which apparently causes problems with Windows XP or something
else. Since I run MacOS that shouldn't be a problem for me, but I want to be sure before purchasing.
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SMART (daemon) running or not should not be a problem for any drive.
You're correct, the Intellipark feature is the problem, and solutions and help exists for
Windows, Mac, and Linux.
A separate problem is the new 4096 Byte sectors. Basically, it's only a problem for
partitioning. Once again, there are solutions and help for any OS. All drives will move to
this format soon, so I imagine that this is only a temporary problem.
-joe
Author:

silence_seeker [ Fri Jun 11, 2010 9:15 am ]

Post subject:
joetekubi wrote:
SMART (daemon) running or not should not be a problem for any drive.
You're correct, the Intellipark feature is the problem, and solutions and help exists for Windows, Mac, and
Linux.

I didn't know there were already working solutions. I know about WDidle 3which is a
DOS utility, but there are discussions and uncertainty if it really does remove the
"intellipark" feature or just extend it for a longer idle period, and if it actually works for
all WD green drives (also recently sold ones).
Until your posting I haven't heard of any other utilities, and certainly not for Mac and
Linux.
How do I remove the "Intellipark" feature using a Mac?
Author:

joetekubi [ Fri Jun 11, 2010 9:49 am ]

Post subject:
silence_seeker wrote:
joetekubi wrote:
SMART (daemon) running or not should not be a problem for any drive.
You're correct, the Intellipark feature is the problem, and solutions and help exists for Windows, Mac, and Linux.

I didn't know there were already working solutions. I know about WDidle 3which is a DOS utility, but there
are discussions and uncertainty if it really does remove the "intellipark" feature or just extend it for a longer
idle period, and if it actually works for all WD green drives (also recently sold ones).

Until your posting I haven't heard of any other utilities, and certainly not for Mac and Linux.
How do I remove the "Intellipark" feature using a Mac?
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My apologies.
I knew there were Linux and Windows utilities and helps, but (after a thorough google)
I can't find anything for Mac. wierd. Sorry I can't help.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Fri Jun 18, 2010 9:58 am ]

Post subject:
Well, it's finally confirmed...
It's not possible to disable "intelli-park" on WD Caviar Green drives -read here.
For crying out loud! WD doesn't even tell consumers about this little "feature" which
causes read/write delays (each time the drive unparks) and I assume a premature
death because of unnecessary tear and wear.
Unfortunately (WD surely aren't deserving of my money with tactics like the above) WD
seems to come out tops when talking about silent drives. Are the Caviar Blue or Black
drives worth looking into? As far as I know they don't have this silly bug built in (or do
they?).
Author:

joetekubi [ Fri Jun 18, 2010 10:07 am ]

Post subject: wd did it to themselves
thanks silence_seeker.
My WD EARS drives somehow refuse to stop parking themselves, even though I've run
the recommeded "hdparm" commands and checked and set any power management
setting on the machine (desktop).
At this point, I'm making sure my backups are covered, and planning on warrranty
replacement way before the 3 year period. My drives are already showing > 100,000
load_cycles after just a few months.
Looks like my next drives will be seagate.....
-joe
Author:

silence_seeker [ Fri Jun 18, 2010 11:12 am ]

Post subject:
Which Seagate drives are you going for, joetekubi?
Didn't Seagate have some firmware issues with certain models?
How about noise levels? The only reason I considered the WD green drives is because
of favourable reviews regarding low noise characteristics. I'm considering otherwise
now.
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peternm22 [ Fri Jun 18, 2010 7:41 pm ]

Post subject:
My experience seems to contradict what was said on the WD forum.
I have a WD15EARS, and I used the wdidle utility to turn off intellipark. It seems to
work. I've had the drive for 2 weeks, and used wdidle 1 week ago, and the
load_cycle_count is only 414. Which doesn't seem too bad to me.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Sat Jun 19, 2010 12:04 am ]

Post subject:
peternm22: yes, indeed very different to what has been said there. The problem it
seems is to get a proper answer from WD themselves.
I just looked at their specs/info page for Caviar Green, and there is absolutely no
mention of Intelliseek anywhere. Seems to me they added that feature just to save a
few mW of power (in order to maintain their "green" image) but causing other issues
which they'd rather not admit
If you can access your drive, could you check if there is any production date on it? It
would be very interesting to hear if the date is before the end of 2009 or more recently.
Also, do you remember what you entered in WDidle in order to disable Intellipark?
Seems a lot of people have gotten no response from the drive or setting it has gotten
no effect.
But from your posting it sounds like you've confirmed that disabling Intelliseek actually
works.
Author:

fjf [ Sat Jun 19, 2010 1:49 am ]

Post subject:
Code:
9 Power_On_Hours

0x0032

10 Spin_Retry_Count

100

0x0032

100

100

000

253

Old_age

000

Always

Old_age

Always

-

371
-

0

11 Calibration_Retry_Count 0x0032

100

253

000

Old_age

Always

-

0

12 Power_Cycle_Count

100

100

000

Old_age

Always

-

9

0x0032

192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032
193 Load_Cycle_Count

0x0032

200
200

200
200

000
000

Old_age
Old_age

Always
Always

-

3
871

My wd20eads does not show this problem. Curious.
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Author:
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peternm22 [ Sat Jun 19, 2010 8:09 am ]

Post subject:
silence_seeker wrote:
Also, do you remember what you entered in WDidle in order to disable Intellipark? Seems a lot of people
have gotten no response from the drive or setting it has gotten no effect.
But from your posting it sounds like you've confirmed that disabling Intelliseek actually works.

It took me a few tries to get WDIdle to actually run. It's a new PC, and I was having
trouble getting it to boot off a CD or USB drive. Booting off the USB drive WDIdle would
just "hang" and I couldn't get a report or anything from WDIdle. I tried a bootable CD
instead, but it wouldn't even boot from it (the system just went straight to Windows). I
eventually had to (temporarily) switch the SATA mode to IDE in the BIOS instead of
AHCI.
This allowed me to boot off of a CD. I ran "WDIdle /R" to see what the current value
was, and it was set to 8 seconds. I then ran "WDidle /D", and it said it was successful
in changing the time to 62 minutes (which although isn't disabled, should pretty much
eliminate the problem).
If I get a chance, I'll see if I can check the production date. Would it clearly state
"Production Date" on the drive? Or will it be coded into some other number?
Author:

rpsgc [ Sun Jun 20, 2010 2:16 am ]

Post subject:
Under WD Life Guard Diagnostics, my WD20EARS (new revision 00J2GB0) has a
"Load/Unload Count" value of 188. (is that good?)
The drive has been installed for roughly one month.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Tue Jun 22, 2010 1:10 am ]

Post subject:
peternm22 wrote:
It took me a few tries to get WDIdle to actually run.
.... (snip)
I eventually had to (temporarily) switch the SATA mode to IDE in the BIOS instead of AHCI.
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Sounds like a hassle. Fortunately you only have to do this once, right?
What does switching between SATA and IDE modes do? Excuse my ignorance, but I'm a
Mac user. I was hoping to be able to make a boot CD to use with an Intel Mac, but
there's no BIOS in Macs, so I might have ask someone with a PC to help me out (I'm
hoping I can just connect the external enclosure to the PC via USB instead of physically
putting the new drive inside the PC, and that switching to IDE mode doesn't mess up
my friend's computer or even erase its hard drives or something.
By the way, isn't using WDIDLE 3 just a matter of opening up the DOS window in
Windows and running it from there?
Quote:
If I get a chance, I'll see if I can check the production date. Would it clearly state "Production Date" on the
drive? Or will it be coded into some other number?

I don't know. I was just hoping there would be a production date or some other
indication on it somewhere.
Author:

peternm22 [ Tue Jun 22, 2010 12:50 pm ]

Post subject:
From what I understand, you HAVE to run WDIdle from a bootable CD (or USB drive).
You can't run it within Windows. Running WDIdle is a one time thing, unless you want
to change the setting again. You can do 3 things with WDIdle:
1) Get the current intellipark park.
2) Set the intellipark time (I think the range is up to 300 seconds, or 5 minutes)
3) Disable intellipark (which seems to just set the time to 62 minutes, which should
eliminate any issue)
I don't have any idea how Mac's work in relation to boot CD's, so I can't provide much
help to you in that regard.
Switching the IDE mode was simply to allow me to be able to boot off a CD. I don't why
I needed to do it, but it was the only way it would work.
Author:

silence_seeker [ Tue Jun 22, 2010 3:38 pm ]

Post subject:
Thanks for clearing things up.
I'll probably be best off asking someone with a PC to run WDIDLE 3 than on the Mac.
Will it work equally well when the drive is connected via USB in an external enclosure
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or connected directly to the PC's controller inside the PC itself?
The former would be a lot easier of course
Author:

peternm22 [ Tue Jun 22, 2010 4:11 pm ]

Post subject:
I'm not sure, but I'm guessing you can't connect the drive using USB to run WDIdle.
Again, I'm not 100% sure but I think it needs to be connected to a SATA port (maybe
an eSATA port would work).
Author:

graysky [ Tue Jun 22, 2010 4:48 pm ]

Post subject:
I just ordered a 2TB EARS drive and will be running it on a Linux box. I currently have
a Seagate drive on the machine but I don't see a load_cycle_count for it:
Code:
Vendor Specific SMART Attributes with Thresholds:
ID# ATTRIBUTE_NAME

FLAG

VALUE WORST THRESH TYPE

UPDATED WHEN_FAILED

RAW_VALUE
1 Raw_Read_Error_Rate
3 Spin_Up_Time
4 Start_Stop_Count
5 Reallocated_Sector_Ct
7 Seek_Error_Rate

0x000f
0x0003

105

095

0x0032

100

0x0033
0x000f

099

095
100

100
075

006

Pre-fail Always

000
020

100
060

Pre-fail Always
Old_age

036

Pre-fail Always

097

097

000

Old_age

10 Spin_Retry_Count

0x0013

100

100

097

Pre-fail Always

183 Runtime_Bad_Block
184 End-to-End_Error
187 Reported_Uncorrect

0x0000
0x0032

021

021

090

000

000

084

090

072

000

065

Old_age

3415

-

0
-

Offline

-

79
0

-

Always

Always

Old_age

800

-

Always

Old_age

045

29852882
-

Always

Old_age

000

1

Always

Old_age
Old_age

-

Always

Old_age

099

100

100

190 Airflow_Temperature_Cel 0x0022

020

100

100

0x0032
0x003a

100

100

0x0032

188 Command_Timeout
189 High_Fly_Writes

100

796

-

0x0032

0x0032

-

Pre-fail Always

030

9437702
0

Always

9 Power_On_Hours

12 Power_Cycle_Count

-

0
-

-

199222
10

Always

-

28 (Lifetime Min/M

ax 22/30)
194 Temperature_Celsius

0x0022

028

195 Hardware_ECC_Recovered 0x001a
197 Current_Pending_Sector 0x0012
198 Offline_Uncorrectable

0x0010

199 UDMA_CRC_Error_Count
240 Head_Flying_Hours

027
100

100

0x003e

0x0000

040

025
100

100
200

100

000

000
000

000
190

253

Old_age

Old_age
Old_age

Old_age
000

000

Always

28 (0 15 0 0)

Always

-

Always

Offline

Old_age

Old_age

-

-

Always

Offline

9437702

-

0
0
-

-

87
210878599271801

241 Total_LBAs_Written

0x0000

100

253

000

Old_age

Offline

-

1188585039

242 Total_LBAs_Read

0x0000

100

253

000

Old_age

Offline

-

558737547

Perhaps it's a WD-specific parameter? Anyway, I am also concerned about this issue.
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Guess we'll see when I get it and install it. Just curious what other Linux users have to
say. I have read through this 10-page thread and have seen some mixed posts about
this under Linux. Some say they have huge numbers, others report small numbers
(Ubuntu I believe).
More feedback from Linux users would be nice
Also, if anyone has some links to the proper method to align this drive for partitioning
on a 4k cluster, please post them. I have read numerous articles about this and very
few of them are consistent with each other.
Author:

tima [ Wed Jul 07, 2010 1:23 pm ]

Post subject: Another data point...
I've got 3 1 GB WD green drives. My WD10EACS has been in service as the Recorded
TV drive for WMC (Vista and now Windows 7) since Nov 2007, and I have two
WD10EADS drives bought two weeks apart in Aug 2009, one for the OS and data and
the other just for data. These are all in my Antec P182 case and are always less than
35C temp. My computer's on about 16 hours/day running Windows 7. One of the EADS
drives has the head parking firmware. Guess which one of these three drives just
started developing bad sectors? If you said the head parking one with a load/unload
count > 185,000, you'd be right.
Author:

Snowdog [ Sun Jul 11, 2010 3:19 pm ]

Post subject:
Late to the party, but I just had a drive failure on my 2TB GP which is a pure media
drive and is much newer than than 1TB GP which is my system drive.
Still running: 1TB
Hours: 10698
Load Cycle: 5049
Failed (ate partition table, several disk errors) 2TB
Hours: 1573
Load Cycle: 4475
Clearly the cycle rate is much higher on the media, but the total number is lower
because it hasn't been in service long. So it doesn't seem like enough cycles to fail.
But the more I read, the more it looks like failure rates are much higher on the 2TB
drives.
Author:

joetekubi [ Mon Jul 19, 2010 5:06 am ]

Post subject: fixed load_cycle on my WD 15 EARS
I must be the last person in the world to have noticed and worried about the WD green
drives Load_Cycle count head parking issue, and not fixed it.
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I tried for weeks to fix the puppy with combinations of hdparm command lines and
other tweaks. Also made sure to backup all my important files, due to several reports
of data loss.
Finally got a freedos usb flash drive fixed up with wdidle3.exe in the root directory.
Booted my computer on that, ran "wdidle3 /S" to report the values (it was 8 seconds!),
and disabled it with "wdidle3 /D".
Smartctl now reports no increase in Load_Cycle over 24 hours.
Success is possible, even for a guy like me.
I really, really, hate messing with drives that have a lot of data on them.
Oh, and the drives are MUCH quieter now. No thumps from the constant "park unpark" cycle.

-joe
Author:

tutu [ Wed Aug 04, 2010 3:50 am ]

Post subject:
What about WD20EARS-00MVWB0? 3 platter 2TB? I want to use them in my own built
NAS. Does disabling LLC stop it going into standby at all?
Author:

joetekubi [ Wed Aug 04, 2010 4:06 am ]

Post subject: dunno
tutu wrote:
What about WD20EARS-00MVWB0? 3 platter 2TB? I want to use them in my own built NAS. Does disabling
LLC stop it going into standby at all?

Don't have any experience with the 2 TB EARS, but I assume all the new WD green
drives have the same issue.
BTW, it's a bit confusing. WS green drives have several parameters that affect noise
and performance. For me, the most critical was head parking AKA Load_Cycle. Other
parameters that are relevant are standby and acoustic management.
HTH
Author:

tutu [ Wed Aug 04, 2010 5:23 am ]

Post subject: Re: dunno
joetekubi wrote:
WS green drives have several parameters that affect noise and performance. For me, the most critical was
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head parking AKA Load_Cycle. Other parameters that are relevant are standby and acoustic management.
HTH

I take it then I can disable LLC - stick it in my NAS and the drives will be able to go into
standby as normal? Thinking of 24/7 power consumption (when they are not in use most of the day!)
Author:

joetekubi [ Wed Aug 04, 2010 5:35 am ]

Post subject: yah
Yeah, just use the WD "wdidle3.exe" utility to turn off head parking.
You might want to monitor the drives closely for a day or so and make sure that they
go into standby as you wish.
Author:

extremen [ Fri Nov 05, 2010 7:06 am ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
Hi, i found this topic because i wanted buy larger Scorpio 2,5' 640 or 750 GB . I own for
now 500GB Scorpio 5000 BEVT- in my laptop. In reviews of this Scorpio hdd's i found
this issue.
Fast i checked my 5000BEVT Smart and going little mad. For compare i own 3200BEKT
used in my silent machine. And for other compare i found smart from my old damaged
Toshiba Pata drive 60 GB with over 175 000 load cycles count and BB.
Let see on the picture attached. 500GB scorpio is in caution now. ( i must check for BB
scan)
I solved problem "tick tack" drive with utility diskinfo.
http://crystalmark.info/software/Crysta ... dex-e.html
I turned off APM in advanced options. From 2 h to now are load cycle count data
constant.
Drive is little bit noisy, but isn't nothing dramatic. I know are other utilities like
quietHDD atc.
One must i say, this is a instant solution. After reboot your system you must do the
same procedure, but for me is little better than boot in dos.
We know that "parking heads" does not mean damage your hard drive. But why listen
the uncomfortable noise parking heads, why risk soon damage your drives when we
can solve this.
|One sentence i have to tell you WD. Save 0.5 watts with parking heads isn't our
priority. |
Author:

Vicotnik [ Fri Nov 05, 2010 11:53 am ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
Seems to me that parking the heads would reduce the risk of damaged sectors on a
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laptop drive. Might be one reason why many manufacturers implement this feature on
2.5" HDDs, not just WD.
Author:

extremen [ Sun Nov 07, 2010 6:44 am ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
Is there any solutions hdparm works after hibernation mode in Win XP 32b?
Author:

zvunks [ Wed Jan 12, 2011 12:43 am ]

Post subject: Re:
zsero wrote:
If you would like to use wdidle, that's the best version/writeup I found on the net:
http://www.synology.com/support/faq_sho ... u&q_id=407

I registered myself here to say
Thank you!
for this discussion....
It worked for me on a WD5000BEVT HDD...
Idle timer was set by default on 8 seconds.
After running wdidle /d it disabled completely.
So after runing again wdidle /r ... it displays "Idle timer is disabled"... or something like
that.
Now the LLC is increased only when the hard goes into power save or when i shut down
the NAS.
I'm thinking if i would better let the timer set somewhere 20 minutes or so... For now
it's GREAT!
Now i have to try to fix the WD20EARS drive... after i move the data from it.
Thanks again!
Author:

quietdragon [ Sat Dec 31, 2011 3:03 pm ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
Please consider making this a sticky.
I rediscovered this thread after stumbling across http://www.waldner.priv.at/ramblings/
and contemplating a heads up post to this forum.
Author:

Ralf Hutter [ Mon Jan 02, 2012 1:13 pm ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
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quietdragon wrote:
Please consider making this a sticky.

I rediscovered this thread after stumbling across http://www.waldner.priv.at/ramblings/ and contemplating a
heads up post to this forum.

I assume you're referring to this post:
http://www.waldner.priv.at/ramblings/#wd%20disks
which I've quoted here for posterity:
Quote:
Western Digital (WDC) "Caviar Green" disks and Idle Timeout ("IntelliPark")
"Modern" WD disks are quite aggressive with regard to trying and save power - so aggressive, in fact, that
they'll go and park the read-/write-heads after just 8 seconds.
This often means trouble, as some filesystems per default flush their buffers every 10 or 30 seconds, and
certain applications, such as mplayer under some circumstances, read data every 10 seconds, thus nearly
instantly re-waking the drive.
And those drives are only spec'd for 300-1,000k load/unload cycles for their heads.

In my setup, this lead to ~600 load/unload cycles per day, which would've meant I'd reach the 300k in ~500
days -> 1.5 years. And with my luck with disk drives, it would've instantly fallen over dead right then.

Affected models, according to WD: WD20EADS, WD20EARS, WD15EADS, WD15EARS, WD10EADS,
WD10EARS, WD8000AARS, WD7500AADS, WD7500AARS, WD6400AADS, WD6400AARS, WD5000AADS,
WD5000AARS

You can check with smartctl (from package smartmontools):

smartctl -a /dev/sdX | egrep "(Power_On_Hours|Load_Cycle_Count)"

and knowing how much cycles/hour resp. /day you get is just a bit of easy math away.

WD claims that you can disable this timeout via hdparm -B, but on my box this just throws an error, and has
no noticable effect otherwise.
But if you click further on that page, you'll get to a tool called "RE2GP Idle Mode Update Utility" or "wdidle3".
Of course, this tool is for DOS - DOS, for fucks sake! - which means you'll get to fiddle around with FreeDOS.
I'll give you the short route for how I finally, after many a detour and senseless reboots, got the WD tool to
run:

grab an empty USB stick of a couple MB
make a DOS partition (type 04 or 06), don't forget the "bootable" flag (don't make the partition too big, I
recommend max. 500 MB)
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mkdosfs it
mount it somewhere
aptitude install libqt4-dev
apt-get -b source unetbootin (maybe with a /unstable tacked on)
dpkg -i unetbootin_*_i386.deb
run unetbootin (it wants the root-pw, because it doesn't use sudo)
select "FreeDOS" and the stick, let it install
grab the "wdidle3...zip" from the WD site I linked to above, unzip it
copy BOTH the .exe and the .txt to your still mounted stick
unmount the stick, boot from it
Important:
you can find WDIDLE3.EXE on C:
run it with /R (for report) first
you really, really want to select "no drivers" in the FreeDOS boot menu - HIMEM/EMM386 make the WD tool
not work
run C:WDIDLE3.EXE /S90 (or 300, or 12.1 or whatever fits your needs, see WDIDLE3.TXT for reference)
curse WD lots

As an aside: hddtemp allegedly wakes up drives - smartctl -a | grep Temp allegedly doesn't. And smartd
(which comes with package smartmontools wakes 'em up, too, so fiddle with the config file
(/etc/smartd.conf) so as to not throw away the above effort.

I certainly can't vouch for the validity of this post, but here it is, added to this thread,
FWIW.
Author:

krick [ Sun Feb 12, 2012 7:58 pm ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
I don't know if this has been posted in the thread yet, but this site...
http://www.ngohq.com/news/19805-critica ... -hdds.html
...has a bootable CD image ISO with WDIDLE3 that you can download and burn to a
CD.
The page above recommends running wdidle3 /S300 to set the parking time to 300
seconds (5 minutes) instead of the default 8 seconds.

In the TiVo forum, they recommend completely disabling intellipark using wdidle3 /D
due to an issue with hanging the TiVo during a soft reboot...
http://www.tivocommunity.com/tivo-vb/sh ... p?t=370784
The TiVo faq linked above also has a link to another bootable ISO CD image with
WDIDLE3.
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jimmyzaas [ Sun Feb 26, 2012 12:56 pm ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
I was unable to disable head parking with the WD30EZRS WD Green 3TB using
WDIDLE3 1.0.5.
Basically, using the wdidle3 /d switch and then running wdidle3 /r shows that the
feature is disabled, but it had 0 effect. The LLC count went from 0 - 77 in 8 hours when
the hard drive was not yet formatted and just plugged into the motherboard. It seems
like everytime the Motherboard SMART feature polls the drive, the head would move
and then park itself after a short time.
I then ran wdidle3 /s300 and it seemed like the LLC count went up slower but was still
going up while the drive was idle.
So this is a major bummer, these new green drives suck! I hope they update that
stupid tool soon. In the meantime, I'm running HWMonitor 24/7 so that SMART polling
keeps the drive alive.
Just for a comparison, my Hitachi 2TB 5K3000 has been on 4205 hours, it has only
parked the head 42 times.
Author:

faugusztin [ Sun Feb 26, 2012 2:00 pm ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
Suck because a number increases ? Did anyone had a failure connected to the high LLC
count yet ? Or this whole thing is just a problem for you because it behaves differently
than before ?
Author:

krick [ Sun Feb 26, 2012 3:27 pm ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
jimmyzaas wrote:
I was unable to disable head parking with the WD30EZRS WD Green 3TB using WDIDLE3 1.0.5.

Basically, using the wdidle3 /d switch and then running wdidle3 /r shows that the feature is disabled, but it
had 0 effect. The LLC count went from 0 - 77 in 8 hours when the hard drive was not yet formatted and just
plugged into the motherboard. It seems like everytime the Motherboard SMART feature polls the drive, the
head would move and then park itself after a short time.

I believe that there are several versions of WDIDLE3... 1.0, 1.0.3, 1.0.5. You might
want to locate and try another version. Also, I found that on my drive, I had to run
"wdidle3 /d" immediately after booting. If I ran "wdidle3 /r" first, then running any
other wdidle3 commands would hang and do nothing.
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Are you running SpeedFan? They've established that SpeedFan keeps waking the drive
up every few seconds, causing it to park/unpark an excessive amount of times.
Author:

akos [ Mon May 07, 2012 1:36 pm ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
Amazingly enough, I have just discovered that my WD Green WD5000BEVT 2,5" 500GB
system drive parked it's heads over 2 million times..
# smartctl -a /dev/sda | egrep '(Cycle|Power|Model)'
Model Family: Western Digital Scorpio Blue Serial ATA family
Device Model: WDC WD5000BEVT-00ZAT0
9 Power_On_Hours 0x0032 064 064 000 Old_age Always - 26454
12 Power_Cycle_Count 0x0032 100 100 000 Old_age Always - 121
192 Power-Off_Retract_Count 0x0032 200 200 000 Old_age Always - 95
193 Load_Cycle_Count 0x0032 001 001 000 Old_age Always - 2160468
No issues at all so far. Are there any statistics anywhere, that show correlation in
number of parks vs drive failures? I don't think it makes sense to disable the parking
any more..
Author:

xan_user [ Tue May 15, 2012 6:25 am ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
i never worried about the cycle count, it was the parking noise that was the problem for
me.
Author:

MikeC [ Tue May 15, 2012 9:35 am ]

Post subject: Re: Is there a problem with head parks on WD Green HDDs?
This was posted somewhere in this long thread a while ago, it might have been me.
There are no-head-park versions of the WD Green, if this is an issue that bugs you. WD
calls them AV drives, as do other brands which offer such drives. They are designed
specifically for 24x7 operation, originally for video surveillance and
industrial/commercial apps such as kiosks & signage. Now they are also said to be good
for video streaming apps. This type of drive is also available in 2.5" format.
Having said that, I generally use WD Green drives only for data storage, not the OS,
having migrated all my PCs to SSDs (of 40~160GB capacity) for the OS. Even Windows
does not scan a secondary data drive (where, for example, all your libraries are
tortured) as much as the OS drive, thus lowering the number of head park cycles. But I
have to say it does not bother me -- neither the noise or the awareness of the head
cycle count. On the machine I'm on right now, the WD Green has run 2104 hours & had
43,919 load/unload cycles. Its health is 100%.
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